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ANNOTATION
This document contains the user's guide to software Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS
«Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06. GIS Panorama is the universal Geo Information System which have
means of creation and editing for digital maps and cities plans, remote sensing data processing,
performance of various measurements and calculations, the overlay operations, construction of 3D
models, processing of raster data, means of preparing the graphic documents in electronic and printed
form, and also tool means for work with databases.
This database of digital vector maps has hierarchical structure. The lower level stores information
about individual map features. The objects can be united in groups, layers and map sheets. The set of one
scale and kind maps is the work area. It is a separate database of digital maps. The description of separate
object consists of metric data (the coordinates of the district) and semantic data (properties of object). It is
including the unique identifier of the object via which the logical communication is carried out with
external databases.
The size of the individual database for digital vector maps can have several terabytes (TB). The
database update is performed in run mode of the transaction that provides failure recovery and rollback to
any number of steps back. The management system supports high performance indexing algorithm data
that provides the maximum speed of the search and display of map features on standard hardware.
The interface of management for digital maps allows to request and to change the description of
separate objects or their set chosen by set criterion. It lets also to display maps with change of scale,
structure of displayed data and representation forms.
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1

PROGRAM ASSIGNMENT

1.1 Overview
Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 (hereinafter – GIS
Panorama) is a universal system designed to collect spatial data, management of spatial databases,
creating and updating digital maps and plans, establishment of information systems for various purposes.
GIS Panorama is a client of the network system for processing spatial data. Servers are spatial data
GIS Server, web services publishing spatial data (GIS WebService) and monitoring of databases
(PostgreSQL, MSSQL server, Oracle, and spatial), operating under protocols OGC.

Figure 1 -

General view of the GIS with several open tasks

GIS Panorama includes the professional tools for creating and updating digital topographic maps
and plans of towns and cities, remote sensing data processing, thematic mapping and analysis, preparation
of maps for publication, generalization maps to create maps of smaller scales, building 3D models,
complex 3D analysis, complex of geodetic and land management tasks, the complex geological tasks,
navigation and many other tasks.
Database of digital vector maps has hierarchical structure. The lower level stores information about
individual map features. Objects can be united in groups, layers and sheets of maps. A set of maps with
the same scale and view is a work area – a separate database of digital maps. The description of the
individual object consists of metric data (coordinates on the Earth) and semantic data (object properties),
including a unique object identifier that provides a logical link with external databases.
The size of the individual database for digital vector maps can be several terabytes (TB). The
database update is performed in run mode of the transaction that provides failure recovery and rollback to
any number of steps back. The management system supports high performance algorithm of data indexing
that provides the maximum speed of the search and display of map features on standard hardware.
The management interface of digital maps allows to query and to modify the description of
individual objects or multiple, selected according to a given criterion, and displaying maps with change of
scale, structure and displayed data format.
The system is opened to users – it supports various formats of exchange. It is provided by
configuring maps classifiers, libraries of symbols. It supports a variety of coordinate systems and map
projections. Many of the programs presented as source code in the SDK kit.
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1.2 Software structure
The basic content of the GIS Panorama includes more than 100 different applications. The most
commonly used application tasks are invoked from the menu «Tasks»:
- Map editor;
- Map calculations;
- Sorting;
- Map passport;
- Navigator;
- 3D Navigator;
- Map legend;
- Editor classifier;
- Geodetic editor;
- GPS/GLONASS monitor;
- Graph of roads;
- Coordinate system;
- Editor raster;
- Preparation for publication;
- Customize the panels with applications;
- Launch applications.

Figure 2 -

General view of Tools (Menu for Tasks)

It is possible to call the execution of the application task from the task tree via the menu item
«Tasks/Running applications».
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Figure 3 -

General view of the dialog application tasks (choice of tasks)

It can be added to a new application created on the basis of applied MAPAPI and PANAPI
interfaces in the tree of application tasks. They are described in the programmer's guide.
Another way to connect the new applied tasks or their individual modes is to configure custom
dashboards. The dashboard can have your name and any set of buttons, recruited from the tasks in basic
components of GIS, with the ability to connect libraries of DLL containing new tasks created on the basis
of applied MAPAPI and interfaces PANAPI.

Figure 4 -
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Figure 5 -

User’s deck of tasks (Taskbar)

1.3 Types of processed spatial data
GIS Panorama provides automated processing of various types of spatial data, in particular:
- vector maps in different projections and coordinate systems, including nautical charts,
navigation (air), navigation, and others;
- remote sensing data, including satellite images in the optical range, multispectral imagery, laser
data, sonar data, and others;
- a regular array of heights, matrixes of qualitative characteristics (coating), TIN-model;
- 3D model.

Figure 6 -

Types of data processed in the GIS Panorama

To automate the processing of GEODATA obtained from other GIS, and from various web
services, GIS Panorama is able to handle dozens of different data formats, including those that are
international standards.
Supported classifiers aeronautical information developed in accordance with the recommendations
of ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) given in the document «Guide to air navigation
maps (Doc 8697-AN/889/2). International Civil Aviation Organization».
Nautical charts are generated in accordance with the requirements of the International hydrographic
organization IHO (International Hydrographic Organization) standards S57\S52.
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1.4 Types of digital maps
Using GIS Panorama it is possible to create the following types of maps:
- the map consisting of a set for nomenclature sheets international graph rules (the standard size)
or sheets of any size;
- the map consisting of one sheet the standard or any size;
- the map having any borders (of the whole world, the region, the settlement), changing according
to the current structure of objects.

Figure 7 -

The example of topographic map consisted of many sheets

In a map window it is usually opened a multi-sheets map of the area, and over it can be opened
maps with arbitrary boundaries and containing a variety of thematic information. Maps with arbitrary
boundaries are called custom. Thematic information depends on the scope of GIS applications. For
example: the state of communications, demography, economy, ecology, military and etc.
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Figure 8 -

The example of custom map «Demography»

As the map it can be used a map of any territory, represented by one single sheet. For example: the
map region or the map of the country.
Multi-sheet map displays faster than the map that stores objects in one sheet. The division of objects
on the sheets does not affect the coordinate accuracy determination of the characteristics of extended
objects (rivers, roads), the solution of special problems (transport, navigation).
For sharing digital maps can be used formats SXF, GML, MIF, SHP, DXF, KML, MP, and others.
Technical description of the SXF format is given in the document «Open format of the digital
information about the district (format Code – SXF). Format structure. Edition 4.0».
1.5 Structure of the digital maps
Data of digital vector maps have the following logical structure:
- passport data about a map sheet (the scale, a projection, system of coordinates, rectangular and
geodetic coordinates of corners of a sheet and so on);
- metric data of map objects (the district coordinate of objects);
- semantic data of the map objects (various properties of objects).
The object of the digital map is set of figures: metrics and semantics. The real object can be
corresponded to the object on the map (of the district: the bridge, the river, the building, etc.), group of
objects (quarter – group of houses, etc.) or part of object. The object of a difficult configuration can be
divided into some objects, for example: building porch, separate cases. To some objects of the map there
is no compliance: explaining signatures, horizontals, kilometer grid and so on.
Separate objects of the vector map can be logically united on layers, by nature of localization and
the signs established by users.
The description of the type objects for vector maps, semantic characteristics (properties, attributes)
objects, layers in which objects united, the conventional signs used at display and the printing of the map,
is stored in the digital qualifier of the map.
On the digital map can be till 65536 types of objects which can be united in 255 layers and have to
65536 types of the characteristics.
Vector map usually consists of one map sheet, which has constant dimensions. When you add,
move or delete the objects dimensions and the location of the sheet change automatically. Single map
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sheet can contain up to 4 billion objects. But to use so many objects in one sheet is not recommended - a
large number of objects greatly decreases the speed of map rendering and increases the work of most
analytical tasks performed on such map. Due to the fact that each sheet of multi-sheet maps physically
separated from the other sheets, it can be independently updated, displayed, edited and transmitted from
one user to another without affecting the entire multi-sheet maps. Multi-map can contain thousands of
sheets and recorded formats: MAP, SIT or SITX.
Map format MAP designed for storage map, which contains sheets of the same scale, projection,
coordinate system. All map sheets creates a single file data format MAP. For each sheet in the passport
contains a separate entry.
Data of a single sheet are stored in the following files:
- metrics (coordinates of objects, *.DAT);
- semantics (characteristics of objects, *.SEM);
- help data reference (indexes for fast search of object or its description, *.HDR);
- graphical data (symbols, graphical objects, *.GRA).
Data files of one multi-sheet maps should be in the same directory. Not recommended in the same
directory to host multiple multi-sheet maps. Library of symbols, a list of objects and their names, a
description of the layers and semantic characteristics are stored in a digital format RSC classifier. The
map objects may not have a connection with the classifier. Such objects have their own graphic
description, they are called graphic ones. Using graphics facilitates the conversion data in formats DXF,
MIF/MID. Attribute data can be stored in an external relational database. The communication with the
database is performed by the unique object identifier.
The map in the SIT format is designed to store one map sheet. Library of symbols, a list of objects’
codes and their names, a description of the layers and semantic characteristics are stored in a digital
format RSC classifier. Data sheet maps are stored in the following files:
- map passport (*.SIT);
- metrics (coordinates of objects, *.SDA);
- semantics (attributes of objects *.SSE);
- reference data (the index entry *.SHD);
- graphical data (symbols, graphical objects, *.SGR).
The map in the SITX format is designed to store one map sheet in one file. This simplifies the
exchange of information between units of the organization, its records and backups. The amount of maps
in the vault of format SITX is not limited. To protect data supports encryption 256-bit key formed on the
basis of the password set by the user. Library of symbols, a list of code objects and their names, a
description of the layers and semantic characteristics are stored in a digital format RSC classifier.
If it is necessary, combining maps in the format SIT/SITX in one district creates a project file MPT.
MPT file is a text file containing the list of open vector, raster and matrix data. This approach allows to
combine (in one area) the geospatial data of different scales, projections and formats. Read more about
structure of the file in section 1.11.
The map may be displayed together with other vector maps with their classifications, as well as
raster and matrix maps. The same map can simultaneously be combined with data in different projections
and edited by different users. Edits from different users will look the same.
The formation of multi-sheet maps can be performed when you import the data of format SXF with
the use of the file format of the DIR (see Annex 1).
Creating, updating, and distribution maps can be run independently different services from different
sources.
The exchange of maps could be run in the format SXF binary or text form.
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1.6 Raster data
GIS Panorama allows to display and process different types data of the Earth remote sensing. For
example, data of space and air shooting in the optical range, multispectral pictures.
These data can be imported from various formats: Geo TIFF, JPEG, MrSID formats, BMP and
others. The Geo TIFF format can be displayed without transformation to the GIS internal format. Other
formats will be transformed into the RSW format, having the file structure from several levels and
supporting compression of algorithms JPEG and LZW.
The size of one raster image can be up to 1 TB. At the same time together with vector maps it can
be opened thousands of rasters.
1.7 Matrix data about districts (covering)
GIS Panorama processes matrix data about the districts presented in the MTW, MTQ, MTL
formats. Files of the specified formats are additional to data in the SXF format for representation (of
different kinds) for district in matrix form.
There are some matrix types to the district:
- matrix of heights;
- matrix of qualities;
- matrix of layers.
Matrixes of heights (MTW) can be constructed according to the vector map. They can contain
absolute heights of a land relief or the sum of absolute and relative heights of objects. Matrixes of heights
are described in the document «Processing of matrixes of heights and TIN models. User's guide».
Matrixes of qualities (MTQ) can be received searching the set object types of the map having
demanded characteristics. In the matrix are filled with the corresponding weight coefficients those cells
which coordinates belong to object. Matrixes of qualities and a matrix of heights have uniform structure.
Creation of a matrix of qualities is described in item 4.2.1.6.
Formats MTW and MTQ have a tiled structure of several levels, and supports data compression on
the original algorithm. The size of a single matrix can be up to 1 TB. At the same time together with
vector maps can be opened thousands of matrices.
The matrix of layers (MTL) is a regular 3D model of geological bodies (layers of the earth's crust)
and contains a regular array of values of absolute heights and capacities of layers. Matrixes of layers are
described in the document «Processing of matrixes of layers. User's guide».
1.8 Structure of TIN models for land relief
GIS Panorama processes the TIN models of a land relief presented in the TIN format.
TIN model represents the many-sided surface – the irregular network of the triangles which tops are
starting reference points, and also points of a metrics of structural lines and the filling areas.
TIN model is under construction according to the initial vector map within the range of a
triangulation including dot, linear and vulgar objects, with the characteristic «the absolute height» or with
a three-dimensional metrics.
In more detail TIN models are described in the document «Processing of matrixes of heights and
TIN models. User's guide».
1.9 Structure of MTD models for surface of the district
GIS Panorama processes the MTD models of a land relief presented in the MTD format.
The digital irregular dot MTD model or «cloud of points» represents the dot data grouped with a
binding to regular fragments of the district of a square form. In other words, the MTD model is a set of
blocks of irregularly located points. The block structure of model provides effective access to each point.
The MTD model is under construction according to the dot measurements received from various
sources. Such data are, for example, results of air laser scanning and the remote sensing of Earth (RSE),
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results of scanning of a seabed an echolocation method, and also any other dot measurements created by
special methods.
1.10 Local coordinate system
The local coordinate system (LCS) is understood as the conditional system of the coordinates
installed concerning limited territory, not exceeding territory of the Russian Federation, where zero of
coordinates and orientation for coordinates axes are displaced in relation to a zero of coordinates and the
orientation for coordinates axes of the united national system of coordinates used for realization of
geodetic and cartographical works (further – national system of coordinates).
Local coordinate systems are set for carrying out geodetic and topographical works at engineering
researches, construction and operation of buildings and constructions, a survey of the grounds, conducting
cadastres and realization of other special works.
The obligatory requirement for a specifying the local coordinate system is the possibility of
transition from local coordinate system to the national system of coordinates with use of parameters of
transition (keys).
If for creation of a map the type «Large-scale plan of district» is set such map does not support
displaying and input of geodetic coordinates. It cannot be combined with maps in other projections and
systems of coordinates and with the data received from the navigating equipment. The cities’ tourist plans
of various scales, plans of the ground areas for various purposes, storey plans of buildings, etc can be
made in the form of the large-scale plan
The type «Large-scale plan of district» can be applied to hide from users true parameters of a
projection. The large-scale plan can be received by transformation of maps with geodetic coordinates of
objects from the standard systems of coordinates into conditional local system of coordinates with
application of seven elements of transformation:

where Δx, Δy, Δz – the linear elements of transformation, m;
ωx, ωy, ωz – the angular elements of transformation, radian;
m – the differential distinction of scales for systems of coordinates;
a, b – systems of coordinates

Figure 9 -

Proportion between local and state coordinate systems

Transformation can be carried out by means of the task: «Transformation of geodetic coordinates».
If it is necessary periodically to update the map with using the geodetic and navigating devices to
define geodetic coordinates of objects in the national system of coordinates, and reports to carry out in
local system of coordinates, the local system of coordinates can be installed virtually for various types of
maps.
For this purpose in the menu «Options \ Local coordinate system» it is necessary to specify
relatively what base reference system the local system is created. Systems CS42, CS95, CS63,
UTM\WGS84 are supported. For LCS, created relatively CS63, it is enough to specify the alphabetic
identifier of area, numerical number of a zone and the offsets of coordinates on axes X and Y, which can
be defined from the catalogue of coordinates for the points, set in CS63 and LCS. After input of
parameters for LCS, it is possible to view and edit coordinates of objects and to form reports with
catalogues of coordinates for points, both in LCS, and in system of coordinates for the map. Thus, to do
preliminary transformation or recalculation of coordinates for the map is not required.
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1.11 Project of maps’ set
The set of the various data (consisting of a vector district map, any quantity of the user maps, rasters
and matrixes) can be opened in a window of the map.
Any user can establish the order data shown, the palette, brightness, contrast, the display sign (with
a matrix of heights, it is possible to work without displaying it), the editing sign, etc.
The data list and their parameters can be kept in the file of the project having the MPT expansion.
The file of the project is text one and it has structure, as at INI files. The way to the main map of the
project is specified in the section [MAP] in the line «PATH =». The main map can be vector, raster or
matrix one. Saving of the project is carried out through the File menu, the Keep point as. Opening of the
project is carried out through the Open point.
OLE objects, set on the map, will remain in the file with the OMP expansion. The name of the OMP
file has to be same, as a name of the kept project. If the OMP file is absent, it is created automatically
when the project opens.
1.12 Creating and using of visibility limits
One of advantages of digital maps before paper documents is the flexible system of display. Digital
maps can be presented in different scales, color registration, conventional signs, etc.
However, if the increased conventional signs (are applied inevitably for the low resolution of
displays) or image compression is carried out (after scaling), separate objects can close each other that
worsens visual perception of the map.
The package of measures is applied to improvement for readability of the digital map, carrying out
map generalization - the automated impact on appearance and structure of objects.
One of the rules, on which generalization is carried out, is the visibility of each object in the range
of display scales for the map.
Set of the lower and upper bounds of the range for display scales where the object is visible, makes
limits of the object visibility.
Limits of visibility can be set for the object appearance (the wood, the lake, a foot path, etc.) for the
digital qualifier creation of the work area and to be redefined for concrete object (if necessary) by means
(tools) of the editor for the digital map.
Except the limits of visibility, established by the operator, GIS Panorama carries out automatic
generalization for separate categories of the objects. Since certain extents of compression for the map in
relation to basic scale, the names having the corresponding font size cease to be displayed, linear objects
and the contour of vulgar objects gradually decrease in thickness, etc. The rules that automatic shutdown
of names display and dot objects are carried out. They could have contradictions with the limits of
visibility established by the operator.
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2

THE CONDITIONS OF PROGRAM EXECUTION

Recommended requirements to structure of hardware and software:
- processor type Intel Core i5 and more;
- the volume access of operative memory: 8 GB and more;
- free space in one partition of the hard drive for processing spatial data from one TB or more;
- video card to build 3D terrain models with the following parameters: support for OpenGL
version 1.4, the amount of universal conveyors (SPU) – 640, memory capacity – 2048 MB,
memory bus – 128 bits, texture units (TMU) – 80, ROP units (ROP) – 16, speed SPU – 1085
MHz, cores – 1020 MHz, memory 5400 MHz;
- USB port available for the application;
- screen size of at least 1920 x 1080 pixels;
- the manipulator «mouse»;
- keyboard;
- network card Ethernet capacity of 100 Mbps and more;
- operating system: MS Windows 7 (64-bit) and more.
To check the program correctness of XML (XmlCheck) it is necessary for computer to have MS
NET Framework version 3.5 and newer.
For report output, it is necessary for computer to have a word processor MS Word as a part of MS
Office 2003 SP3 and newer, or OpenOffice.org Writer.
The choice of the technical means is connected with the possibility to process a great volume of
data. Vector electronic map can contain some thousand sheets of electronic maps. One sheet can contain
up to 4 billion objects. The map can be 65 thousand types of objects. Objects can be combined in 255
layers, taking into account the objects localization of more than 1000 layers. The size of a single sheet
(the area of the covered area) is not limited.
The volume vector maps can reach several terabytes.
The volume of one raster or matrix map can be up to 1 TB.
GIS Panorama is written in the language C++ ANSI ISO/IEC 9899:1999(E).
To build the GIS Panorama are applied:
- integrated development environment «Borland C++ Builder 6.0»;
- integrated development environment «Embarcadero RAD Studio XE5»;
- a program for creating installers «Smart Install Maker 5.02».
Part of GIS software includes a module panorama.exe, the set of DLLs and files operational hints
with the extension CHM.
To connect the GIS tasks that are implemented in a separate DLL, there are files ICO in addition
that contains the icon of the task (tools). The name of the ICO file matches the corresponding DLL file.
Documentation for GIS users and application developers, including educational materials and a
description of the applications contained in the subdirectory \DOC.
In the subdirectory \DATA contains examples of electronic maps and classifiers.
Only qualified personnel, familiar with relevant programmatic, technological and operational
documentation may be allowed to use GIS Panorama.
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3

THE EXECUTION OF PROGRAM

3.1 Configuring the license type
GIS Panorama can run when installing one of the following licenses:
 fixed hardware license (USB key);
 fixed software license (registration key);
 floating (network) hardware license (USB key).
Fixed hardware license implies the presence of a dongle USB at each workstation: standard
Guardant dongle or Guardant micro dongle. The key must be connected to the USB port on the
workstation from which GIS Panorama is launched.
Floating (network) hardware license assumes that there is one USB dongle and a license server in
the local network, which allows you to simultaneously perform a paid number of copies for applications
on any computers by connecting in turn. When using a floating license, Guardant Net key must be
installed on a workstation in the local network on which the license server is installed. Otherwise, the
server (as well as the client Guardant Net) will not be able to detect the key.
Fixed software license involves binding the service to computer settings based on registration data
registered by email.
3.2 Sequence of electronic (USB) key installation
The electronic key is the device intended for protection of programs and data from not authorized
use and duplicating.
The electronic keys Guardant USB can be used for computer operating systems supported by
standard USB system.
Connection and switching-off of keys Guardant USB can be made both at the switched on mode of
computer, and at switched off.
USB-key should be connected to port only after installation of «Guardant driver». If the key has
been connected before installation of the driver, and the standard «Master of installation of USB-devices
Windows» was started, it is necessary to take a key from port and to cancel work of «Master».
To reduce the risk of mechanical failure of the key when working in the field, it is possible to use
the Guardant micro software protection keys having a size of up to 1.7 cm and protruding from the
computer case (laptop) up to 7 mm. To set the type of a used key it is possible in the dialogue «Appear
license», started by means of item «Options\License kind» in the main menu of the program.

Figure 10 - Customizing access to the protection key
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3.2.1 Installation of Guardant driver
The driver of electronic key is loaded automatic during setting GIS Panorama. If there is necessary
to update driver or to change the key, you shall do this:
- run the program to install drivers «Setup.exe» placed in a subdirectory of the installed GIS
Panorama (WinKey64 or WinKey64_ENG);
- click on the «Install driver» in the dialog window «Install driver Guardant»;
- if it is necessary, restart the operating system.
The correctness of connecting the electronic protection key and the installation of its driver can be
estimated after the launch of the GIS. In the dialog «About», the license number is indicated that is
provided by the Guardant USB electronic key. The dialog «About» is launched by the «Help\About» item
in the main menu of the program.

Figure 11 - Information window «About»
3.2.2 Features of installation of a network key
GIS can monitor the number of copies simultaneously running in the local network using the
network key. Guardant Net network key can be installed on any workstation or server.
Attention! Customizing the license kind on the client computer must be performed with
Administrator rights.
For the normal operation of a network application protected by Guardant keys, presence of the
following files are required:
1) On the server side glds.exe all server settings and logs are stored in %Program
Data%\Guardant\GLDS.
File name
grdsrv.ini
glds_log.txt

Description
A server configuration file that is automatically created when the server starts.
A log in which events on the server are recorded; it is created automatically after the
server starts.
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Figure 12 - Example of log «glds_log.txt»
2) On the side of the protected application (client).
gnclient.ini – a configuration file of the client. Contains options that allow you to configure a secure
application on the server of the electronic key. The gnclient.ini configuration file is located in the same
directory as the protected application. The gnclient.ini configuration file with the operating settings can
be obtained after the Guardant Net server is started.
To get started, you need to install the driver for accessing the electronic key (the installer is located
in the WinKey6 folder). Then connect the electronic key to the USB port of the computer.
Next, you need to copy the \NetKey6\ directory of the installed program to the directory c:\Program
Files\. This directory contains the Guardant Net server software.
In order that the server would start with the configured default settings, copy the contents of the
\NetKey6\ProgramData\ folder to a similar folder of OS Windows. For example, for Windows 7 it is
C:\ProgramData\. If this folder is hidden, enter %ProgramData% in the Windows search bar and press the
Enter. You should see the Windows Explorer window with the required folder.
After installation of a network key onto the computer, it is necessary to start the server Guardant
Net – the glds.exe utility. In this configuration, the server starts as a Windows service. The advantage of
the service is that it automatically starts at boot time of the operating system, you do not need to perform
the registration procedure on the computer to start it, and the user has access to special Windows tools for
service management.
More information about the server startup options and its settings is described in guardant_net.pdf.
To remove the Guardant Net service, run it from the command line with the «-u» option:
glds.exe -u
To obtain up-to-date information about the status of the Guardant Net server and Guardant network
keys, working on a certain computer, a web-interface is used. To execute monitoring or configuring the
server of a key, start the Internet browser and type the IP address of the computer on which the server and
the key are installed in the address line, in the format: http://<path>: <port number>, for example,
http://192.168.0.1:3185, and press the Enter key. The standard port for the Guardant Net service is 3185.
After that, the screen will display information about the Guardant Net server and the electronic keys that
it currently serves.
Attention! The Guardant Net server must be loaded on the same computer (workstation or server) to
which the Guardant Net electronic key is connected. Otherwise, the server (as well as the Guardant Net
client) can not detect the key.
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The Guardant Net server supports TCP/IP network protocols and any of the NetBIOS interfaces. On
the workstations the ports should be opened that are specified in the network key configuration file ...
\ProgramData\Guardant\GLDS\grdsrv.ini for the program ...\NetKey6\GLDS.exe:
[HTTP_SERVER]
PORT=3185 (tcp/udp)
[SERVER]
PORT=6001 (tcp/udp)
MESSAGE_PORT=6002 (tcp)
GIS is installed on client computers. In order that programs work with Guardant Net network key, it
is necessary to customize the kind of the used license. After the GIS start, you need to call the «Appear
license» dialog. Access to the dialog «Appear license» is carried out through the main menu of the
program «Options\License kind». Using the «Appear license» dialog, select «License type\Floating
license» and specify the IP address or host name of the computer where the network key and the key
server are installed.

Figure 13 - Customizing access to the network protection key
3.2.3 Rules of operating and storage
Preserve the electronic key against mechanical influences (falling, concussion, vibration, etc.), from
influence of high and low temperatures, corrosive medium, high voltage; all this can lead to its breakage.
Do not apply excessive efforts for connection the electronic key to a computer and to the peripheral
device to the electronic key.
Do not allow dust, dirt, moisture, etc. to enter the electronic key (especially its connectors). When
clogging the connectors of the electronic key, take measures to clean them. Use a dry cloth to clean the
case and connectors. The use of organic solvents is unacceptable.
Do not disassemble the electronic key. It can lead to breakage of its case, and also to damage or
breakage of elements of printed circuit and, as consequence, to unreliable work or failure of the electronic
key itself.
3.2.4 Causes and methods of eliminating troubles
Causes and methods of eliminating troubles connected with operation of an electronic key are
displayed in tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1 -

List of possible troubles of an electronic key

Possible cause
The Guardant USB dongle is not connected to the
computer's USB port.
LED of the Guardant USB electronic key,
connected to the USB port of the computer, does
not light.
Guardant USB dongle is intended for another
program.

Way of elimination
Check the connection of the Guardant USB dongle
to the computer's USB port.
Install the key on another port or another
computer. If the fault has repeated, replace the key
(the key is defective).
Check up conformity of the started program to the
purpose of the Guardant USB key. The name of
the program is indicated on the sticker on the key.
The Guardant key driver is not installed. There is Install the Guardant key driver as described in 3.2.
no shortcut «Start \ Settings \ Control Panel \ Installation of Guardant driver.
Guardant Drivers».
The appropriate key type is not installed in the Set the appropriate type of key in the dialog
GIS.
«Appear license» of the program, which is called
by means of the item «Options\License kind» of
the main program menu.
For a local key connected to the computer's USB Set the license type «Fixed license» in the dialog
port, a floating (network) license is installed in the «Appear license» of the program, which is called
GIS.
by the item «Options\License kind» in the main
menu of the program.
Table 2 -

List of possible troubles of network electronic key

Possible cause
Way of elimination
The Guardant Net network key is not connected to Insert the Guardant Net network key into the USB
any computer on the local network.
port of any workstation (computer) or into the
USB port of the server connected to the local
network.
The computer or server is not turned on, to the Turn on and boot up the operating system of a
USB port of which the Guardant Net electronic computer or server, to the USB port of which the
key is connected.
Guardant Net network key is connected.
The local computer network does not work, there Invite the system administrator to troubleshoot the
is no communication between computers in the local network.
local network.
LED of the Guardant Net electronic key, The key is defective. Replace the key.
connected to the USB port of the included
workstation (computer) or server, is not lit.
Guardant key driver is not installed on the Install the Guardant key driver in accordance with
computer where the Guardant Net network key is Section 3.2.2 Features of installation of a network
connected to the USB port of the computer. There key.
is no shortcut «Start \ Settings \ Control Panel \
Guardant Drivers».
Guardant Net server software is not running on the In accordance with the recommendations of item
computer where the Guardant Net network key is 3.2.2 Features of installation of a network key,
connected to the USB port of the computer.
copy the \NetKey6\ directory from the installed
program folder to the computer where the
Guardant Net network electronic key is connected
to the USB port and run for execution the
Guardant Net server – the glds.exe utility.
Failure of the operating system of the computer, to Restart the operating system of the computer, to
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Possible cause
Way of elimination
USB port of which the Guardant Net electronic USB port of which the Guardant Net electronic
key is connected.
key is connected and run for execution the
Guardant Net server.
The free licenses provided by the Guardant Net At the moment, all licenses provided by the
electronic key have ended.
Guardant Net electronic key have been distributed
to previously launched client programs. Invite the
system administrator to monitor or configure the
key
server
in
accordance
with
the
recommendations in the section 3.2.2 Features of
installation of a network key.
Guardant USB network key is designed for Check the compliance of the running program
another program.
with the purchased Guardant Net key license.
The Guardant key driver is not installed on the Install the Guardant key driver in accordance with
client computer. There is no shortcut «Start \ Section 3.2.1 Installation of Guardant driver.
Settings \ Control Panel \ Guardant Drivers».
For a network key, a fixed (local) license is Set the «License Kind» the «Floating licence» in
installed in the GIS.
the dialog «Appear license» of the program, which
is called by the item «Options\License kind» in
the main menu of the program.
The IP address of the computer to which the Set the «License Kind» the «Floating licence» in
Guardant Net electronic key is connected is not the dialog «Appear license» of the program, which
specified in the GIS.
is called by the item «Options\License kind» in
the main menu of the program.
When you close the «Appear license» dialog box Configuring the operation of the GIS with the
by clicking the «Set» button after setting up the Guardant Net network key in the «Appear license»
license type or specifying the IP address of the dialog is performed with the rights of the
computer, the program displays the message:
operating system administrator.
«Unable to write to file gnclient.ini».
There is no access to the ports specified in the Open the access to the ports specified in the
grdsrv.ini network key configuration file for the grdsrv.ini network key configuration file for the
program .. \NetKey6\GLDS.exe.
program .. \NetKey6\GLDS.exe:
[HTTP_SERVER]
PORT=3185 (tcp/udp)
[SERVER]
PORT=6001 (tcp/udp)
MESSAGE_PORT=6002 (tcp)
3.3 Procedure for registering a license of the registration key type
When using the fixed software license, you must register a registration key. To do this, click on the
button «Registration» in the window for setting the type of license.
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Figure 14 - Configuring the type of license
In the field «Registration key», you must enter the code from the license agreement for software
with the fixed license (registration key) after payment.
In the field «Email address for receiving activation file» you must specify the email address of the
client.

Figure 15 - Creating a registration file
After filling in the fields, it is necessary to click on the button «Registration» and send the
registration file to the email address panorama@gisinfo.ru.

Figure 16 - Obtaining the registration file
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3.3.1. Procedure for activating a license of the registration key type
To activate the license such type as a registration key, it is necessary to click the button
«Activation» in the window for setting the type of license.

Figure 17 - Configuring the type of license
Then, in the explorer, select the file with the extension LIC received by e-mail after registering the
registration key.

Figure 18 - Running the license activation
To complete the procedure, click on the button «Activation». Upon successful activation, the
activation message appears and information about the license number.
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4

THE INTERFACE OF SYSTEM

4.1 Overview
In general, you need to run the head module of the system - panorama64.exe. Running the program
can be executed by using the Windows file Manager, or using the program's shortcut on the Windows
desktop.
The system is controlled using the keyboard and mouse manipulator. The screen is divided into the
workspace, panel (menu) control, panel display, the message area. During the operation of the program,
in the message area of the screen, comments are given to facilitate the choice of action.
When you finish the work with GIS Panorama, all opened digital maps are closed. View of maps,
their location on the screen and the location of control panels are stored in the service file (INI).
To complete the work with GIS Panorama, do one of the following:
- click the exit button in the control menu;
- in the menu «File» click «Exit»;
- press the F10 key or ALT-F4.
4.1.1 Moving image
To move image, press left mouse button in the map window. Then move the mouse with a button
pressed. When you release the button, the map will be redrawn in the new position.
In all other modes (maps, payments etc.) the moving image is performed when moving the mouse
out of the window with the pressed left button, and also when moving mouse over the map and pressing
«Shift». The direction of movement for the map is the opposite to the mouse movement.
To move the image of the map with the keyboard, there is a combination of keys «Ctrl» and arrow
keys or the keys PgUp, PgDn, Home, End.
4.1.2 Moving pointer
Move the pointer (cursor) is performed when moving the mouse or using the keyboard shortcuts,
which depicts the corresponding arrows and keys «Shift» and «Ctrl» when the cursor is above the image
maps.
4.1.3 Request of the map object description
There is a possibility to request the map object description (brief help information) of a digital map
in GIS Panorama. It can be done as follows:
- to activate the digital map on which there is an interesting object;
- to place cursor crosshairs on the object and to press «Enter» or left mouse button «Enter».
As a result, the dialog box (containing information about selected object) will appear on the screen.
As the digital map has a multi-layer structure at the point indicated by the crosshair can be
simultaneously located several objects. So after the first button in the dialog will display information
about the top object. There is a possibility of vertical displacement of layer by pressing the buttons
«Next» and «Prev».
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Figure 19 - Information about the map object
Dialogue allows to look through and to edit semantics, the metrics, the appearance and the scale
range of the chosen objects which are being under the crosshair of the cursor on a map.
Displaying the metrics of object (sub-object) includes a number of statistical characteristics, and
also its coordinates and schematic displaying.
Following characteristics of object (sub-object) are displayed:
- the number of sub-objects in the object;
- the number of displayed sub-object (the object has number 0);
- the number of points in the object (sub-object);
- the coordinates of points of the object metrics (sub-object);
- incremental metric coordinates of the object points (sub-object);
- azimuth and azimuth segment metrics;
- left and right swivel angle metric segment;
- rhumb segment metrics.
The coordinates of the points of the metric can be displayed and edited in different units:
- meters in a rectangular coordinate system;
- in pixels in a rectangular coordinate system;
- in radians per geodetic coordinate system;
- degrees in geodetic coordinate system;
- in degrees, minutes, seconds in geodetic coordinate system;
- in radians in the WGS84;
- degrees in the WGS84;
- in degrees, minutes, seconds in WGS84.
If you change the coordinates of the object by changing the angle and azimuth, the coordinates of
the point (following the current one) are adjusted to after the current.
Coordinates for the first point of the metrics in this way, it is impossible to adjust.
To edit the heights in the metric object must include the mode «Height».
4.1.4 Work with keyboard
Table 3 shows a list of the main «hot keys» of the system.
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Table 3 Group
Scaling of map's
image

Moving all over
map's image

List of actions which are carried out by means of the keyboard
Keys combination
Ctrl + «+»or «>»
Ctrl + «-»or «<»
Ctrl + mouse wheel
=
PgUp
PgDn
Home
End
Ctrl + PgUp
Ctrl + PgDn
Ctrl + Home
Ctrl + End
Ctrl + arrow upwards
Ctrl + arrow down
Ctrl + arrow to the left
Ctrl + arrow to the right
Shift + mouse moving

Moving of the
cursor
Work with main
menu
Execution of
operations of
editing, search,
calculations and
others
Map object
selection

Arrows
Shift + Arrows
ALT, Ф, О
ALT, З, Е
ALT, О, З
Ctrl + ПКМ
Ctrl + ЛКМ

Enter
Repeated pressing Enter
Space
Ctrl + Enter

Search of map
objects

Ctrl + F
Ctrl + L
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Carried out action
Zoom in
Zoom out
Zoom in or zoom out
Show a map in its initial scale (base picture)
To move a view window upwards onto «page»
(window height)
To move a window downwards onto «page»
To move a window to the left onto «page» (window
width)
To move a window to the right onto «page»
To move a view window to the upper map border
To move a view window to the lower map border
To move a view window to the lower map border
To move a view window to the right map border
To move a view window upwards onto line (5% of
window height)
Moving the screen down onto line
Moving of the screen to the left onto column (5% of
window width)
Moving the screen to the right onto column
Moving the screen aside movements of the mouse
cursor
Moving the cursor on a map onto one pixel
Accelerated moving the cursor on a map (by 8 pixels)
Open a new map
Include / disable a map editor
Close all maps
To cancel current operation
To complete (to execute) operation

To choose the nearest object to the cursor. If any
operation is active - a blinking of object
Go to the next object. To end the selection it is
necessary to press Ctrl+Enter
To call dialogue of Object selection (when object is
blinking)
An immediate choice of the object nearest to the
cursor (without a blinking or dialogue)
To call dialogue of search/mark of map objects
To continue search of objects from last found or
chosen object
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4.2 File menu commands
The menu item «File» contains commands providing access to digital data in various presentation
formats. The purpose of the commands is given in table 4.
Table 4 -

File menu commands

Menu command
New

Open
Close
Last open maps
GIS Server
GEO-portals of pictures
(WMS)
GEO-portals of maps
(WFS)
GEO-portals of matrixes
(WCS)
Atlas of maps
Manager of maps
Add
Add from a directory
Update
Update the list
Import vector data from
…

Import navigation data
from …
Import rasters and
matrixes from …
Import data from WEB
…
Import matrix from...

Assignment
It serves for creation of a map, plan, user map, work region, classifier of a
map, matrix, matrix of qualities, matrix of layers, raster of qualities, TINmodel, MTD-model.
It opens the existing file of the vector, raster or matrix data.
It closes a digital map, a raster, a matrix, the user map, a matrix of layers, a
matrix of qualities, TIN-model, MTD-model.
It closes a digital map, a raster, a matrix, the user map, a matrix of layers, a
matrix of qualities, TIN-model, MTD-model.
It opens data of GIS Server.
It opens or adds a map with a WMS server.
It opens or adds a map with a WFS-server.
It opens or adds a matrix with the WCS server.
It is used for creating, opening, closing of Atlas.
It is intended for storage and use of a plenty of the information on
cartographical data in a local network.
It adds to an active vector map a raster, a matrix, a matrix of layers, the user
map, a matrix of qualities, TIN-model, MTD-model, map project.
It adds all the same data which are being in the specified directory to an
active vector map.
It adds and updates the data in an active map.
It updates the maps of the formats SXF, TXF, DIR, MAP, SIT, or DIR
It loads files: SXF (SXF, TXF, DIR), Google Earth (KML),
AutoCad (DXF), ArcView (SHP), MapInfo (MIF), S57 (030, 000), the
graph of roads (GDF), MicroStation (DGN), OGC GML geoJSON, files of
coordinates (CSV, XYH, TXT, DBF), files of MS Excel (XLS), tables DBF
with addresses, files of geodesic tools (RAW, SDR, RPT, DAT, IDX, GSI,
GRE, DC1, TXT).
It loads files: GPX, GPS/OziExplorer (WPT, RTE, PLT, EVT),
GPS/NMEA/Magellan Explorist (UPT, RTE, LOG),
GPS/NMEA (TXT), Polish format (MP), ARINC-424.
It loads rasters in BMP, TIFF, JPEG, rasters GDAL (IMG, PNG, JPEG,
TIFF), matrixes of heights (GRD, SRTM, GeoTIFF, IMG), matrixes of
qualities (. TXT,. XYZ,. DBF), a cloud of points (TXT, LAS).
It loads rasters from the server Digital Globe.
It loads matrixes of heights (GRD, SRTM, TXT, DBF, a cloud of points).
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Menu command
Export to …

Save
Save as...
Print a report
Print

Exit
4.2.1

Assignment
It saves in files SXF (SXF, TXF, DIR), Google Earth (KML), AutoCad
(DXF), ArcView (SHP), MapInfo (MIF), S57 (030, 000), ARINC-424, files
Polish format (MP), graph roads databases (GDF), OGC GML geoJSON,
tables of data (DBF, XLS, CSV, TXT, HTML), matrixes of heights (TXT,
TIFF), vector graphics (SVG, EMF, EPS), raster graphics (BMP, TIFF,
JPEG).
It saves a map and coordinates as the data on the disk.
It saves a digital map in the specified format (TXF, DIR, SXF, MPT, BMP,
EMF, EPS, TIFF, RSW, JPEG, PDF).
It is designed to create and to print documents, including maps, text, and
OLE objects.
It is designed to perform output raster / vector map for the print device
installed in MS Windows, as well as to save selected fragment of the map
(raster matrix) in a separate directory for further processing and printing.
It finishes the program operations.

Creating of a map

4.2.1.1 Creating of a new map
To create a new map must be selected in menu «File», point «Create», sub-point «Map». For the
map creation it is required to enter the map name, the area name, the name of the electronic (digital)
qualifier, to set map type, the projection, the ellipsoid, the system of heights and scale, to specify the type
of storage of coordinates. For storage of the coordinates in meters it is required to set the accuracy of
coordinates.
If it is necessary, fill the fields in bookmarks: «Constant projections», «Datum» and «Metadata».
For map creation with a frame it is necessary to include a dialogue element «The territory of the
map to limit to a frame», thus there will be the bookmark of the «Map Frame».
In the presence of a frame, fields of coordinates (rectangular or geodetic) are necessary to fill them.
For topographic maps with the standard nomenclature these data are filled after nomenclature input.
It is possible to apply «Calculate», «Restore» buttons for editing of the frame coordinates.
It is necessary to press «Calculate» button on a bookmark «Geodetic» and vice versa to order
calculate geodetic coordinates using the rectangular coordinates. Pressing «Restore» button makes the
coordinates change cancellation.
By the button «From the Map», it is possible to choose the existing map, to copy data from it about
the projection and further to make necessary changes.
By pressing the button «From XML» the task «Parameters of systems for counting from the XML»
file which reads out the values of constant projections and data from the file XML.
Further the passport of the vector map can be edited.
The button «From EPSG» is intended for a task to call «Parameters of systems for counting from
the EPSG database».
In the future, the passport of a vector map can be edited using the point «Map passport» menu
«Tasks» (Tools).
For topographic maps in the coordinate system SK-42, SK-95 or UTM in standard international
grid, you must enter the item map nomenclature.
Nomenclature of topographic maps depends on the scale of the map. Resgrape for topographic
maps is given in Appendix 2.
4.2.1.2 Plan creating
Plan (Large-scale plan) is the usual digital map, but a little simplified. Map, in system «Panorama»,
is some information in the standard projection, system of coordinates and heights, division, having
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standard scale and the name (nomenclature). As an example, such maps like: topographical, geographic,
scheme maps, etc. Naturally, that the passport of such map has all information and additional data,
describing this map. If you, for example, wish to create the electronic plan of one floor for office
building, the tourist scheme of Lipetsk area or the large-scale Cadastral plan having the own (local)
system of coordinates, it is easier to create the Plan, instead of the Map. As a result, you receive the usual
digital map, but with smaller expenses (some fields of passport are filled automatically).
To create the new plan (the passport of a new map-plan) it is possible, having chosen in File menu
the New Plan (new plan creation) item.
The main thing for correct creating the plan is to determine the system of coordinates. If you create
the large-scale cadastral plan, the coordinates of corners of the framework should be taken from source
map-materials. If you have decided to create any scheme or the plan which has been not limited on the
source material by a framework, for which rectangular coordinates of corners in any system of
coordinates are known, you should enter the own system of coordinates for vectored document. For this
purpose you must execute following actions before scanning the source material:
- to limit your source material to a framework (it is desirable – rectangular);
- to the bottom left (south-west) corner of this framework to give the values of coordinates equal
to 0,0;
- to define scale of the image for the source material (approximately);
- to measure lengths of the sides for rectangle and to recalculate the received results into m. in
view of the image scale.
For example, if the scale is equal 1:500, and lengths of the sides for the rectangle are equal 25sm.
(height) х 50sm. (width) then at creation of the plan passport, it is possible to enter following values of
coordinates for the framework corners:
Table 5 -

Coordinates of the frame plan scale 1:500

Point of frame
Southwest corner
Northwest corner
Northeast corner
Southeast corner

Coordinate X
0.0
125.0
125.0
0.0

Coordinate Y
0.0
0.0
250.0
250.0

Besides coordinates of framework corners for creation of the plan passport it is necessary to enter
the value of the denominator for the image scale (in our case 500) and to specify the classifier which will
be base for the created map. If the created region should consist of several sheets the separate sheets are
created at first, and then they are united into the work region.
4.2.1.3 Creating the region
The creation of the district work is performed in the dialog «Import data from format SXF».
The dialogue allows you to load the selected source file format SXF into a multi-sheet map (MAP)
or a set of maps (SIT, SITX) with possible changing of the projection.
When you run the task, you need (in the dialog box file) to open the desired number of maps SXF.
For loading of the data list with the change of projection it is necessary to install the appropriate map type
and ellipsoid. If the area where the source data is more than three zones, it is advisable to choose the map
type to «Cylindrical Mercator» ellipsoid and «the Ball is in WGS 84».
The execution result of the program is to map the MPT that contains the worksheets depending on
the value in the dialog box of types - MAP, SIT, SITX.
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4.2.1.4 Creating the elevations (heights) matrix
The call of the dialogue for creation of the elevations matrix can be executed:
- by Menu point of «Creation\Matrix» of the menu «File»;
- by addition of the non-existent file for the matrix of elevations (heights) in dialogue «List of
data».
Creating the matrix is used the information of objects for the map and all user maps added to it.
The information about heights recorded in packed form in the matrix. This significantly reduces the
file size.
The matrix of heights can be constructed for the area, on the site of the district, set in the area or on
the set sheets of the area.
To build matrix for the entire region switch on «All region» option in group (deck) «Output area».
For creation the matrix on the set sheets it is necessary to include the mode «On sheets». By default
matrixes names for preset sheets are installed automatically according to names of map files, but also can
be requested with switched on «Choice of the name» mode.
For building matrix onto preset rectangular region portion press «Select» button in «Output area»
deck (group) and select area by two clicks of left mouse button. For change of output area borders press
«Change» button and do changing by mouse. The termination of change mode is the double click of the
left mouse button.
For matrix building onto part of district, limited by closed map object, it is necessary to click
«Object» button in «Output area» deck and to select the closed map object by double left mouse button
click.
For matrix building onto part of district, limited by closed contour, it is necessary to click
«Contour» button in «Output area» deck and to set the contour by left mouse button clicks. The mode
termination of the contour definition is the double left mouse button click.
Area borders can be also set by coordinate values in «South, West, North, East» text fields in meters
after pressing «Coordinates...» button. If transformation from plane rectangular to geodesic coordinates is
supported for current map, then the area borders can be preset as well in degrees.
Type of a resulting relief is set in «Matrix type» window:
In case of the specifying the absolute type of a relief the matrix is constructed with use of objects of
the map having «absolute elevation» characteristic as well as the of objects which metrics contains
elevations.
In case of the task for summary type to an absolute relief the elevations of the objects having the
«relative elevation» characteristic are added.
In case of definition of an absolute or summary type of relief the matrix can be constructed in
«Limit output area by elevations zone» mode. As zone of objects with absolute elevation the rectangular
area, the overall dimensions of which are defined by overall dimensions of map objects having
characteristics «absolute height» or the three-dimensional metrics is considered. This mode allows
limiting the matrix by the site provided with the information on absolute elevations.
In case of specifying the relative type of a relief the relative elevations of objects are added to a flat
surface with the absolute elevation equal to zero.
In «Surface building method» window a mode of calculation of the matrix elements which have not
received values of elevation after processing of map objects is set. At a choice of one of the methods
based on the «weight-average interpolation», it is necessary to consider, that the first method (search on 8
directions) is carried out more quickly than the others, and the third method (surface smoothing) forms
more smooth surface. If the method of «linear interpolation by net of elevations» is chosen, then at first
the network of triangles which tops are point objects with absolute elevation is built, and then on this net
of triangles the elevations of matrix's elements are calculated. «Zero-level plane» surface method is
intended for creation of a matrix of relative elevations. Relief of area can contain areas of local extremes
(a hole, a hill). To such areas the closed contours correspond on a map. If there is no the point object
corresponding to a local extreme (a mark of elevation, geodetic stations, etc.) inside the closed contour,
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the plain surface with elevation of the closed contour will be constructed in the given area. «Make
extremes» mode allows eliminating this lack: to build inside the closed contour a surface corresponding to
a local extreme of the relief.
The matrix can be created in «Make extremes» mode if you use the weight-average interpolation
mode (in «Surface building method» window).
If you use mode «linear interpolation by net of elevations» only the point objects of the maps
having the characteristics «absolute height» or value of elevation in the metrics, it will be used for surface
building. Quantity of high-altitude points should be not less than 3.
The matrix can be constructed in the mode «Additional processing of altitude marks», allowing the
quality improvement for created surface in places where there are groups of dot objects with absolute
elevation between contour lines. The mode can be set, if you use the surface building method - the
weight-average interpolation. If the mode is set, during the matrix construction, the following additional
actions are carried out:
- the triangulation by dot objects with absolute elevation is created;
- edges of a triangulation (or parts of edges) will be transformed to linear 3D-objects (if the edge
does not cross objects with absolute elevation it is deduced entirely, if crosses then the part of an
edge limited by its top and a point of crossing with object is deduced);
- the additional 3D-objects (edges and parts of edges) are placed into the matrix.
If you use mode «Zero-level plane surface», the matrix of relative elevations are created.
The mode of entering for elevations in elements of the matrix is set in a window «Height if
superposition (interference)».
If the distance between map objects with high-altitude characteristics is less than size of matrix
element, then at processing objects the elevations superposition takes place, i.e. hit of two or more objects
in same elementary area. In this case the contents of the created matrix depends on the specified mode
«Height if superposition». If «Average» mode is set in «Height if superposition» field the resulting
elevation of the elementary area is calculated as average arithmetic of available elevation value and
absolute elevation of processed object. If «Maximum» mode is set in «Height if superposition» field the
resulting elevation of the elementary area, it will be the maximum one of objects elevations (in the given
area). If «Minimum» mode is set in «Height if superposition» field the resulting elevation of the
elementary area, it will be the minimum one of objects elevations (in the given area). If a point object gets
into an elementary area with absolute elevation, the resulting elevation of the area there will be the
elevation of point object, irrespective of the set mode «Height if superposition».
«Height if superposition» mode does not influence placing of the relative elevations into the matrix,
using this mode the maximal relative elevation is always placed into the element.
Three-dimensional metrics of map objects will participate in building of matrix, if you set the mode:
«Use elevations from 3D-metric of objects».
If there is set the mode: «Build surface in square 3D-objects», then elevations of the elements
located inside area object with three-dimensional metrics, are calculated by metrics of the given object
and it will be placed into the matrix (irrespective of value for the mode «Height if superposition»). The
mode «Build surface in square 3D-objects» allows to eliminate the influence (superposition of elevations)
of the objects located near the area object with three-dimensional metrics.
Creating the matrix can be used the service text file with IMH extension which defines the object
structure of the information for the NS (Nomenclature Sheet) region, participating in the process for
matrix of elevations creation. For setup the service text file it is necessary to press «Filter name» button
(>>).
If the service text file is not used, in the process of creating matrix of elevations, the objects which
have semantic characteristics «Absolute height», «Relative height» take part, and also the objects having
the three-dimensional metrics for participation.
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Quality of the created matrix depends on presence of the map objects with high-altitude
characteristics (absolute elevation, three-dimensional metrics), and also from presence of hydrographical
objects without high-altitude characteristics which spatial position defines features of the area relief.
The without high-altitude characteristics are included into processing with help of service text file
in which it is necessary to adjust sections «Drainage lines» and «Water surface».
Processing linear hydrographical objects with variable elevation (a line of water-current – a river, a
brook, etc.), the decreasing values of elevation corresponding to the processed line of the water-current
will be entered into the matrix. Values and differential of entered elevations depend on elevations of map
objects with which the given hydrographical object is crossed. If the linear hydrographical object does not
cross objects with high-altitude characteristics it is not processed.
Processing the hydrographical object area with constant elevation, not having «absolute height»
characteristic (water surface – a lake, a reservoir, etc.), the identical values of elevation corresponding to
the processed water surface will be entered into the matrix. Value of elevation is calculated in view of
elevations of the nearest surrounding map objects.
4.2.1.5 Creating matrix of qualities
The matrix of qualities can be presented by a MTW-file or a MTQ-file.
Creating the matrix of the qualities, presented by a MTW-file, the filter of objects – the service text
file with IMH extension should be used. It defines the object structure of the information for the NS
region participating in the process of creating the matrix of qualities.
To set up the service text file it is necessary to press «Filter name» button (>>) and to execute
settings of «Absolute heights» section. In «Semantic code» group of «Absolute heights» section it is
necessary to set the semantic characteristic which values will be chosen from the information of map
objects. The list of objects of «Absolute heights» section will define structure of the objects included into
processing. In «Objects of list» group it is necessary to set «Process» mode. Quality of the created matrix
depends on type of these objects and their amount as values of the blank elements of the matrix are
defined by a method of linear interpolation.
The example of the service text file, to create matrix of qualities (the semantic characteristic with a
code 38 – population):
[MTRFILTER]
WHAT_IS_IT= OBJECTS, INCLUDED INTO PROCESSING AT CREATION OF MATRIX OF QUALITIES
[ABSOLUTE_HEIGHT_OBJECTS]
ABSOLUTE_HEIGHT_CODE=38
CODES=INCLUDE
COUNT=5
COD1=41100000 S0041100000 TOWNS
COD2=41200000 S0041200000 SETTLEMENT OF URBAN TYPE (SUT)
COD3=42100000 S0042100000 SETTLEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL TYPE
COD4=43100000 S0043100000 SETTLEMENTS OF COUNTRY TYPE
COD5=43200000 S0043200000 SETTLEMENTS NOT OF URBAN TYPE
[RELATIVE_HEIGHT_OBJECTS]
RELATIVE_HEIGHT_CODE=1
CODES=INCLUDE
COUNT=0
[HYDROGRAPHY_CONSTANT_HEIGHT_OBJECTS]
COUNT=0
[HYDROGRAPHY_VARIED_HEIGHT_OBJECTS]
COUNT=0
[ADDITIONAL]
COUNT=0

Process of building the matrix of qualities presented by a MTQ-file, it can be started:
- by means of point «New(Create)\ Matrix of qualities» menu «File»;
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-

by pressing the button «Creation of a matrix of quality» of the auxiliary deck «Operation with
surfaces» of «Map Computer task»;
if to add the nonexistent file of the matrix of qualities in dialogue «Data list of digital map».

The matrix of qualities can be constructed according to objects of the vector map or according of
the database. More detailed description of construction the matrix of qualities is done in the document:
«Processing of matrixes and TIN-models. User's guide» (Matrixes and TIN models.doc).
4.2.1.6 Creating raster of qualities
4.2.1.6.1 Overview
Raster of qualities is the raster model of district received by the analysis of properties for objects of
district, their gradation onto the specified levels and filling the elements of the raster with corresponding
color. The maximal number of levels: 255, from 1 to 255. The level 0 means the absence of data.
The element of the raster corresponds to a square site of district (to an elementary site) which size
of the side is set at creation of the raster.
The element of the raster for qualities contains a level number of map object properties disposed on
the corresponding elementary site.
Conformity of the object properties to level number and level color are set at raster creation.
Displaying objects in the raster there could be interference (superposition), i.e. disposition into the
same element of two or more objects. The information of each next object replaces the information of
previous one in case of imposing. The processing of object will be done in the order of their displaying.
The object displayed above other objects, is processed later.
4.2.1.6.2 Dialog creation
The call of dialogue for creating the raster of qualities can be executed by point «Create\ Raster of
qualities» in menu «File» (File/New/Raster menu item).
Creating the raster it is used the information of map objects and all added user maps to it.
Creating the raster used service text file (MAP2RSW.INI). This file defines the object contents of
the region information participating during creation of the raster, and also the colors, with which map
objects are displayed.
The name of a service text file is set in the «Filter name» window.
The raster element corresponds to a square site of area, the size of which side in meters is set in the
«Cell (element) size» window.
During creation of the qualities raster, the «Compression» mode can be set, thus the information is
recorded in the packed form that essentially reduces a file size.
The raster of qualities can be constructed for the region or for preset region portion or for selected
map sheets.
To build a raster onto region it is necessary to include «Whole region» mode in «Output area»
group.
To build the rasters onto the specified sheets it is necessary to include «By sheets» mode. By default
names of the rasters onto the specified sheets are set automatically according to names of map files, but
also can be requested during included «Input raster name» mode.
To build a raster onto the specified site of area it is necessary to press «Select» button in «Output
area» panel (deck) and to choose a site of district on a map by two clicks of left mouse button. For change
of borders of output area – to press «Change» button and do changing by mouse. The completion of
change mode is the double click of the left mouse button.
Borders of the site can be set also by coordinates in meters of its sides in windows: «South, North,
West, East», it is after pressing the «Coordinate...» button. If for the given map the recalculation to
geodetic coordinates from flat rectangular and back is supported, the borders of the site can be set also in
degrees.
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4.2.1.7 Building of TIN-model
4.2.1.7.1 Overview
TIN-model represents a many-sided surface – an irregular network of triangles, vertices of which
are initial control points, and also points of the metrics of structural lines and the areas of filling.
TIN-model is created according to a source vector map within the limits of the range for a
triangulation including point, line and polygon objects, with the characteristic «absolute height» or with
the three-dimensional metrics. For creation of TIN-model it is required not less than four point objects.
4.2.1.7.2 Dialog creation
To call the dialog of forming TIN-model by following ways:
- by means of «New\TIN-model» item of «File» menu;
- adding a nonexistent file by means of «Add \TIN-model» item of «File» menu;
- if to add a nonexistent file into the dialog «Data list of a digital map».
Forming TIN-model is carried out according to the map and all user maps added to it. TIN-model of
a surface is built according to data of the source vector map containing control points, structural lines and
the areas of filling with constant value. The map objects with the «absolute height» semantic
characteristic and objects with three-dimensional metrics are used to build TIN-model.
The TIN-model can be formed onto region or onto the part of area specified in region.
For forming TIN-model onto region it is necessary to use «Whole (All) Region» mode in «Output
area» group.
For forming TIN-model onto the specified rectangular part of area it is necessary to press «Select»
button in «Output area» group and to choose a part of area on a map by two pressing of the left mouse
button. For change the borders of output area - press «Change» button and execute changing by mouse.
The termination of the changing mode is double click of the left mouse button.
4.2.1.8 Building of MTD-model
4.2.1.8.1 Overview
MTD-model is intended for processing results of dot measurements - data of air laser scanning,
remote sensing of the Earth (RSE) and others. MTD-model is the digital irregular dot model containing
spatial coordinates (X, Y, Z), point code and other characteristics of points, for example values of
intensity of laser reflection.
MTD-model can be built according to data of laser scanning and remote sensing, and also by results
of the dot measurements received on special complexes and stereo-devices.
4.2.1.8.2 Dialog creation
The call of dialog of creating MTD – models can be executed by modes:
- by means of «New\MTD-model» item of «File» menu;
- adding a nonexistent file by means of «Add\MTD-model» item of «File» menu;
- if to add a nonexistent file into dialog: «Data list of a digital map».
Building of MTD-model is carried out according to the text file containing coordinates and codes of
points (X, Y, Z, C). Codes of points for a source text file correspond to layers of MTD-model (ground,
vegetation, hydrographical objects, buildings and others).
For setting the parameters of a projection of created MTD-model from a map it is necessary to
choose the map by pressing of the button: «Get passport's data from map».
Coordinates of points in the source text file can be rectangular (in meters) or geodetic (in degrees or
radians). The format of source data is set in the «Format» window. After the choice of the textual file, the
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codes and quantity of initial points are deduced into a window of setting. Further it is necessary to execute
setup of conformity of codes from the text file to the layers of created MTD-model. The choice of a name
and color of a layer is carried out at double click in columns: «Layer name» and «Color». If to an initial
code the name of a layer «Not loaded» is assigned the points with the given code are missed at creation of
MTD-model. If for the initial code the «Relief» layer name is assigned the points with the given code, it
will be displayed by colors of a palette of a matrix of heights.
Settings are saved in a file with IMD extension. The initial text file can contain only coordinates of
points (without codes), thus all points of such text file are considered as a surface of the relief.
4.2.2 Map opening
To work with the digital map, you need to open it at first and to display on the screen. After that
you can view, edit, make out and print it.
To open existing map, use «Open» (menu «File») or press «Open» on the deck of tools.
You can open several digital maps at once and to move them during the work.
If to open a file in the exchange format (SXF, TXT, DIR, PCX, BMP, TIFF, etc.), data loading is
carried out for the format of «Panorama» system.
4.2.3 Manager of maps
Manager of maps is intended for storage and use of a plenty of the information on cartographical
data on a hard disk. The basic functions of the Manager of maps are:
- search of cartographical data on magnetic mediums;
- conducting the user information on cartographical data and hierarchical interrelation between
them in a database;
- transformation of data of the Manager of maps stored in a text file with TRE extension into
format of a database;
- search of the necessary cartographical data in a database by their attributes;
- creation of cartographical region on the basis of binary data of SXF format;
- visualization of cartographical data in various scales;
- reception of necessary data on a map;
- opening or addition of the necessary file into the open GIS document;
- reserve copy of cartographical data;
- reception of help data about total amount and quantity of cartographical data, saved in a
database;
- print of structure of cartographical data in the form of hierarchical structure.
The information on cartographical data is stored in a database. In Manager of maps the contents of a
DB (database) are represented in the form of a tree where to each element of a tree the record in a DB
corresponds. The DB represents set of files of a format: DBF, DBT, MDX. In DBF files the filename of
maps and data for construction of hierarchical connection between files are stored. The MDX file is an
index file on a field containing a level of hierarchy. In DBT files the user information on each record of a
DB contains.
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Figure 20 - Manager of maps
Tree of maps contains the information on location of files with data. Opening of a file can be
carried out by several modes:
- by double click of the mouse on the chosen node of the Tree of maps;
- through «Open document» item in «File» menu;
- through «Open document» item in the contextual menu;
- through the corresponding button on the Panel: «New» or «Open a document».
Addition of a file into the active document occurs at a choice of «Add» to active document item (in
File menu) or through the corresponding button on the Operating Panel of buttons.
Originally (after installation) the Manager is set up on a database entering into installation as an
example. On the basis of contents of a DB the hierarchical structure of the interconnected elements in the
form of the Tree is constructed.
Elements of structure can be divided into following types:
1) Thematic section is the generalized group of maps. The branches of a tree containing the general
name of group of tree nodes, collected by any characteristic are concerned to it.
For example, Moscow and the Moscow oblast
In it the all maps concerning the city of Moscow and the Moscow oblast are collected.
2) Thematic section with partial path. It is similar to thematic section and consists of the name of
group and the initial path of filial nodes, enclosed in square brackets.
For example, Moscow oblast [C: \Panorama \MosObl \]
Into section the maps concerning the Moscow oblast and placed with initial path
C:\Panorama\MosObl\ are placed.
3) File of data is the node of the Tree containing the information on each map. It consists of a map
name and the service information placed into square brackets. The service information is
understood as a full or partial path to a map on your computer (thus the full path will be formed
of the initial path specified in a parental branch, and a partial path of the chosen node).
Files of maps are the files having extensions:*.SXF, *.TXF, *.SIT, *.MAP, *.RSW, *.RST,
*.MTW, *.MTL, *.MTQ, *.MPT, *.RSC.
For example, equally correct record of nodes will be
Podolsk 1: 100 000 [C:\Panorama7\DATA\Podolsk.map]
and
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Podolsk 1: 100 000 [DATA\Podolsk.map].
4) File of an any format is the node of the Tree consisting of the node name and a path to a file of
an any format. For example,
Document [D:\TreeMap\Document.txt].
The user can change or create a new Tree. In parallel there are changes in a corresponding DB.
At Creation of a new Tree it is offered to specify at once the name of a new DB and to create the
first element of the Tree which should contain any information on a formed Tree (for example, a partial
path to a file).
To create the nodes of tree, it is used menu item «File\New tree of maps».
There is a possibility of multiple selection tree nodes to copy, cut, paste, and delete («Edit» menu).
To select the sequence of nodes need to click a button coupled «Shift» the first and last node. To select
individual components, click the mouse in combination with the button «Ctrl» on the selected node of the
tree. If you want to select all the contents of the collapsed node, the node is necessary to open and to
identify its contents.
To change the sequence of nodes in the tree, it is possible to use a method of Node dragging from
one location to another. To do this, select one node, hold the mouse over the node, drag it to the desired
location. Dragging is not possible to the nodes in which the path to the file is pointed.
For the convenience of the tree, there are items «Edit» menu, they are repeated in the context menu
when you click the right mouse button.
There is the ability for automatic search of data with forming a tree node in the Manager of maps. It
is the option «Auto completing of the maps tree» («File» menu). Organization of the automatic search is
carried out by specifying the path to search for and select the type of map in the auxiliary window
«Search» (menu «Search»).

Figure 21 - Computer Data Searching
Appearance of the Tree of maps can be set up for needs of the user (View menu). A choice of one
of items: Collapse / Expand allows to fold/unfold a tree of filial nodes. Otherwise it is necessary to do it
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by the click on the chosen node. Tree of maps can be presented in the form of the list classified by types
of maps – Classification by types item (View menu). In this case service of work with the Tree is limited
(buttons of Editing are not accessible).
Renew tree (View menu) provides removal from a tree of nonexistent catalogues and files (in an
initial tree they are marked by ).
Filter of files (View menu) filters the Tree by a condition specified in the auxiliary window. Editing
in the filtered Tree is forbidden. For the permission of editing it is necessary to refuse a filtration by
switching-off the Filter button.
For convenience of using the Manager the opportunity of switching-off of displaying Property of a
map panel exists (View full item in View menu).
The opportunity of Search is given (Search menu) in the Manager of maps. This searching runs by
Element (node), Semantics and Coordinates. Under Search by element is meant such searching by the
name of node (element), by name a file or by the note. Search by semantics is meant such searching by
one of fields of semantics (Code of characteristic, Key, Name) with the indication of its value. Search by
Coordinates is meant like searching by a point or by square. Result of searching by Element is marked the
node of the Tree, satisfying to conditions of search. Result of searching by Semantics or Coordinates also
is the node of the Tree with the displayed map on which the search object is marked by red color if the
object is on a map. By pressing the Search filter button, the Tree shows only those records of the DB
which satisfy to conditions of search.
In the «Manager of maps» the following «Service» is realized:
1) Reserve copy – mode of the reserve copying the files from the Tree of maps into a folder of the
user. For creation of the files copies it is necessary to fill the list of files in the auxiliary window and to
specify a folder for copying. It is possible to fill the list of files by the method of dragging for the chosen
files from the Tree, by pressing the button
or by double click of the mouse on the marked file. For a
plural choice of files it is necessary to combine click of the mouse with key «Ctrl» or «Shift» (for the
choice of first and last file from the common list of tree nodes). Data for reserve copying which can be
used again at creation of the next copies of files, it is possible to save in a text file of INI type. «Save» and
«Open» buttons are intended for this purpose. By «Append» button it is possible to choose a file for the
copying, not included in the Tree. Using Delete, Clear buttons it is possible to correct the list of files.
Copying of the files list begins by pressing «Copy» button.
2) Receiving of reference data on size (volume) and quantity, depending on type of maps.
Printing the Tree of maps is carried out at the choice of corresponding item of the menu.
For convenience of using the basic items of the menu the Operating panel is generated which
contains following buttons: Edit, Append, Delete, Open document, Add to active document, View,
Search, Continue search by tree, Cancel allocation object, Previous object, Next object, Filter of files,
Create region.
Property of map panel displays contents of node for the Tree of maps by the following modes:
Total, Preview, Create region.
Total Properties of the map include Information about element of tree (Name of node, Type of
node, Path to data, Note) and Information about file (Name of map, Type of map, Type of data, Scale,
Quantity of sheets, Size of a file, Palette, Date of change). Saving results of editing for data on node is
made by the Save button.
Choosing the View mode is carried out the loading of the chosen map.
The map coordinates and current scale of displaying are placed on the bottom panel (deck).
Scaling of the map is carried out by means of a combination of keys «Shift >» (to increase the
image), «Shift <» (to decrease image) or by means of the panel buttons of Scaling of a map at the
included button:
- to increase the image: Zoom in button, the left button of the mouse at the included button
Scaling in a point;
- to decrease the image: Zoom out button, the right button of the mouse at the included button
Scaling in a point;
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to initial scale: Zoom 1:1 button;
all map in the window.

On the basis of files for the Tree of maps it is possible to generate region of works. Create region
mode is intended for this purpose. Transition onto page is carried out by usual switching of pages or by
means of the choice for corresponding item in File menu or button on the panel.
Process of Creation of region begins from representation of the Tree of maps in the form of two
auxiliary Trees: a Tree containing classifiers, and a Tree containing binary files SXF and text files TXF.
Filling of fields of Creation page is carried out by the method of dragging of the chosen files from
auxiliary Trees or by double click on the chosen file. The opportunity of the plural choice of files is
stipulated. For this purpose by click of the mouse in the combination to Shift key the first and the last file
are selected from Tree SXF, TXF. As a result of the choice all the chosen files on the Tree are marked by
red color. Using buttons: Append, Delete, Clear is possible to correct the list of files with data for
Creation of area.
Region name field is not obligatory for filling.
The result of Created region is the open map of region in the GIS.
For classifiers is stipulated the opportunity of loading for the Classifier Editor. For this purpose it is
necessary to click twice the mouse on the chosen file or to use corresponding item in the File menu or in
the contextual menu.
At closing the Manager is stipulated the storing of the last options for the Tree in a text file.
Therefore at restart of the Manager, the previous kind of viewing of the Tree will be displayed on the
screen.
4.2.4

GIS Server

4.2.4.1 Overview
GIS Panorama, as earlier versions of GIS, provides multi-user access to maps for viewing and
editing. In addition, GIS Panorama can open the map not only in the mode in file-server, but also in
client-server mode.
As the server to access the map is used the program GIS Server.
It provides remote access to vector maps, rasters and matrixes. The connection to the server is made
by protocol TCP\IP with using the sockets mechanism.
Between the client and server, binary data coordinates of objects, attributes, blocks of data for
rasters and matrixes are passed. Therefore, for normal operation, it requires a broadband connection the
client and the server, for example, by network Ethernet 100 Mbit\sec.
Placing data on a server provides protection against illegal copying and change. The user chooses to
work data on their conventional names (aliases). The list of available data is generated for each user on
your user name and password. Vector maps can be opened for viewing or for viewing and editing. Raster
and matrix are available only for viewing and performing calculations. Also, all data can be closed or
open to copy server – exchange formats to the clipboard or other maps.
The list of users and the list of data stored on their properties in the file server GISSERVER.XML
parameters. Creating and editing the options file is executed by the server administrator with a special
program – «GIS Administrator» Password lists are stored in the parameter file, in encrypted kind with the
MD5 algorithm.
All user actions with the data on the server are logged in a text report of the program
- \ LOG \ gisserver.log.
Folder \ LOG placed in a folder with the program GIS server.
The current state of access to the data is displayed on the server console.
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4.2.4.2 System requirements
Program GIS Server can be installed on any computer on the LAN with Windows 7 (64-bit) and
newer.
For each client it is allocated about 1.5 MB of RAM. The number of open vector maps, rasters and
matrixes did not significantly affect the size of the allocated memory. To connect 100 clients, you will
need about 1.5 GB of RAM on the computer where you installed the GIS Server. The number of
connected clients is not limited.
For the best performance it is advisable to use the multiprocessor motherboard and the placement of
data on different physical disks.
In connection with large volumes of data to be transferred (one or the matrix can take up to 1TB),
you must have a high speed connection between the server and the client.
4.2.4.3 Parameters of connection
When you first connect to the server in the client program, you must enter the server address - the
hostname or IP address of the computer running the GIS Server. The host name can be the name of the
computer on the local network. In addition to the address of the server specifies the port number to
connect to.
By default, the port number is set to 2047. The computer name can be selected in the dialog
«Browse computers» which generates a list of computers in a local network. For remote connection, you
must enter its IP address
For connection to another server, you must enter a new address. At one point of time it is possible
to connect to a single server.
4.2.4.4 User registration
To access the server, the user at the beginning of the work must enter a user name and a password.
After that, the user can select the data in the dialogs «Open maps from GIS Servers» or «Add maps with
GIS Servers». If the user will turn to these dialogues before registration or GIS will attempt to open on
the server maps which were opened in the last session, the dialog user registration will be opened
automatically. The user's password is stored and transmitted in encrypted kind by MD5 algorithm. If you
lose the password, it will be admin again.
4.2.4.5 Data access
The user can open vector maps, raster or matrix in a separate window or to add to the previously
open data. The title of the dialog «Open maps from GIS Server» displays the user name. The dialog
contains three tabs – maps, rasters and matrixes. Each bookmark contains a list of relevant data. Each
element of the list, for clarity, has a colored icon to indicate access rights – read, edit, copy.
For selecting the required item and clicking «Open», a new window will appear in GIS, containing
the selected image data. If the selected data has been already opened in the GIS, then a new window will
be opened. If you open data and error occurred, the screen displays a message containing information
about the error.
To add data to the map, it is necessary to choose, in one from the list, the desired item and press
«Add» button. It could be selected only custom maps (SIT) to add in the list of maps.
4.2.5

Loading data

4.2.5.1 Loading vector data from SXF format
To receive digital map, it is necessary to convert terrain data from the exchange format to the
internal format of the program. To download data, you should to select the corresponding file SXF. This
program processes formats SXF edition 2.31,3.0, 4.0. After performing the transformations, it will get file
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group MAP, HDR, DAT, SEM on a single sheet. For the operation procedure, you should have a resource
file (RSC) for the appropriate scale and type of maps.
If SXF file represented in text form, it has the extension TXT (text as exchange format).
If as the input file is selected – the file of directives (DIR), the loading is done in accordance with
the procedures specified in the resource file (RSC) and the list of data files (SXF, TXT and MAP) , they
will be automatically merged into the working area. The file name area will be the same as the name of
the DIR file, but with extension MAP. The name of the area will match the name of the first SXF file or
name specified in the DIR file.
The download is performed on the full composition of the objects or from the list of layers and list
of the specific objects specified by the operator.
If you upload vector data, it is necessary to select only certain categories of objects, in the dialog
«Download» press button «Filter». This is called the dialogue «Map composition».
If the loaded sheets are in adjacent zones (for topographical maps), the system automatically
recalculates the coordinates to the zone of the first sheet from the file instructions.
In the event of malfunction, during the programs operation, any records that cannot be processed
are ignored, and attempt to process the next record. Failure information is logged in the Protocol of the
system (the LOG file).
When data is loaded, it checks if the input codes of the objects in the classifier, and whether their
semantic descriptions.
When errors are detected a message is generated to the error log (LOG). Objects with an invalid
classification code after the download are displayed by a red line at the contour. Turning to the semantics
of the names which are invalid for the object characteristics, it will begin with an asterisk «*». For
features, code which is not in the classifier, instead of the name, it will be given their code.
4.2.5.2 Loading files of graphic formats into a raster map
In this version, supported file download formats: BMP, PCX, TIFF, GeoTIFF, JPEG.
Restrictions on the source data:
- Download files of BMP format. Source file should have standard structure of the BMP format.
Restrictions on the size of the image and color table (palette) are not imposed.
- Uploading files to PCX format. Source file should have standard structure of the PCX format.
Files are processed in the compressed image. Restrictions on the size of the image and color
table (palette) are not imposed.
- Download files in TIFF format. The source file must have the standard structure of format TIFF
(version 6.0). It is supported by algorithm image compression PackBit. Restrictions on the
methods of image storage, image size and color table (palette) are not imposed.
- GeoTIFF file must have the structure of the TIFF format version 6.0.
The result of the procedure of loading a graphic file is a new file format RSW and opening the
document raster map or adding in the document of vector map - raster images (it depends on the terms of
called loading).
4.2.5.2.1 Description of operation the dialogue «Loading raster map»
Select the name of the loaded image file and specify the name of the file generated RSW
(* .RSW).
Changing the source and the output file name are performed using the «...» buttons.
After forming the file names, it is displayed reference information about these files (in the left part
of the dialog – the characteristics of the loaded image file, and in the right part of the dialog – RSW
characteristics generated file).
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Figure 22 - Import of rasters
Editable fields characterize the created raster map. When you have difficulty in setting these values,
there is the possibility to change them in the future. To change the characteristics of the received raster
images (scale, resolution, the binding, palettes, etc.) you must use the function of dialog «Data list of the
map\Rasters».
The field «image Compression RSW» is intended to include options to compress the image when
loading raster maps. It is recommended to use this mode when there is insufficient free disk space for the
generated raster. To extract raster maps use the mode of «Decompression» dialogue «Optimization of the
raster».
4.2.5.2.2 Using the raster file settings
It is used the settings file (reference file) to automatically bind image in the work area, set the size
element (pixel) of the image in meters on the ground.
In the present version, it is processed the following files of bindings: INI file (configuration file),
world file TFW (for TIFF files), JGW (for JPEG files) and others.
To use file linking, you should select the file type of the binding in the «Binding» field, and to open
the appropriate file with the button «File».
In this case, the raster map will be created with the characteristics listed in the configuration file.
Loading multiple image files, dialog takes the form shown in figure 23.
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Figure 23 - Import raster stream
When loading raster map format GeoTIFF, running dialogue of the following type.

Figure 24 - Import TIFF
Background information on the file size, width and height of the image, number of colors and the
type palette, the pixel size, the compression method of the original GeoTIFF file and the resulting file
RSW is displayed in the «Image settings».
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4.2.6

Saving data

4.2.6.1 Saving in the exchange format
The digital map may be stored in formats SXF, TXF, MPT, BMP, EMF, EPS, TIFF, RSW, JPEG,
PDF.
If you need to get some vector data in exchange format SXF, apply the procedure of discharge data.
This situation occurs in the following cases:
- during exchange of data with other applications;
- if it is necessary to edit the classifier (the composition of objects according to object type from
the values semantics, etc.).
Download procedure allows you to provide a digital data as a whole or in individual layers and the
localization or on separate objects.
If during unload of vector data, you need to select only certain categories of objects, then click the
button «Filter». This is called the dialogue «Map composition».
When unloading area is automatically generated file instructions the DIR containing the file name
of the classifier and generated files SXF.
This version uses a format SXF edition 4.0.
In the event of malfunction during the programs operation, any records are ignored that cannot be
processed, and attempt to process the next record. Failure information is logged in the Protocol of the
system.
Saving a vector map in text form is performed by converting terrain data from the internal format of
the system «Panorama» in the text SXF file.
To perform the saving procedure, you must select the saved item map sheet, if the working area
consists of several sheets, and the name of the text SXF file. By default, the name of the text SXF file is
installed automatically according to names of map files, but can be changed in the item of «New file» or
with the button select file name «...».
In formats BMP and EMF, it can be saved any piece of digital maps of any composition, form, etc.
In the future it can be used in other applications.
Matrix and raster data in the EMF format will be saved in bitmap format.
Vector data can be in raster form (when the map view is «Normal» in menu «View\Map View») or
in vector form (set printer map view).
4.2.6.2 Saving raster map into file of BMP, TIFF, RSW format
This mode is intended for saving the chosen fragment of the map into the file formats BMP, TIFF,
RSW. It can be saved any piece of digital maps, of any composition, form, etc. BMP files, TIFF, RSW
can be used in other applications in the future.
To select and modify persistent map using the buttons to the «Entire area», «Select», «Modify»,
«Object».
Button «Entire area» sets the persistent region the entire area.
To select the fragment, you need to click the «Choose» button, then to note area on the map by
selecting two points. A dialogue will open repeatedly.
The «Change» button is intended to change the selected fragment.
Button «Object» sets the size of the saved area by dimensions of the selected object. Button
«Rasters» sets the size of the saved area by dimensions of all displayed images. It takes into account the
use of the raster frame (raster display on the frame).
Selecting and changing the fragment can be performed repeatedly.
It is necessary to specify the following characteristics of the image to be saved during copy a
fragment of document in the file formats: BMP, TIFF, RSW:
- Scale («Scale» field);
- Resolution («Resolution» field);
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Cell (element) size in meters («Cell size» field);
The number of bits per cell (the «Bits per pixel»);
Type of color model (RGB, CMYK) - for TIFF and BMP.

When copying a document fragment to a TIFF file, you receive the opportunity to record the
transformation matrix in the header of the TIFF. This allows the Intergraph system to automatically
recognize the reference bitmap. To write the matrix of transformation to TIFF check the dialog item
«IntergraphTIFF».
When copying a document fragment to a TIFF file, it is possible to apply the method of image
compression PackBit. To extract the compressed TIFF file, check the dialog item «Compression
PackBit».
It is estimated the size of the file (field «file Size») by the size of the fragment and the given
parameters
To save image settings provides the file of settings.
When loading the graphics file to a raster map, it is possible to use the created here a file of settings
for automatic binding of the input (loading) images.
To use the file settings raster, select the settings file type in the drop-down list of «File options» and
specify its name in the «File name settings».
In the present version, it is processed files in the following settings: the settings file in MapInfo
(Tab), the world file binding (world file).
There are recommendations while maintaining the mosaic of space and aerial images:
- to obtain a uniform image raster map before saving to a file, use the mode «Histogram bitmap»;
- to produce a single raster map with the correct grayscale palette, it should not be displayed map,
matrix, custom maps and other colored rasters included in the document.
4.2.7 Map updating
This procedure allows to upgrade maps by adding new objects from the SXF file. The criteria for
addition are the coincidence of the sheet nomenclature, scale and type of map.
If objects from SXF have a unique number matching the number from the map object, then that
object is replaced. All other objects are added to the map.
The SXF file can be in binary (SXF) or text (TXT).
If the current map did not have a sheet corresponding to the selected file format SXF, it is then
executed its loading into the internal format (data loading format) and the extension area.
Updating of raster data is performed as the loading of the exchange format (download BMP, PCX,
TIFF-files in a raster map), but to create a bitmap (raster image) is added to the current digital map.
4.2.8

Map printing

4.2.8.1 Preparation of printing devices
The procedure for preparation:
- to bring the device to ready state for printing (to connect the device to the electric network, to
the system unit and turn on the device);
- to install the driver of the printing device (Start \ Setting \ Printers \ Printer set up);
- to perform preset printing device driver (Start \ Settings \ Printers \ File \ Properties).
4.2.8.2 Preparing the map to print
Preparation procedure:
- Customize the appearance of objects when plotting (Object Selection \ Info \ For printing);
- Establish the composition of the display (Type \ Display composition).
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4.2.8.3 Configuring the print settings
The setting:
- to load the print dialog of the map (File \ Print);
- to choose and to configure the printing device (Configure \ Properties);
- to calibrate the printing device;
- to select the print area;
- to set the print scaling;
- to set additional print options.
4.2.8.3.1 Calibration of the printing device
Calibration is performed with the aim of making the actual image sizes to the theoretical.
The result (calibration coefficients) is written to the INI file and it can be used in the print dialog
when the option «Print subject to calibration». Calibration is performed for each print device, and only at
the current resolution.
Calibrate to print a test page:
- Enter the initial dimensions of the calibration rectangle;
- Print a test page;
- To measure and enter the actual dimensions of the rectangle and the length of the diagonal (to
check the correctness of the measurements);
- To print a test page;
- To measure the dimensions of the control of the rectangle; - Set the calibration coefficients.
Calibrating without printing a test page:
- to enter the original dimensions of the rectangle of the calibration;
- to enter the calibration coefficients;
- to print control page;
- to measure the dimensions of the control rectangle;
- to set calibration coefficients.
Printing and measuring control of the rectangle are not mandatory. When the dialogue fields
assigned a red frame, it is necessary to check the correctness of their content. The actual dimensions can
differ from the original more than 5%. The difference between the estimated and actual diagonal length
can’t be more accurate measurements.
4.2.8.3.2 Print area
As the print area, it can be selected the whole area or plot area. To select a print area, click
«Choose», then to note area on the map by selecting two points. The dialogue will re-open (select the
print area can be performed repeatedly). To evaluate and to change the print area, you must press the
«Edit» button. The changing of area is performed with using a mouse. End of the mode – button
«Spacebar», «Enter» or double clicking the left mouse button. When you click on the button «Window»,
the print area is set by the area size of the map window.
4.2.8.3.3 Setting the print scale
Print scale depends on the current mode of placing the image on the page:
- «Split page» – the scale is installed from the standard scale;
- «Fit to page» – the scale is calculated automatically and can’t be changed. Page division is
performed in accordance with the page size, orientation given the location of the page (portrait,
landscape), as well as the top and left fields;
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«Fit to page» – the scale is set from a list of standard scales. Selection of the output pane and
resize the selected area is unavailable. On the «Edit» button is allowed only the movement of
the frame the selected area.

4.2.8.3.4 Installation of additional printing options
The following additional print options are established.
Output type:
- vector – only output vector data;
- raster – output vector, raster and matrix data;
- vector for PostScript – alternative output vector information. It is designed to create PostScript
files using the PostScript driver-compatible output device (printing).
The orientation of the printed page:
- portrait – vertical page location;
- landscape – horizontal page location.
Page margins of the print are in millimeters from the edges of the page (left, top, right, bottom).
The image offset is specified in millimeters from the left and top field first (upper left) of the page.
Mode «Print area frame» allows you to print a black outline of the required print area (shown as a
red line);
The mode «Print to file» creates a file printing language supported by the printing device. The
resulting file can be sent to the printer later using the DOS command:
PRINT FILENAME.PRN /b LPT1:
4.2.8.4 Start printing
Start printing by pressing the «Print» button. The dialog for printing map is closed, the dialogue of
the printing process is loaded, containing information on what data and on what devices are displayed. If
to click on «cancel» in the dialogue process, the printing is interrupted (with some delay).
After the withdrawal in the «Print to file», the resulting file can be sent to a local print device using
the DOS command:
COPY FILENAME.PRN /b LPT1 or network device:
COPY FILENAME.PRN /b \\IVANOV\HP2100 where:
IVANOV - network computer name;
HP2100 - network name of the printing apparatus;
/b
- binary output option (it solves the problem of graphics output on some print devices, it
can be printed in the form of text commands to PostScript language with no graphics
options).
The process of directly displaying an image on the sheet can take from a few seconds to tens of
minutes, depending on the amount of output data, speed of a computer, printer type and print quality.
4.2.9 The allocation of print fragment
The task performs the allocation of the digital map data (vector, raster and matrix maps) on the
selected map fragment in accordance with the parameters of the page and placing the extracted data in a
separate directory.
In the process of the task, in the main document directory, the project Print.mpt is automatically
created and formed a subdirectory of the same name (… \ Print), data files containing digital maps, cut
the selected fragment. Upon completion of the project Print.mpt, it opens automatically in a new window.
Selecting a printer and a print sheet format is performed in the printer settings dialog («Configure»
button).
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The file name of the classifier is filled in automatically. The classifier is used to create the main
map Print.sit of the project Print.mpt. Print.sit map includes a frame selection.
To print the current selected fragment, it is necessary to open «Print» window (Main menu \ File \
Print).
4.3 Edit menu commands
Edit» menu commands provide the data transfer into other applications through the clipboard and
graphic files.
The assignment of commands is listed in the table 6.
Table 6 -

Edit menu commands

Menu command
Undo/Cancel
Recreate
Copy
Copy to
Copy Window
Copy Window to
Copy selected objects
Insert objects
Insert Document
Insert Metafile
Delete document
Delete All
Cut Document
Copy Document
Paste Clipboard

Assignment
It cancels the last executed command.
It restores the previous action (repeat last action).
It copies a selected document fragment into clipboard.
It copies a selected document fragment into the file of EMF or BMP format.
It copies the contents of the current window into clipboard.
It saves contents of the current window into the file of EMF or BMP
format.
It copies the selected objects.
It inserts objects.
It inserts the document into a map.
It inserts a metafile into a map.
It deletes the document from a map.
It deletes all documents from a map.
It cuts the selected document and place it into clipboard.
It copies the selected document and place it into clipboard.
It pastes clipboard contents into a map.

4.4 View menu commands
The menu contains commands controlling review of the current open document (map).
The assignment of commands is listed in the table 7.
Table 7 -

View menu commands

Menu command
View contents
Map image
Matrix image
TIN-models image
Raster list
Matrix list
Models list
List of vector maps
List of Geo portals
External resources
Raster shutter

Assignment
It selects contents of displayed objects for active vector map.
It changes for view image of a vector map (normal, normal with nodes, draft,
draft with nodes, printer raster, printer vector, color model (RGB, CMYK)).
It changes of view image of a matrix (color, grayscale, only shadows, shadow
image – none, pale, weak, average, strong, deep).
It changes of view image of TIN-models (normal, draft).
Changing parameters of the raster images.
Changing parameters of the matrix images.
It shows the list of models (TIN-models, MTD-models).
It shows the list of vector maps.
It shows the list of Geo-portals.
It shows resources: Google Earth, Kosmosnimki.ru, Yandex.maps,
OpenStreetMap.org.
It moves the borders of displaying raster.
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Menu command
Grid view (image)
Grid parameters
List of documents
Documents displaying
Image (view)
documents

Assignment
It displays a grid.
Changing of grid parameters.
It uses tie application for maps (maps cutting in).
It shows embedded documents. It hides embedded documents.
It sets the normal documents or schematic.

4.4.1 Contents changing of the displayed map objects
Map contents» dialog window is used in system «Panorama» for installation of criteria for selection
of the displayed map objects. To them concern:
- map layers and objects types (localization);
- kinds (types) of objects;
- nomenclature sheets list;
- range of number objects (their IDs);
- semantic characteristics of objects;
- the measuring characteristics.
The full structure of layers for the map, types of objects, kinds of objects, semantic characteristics
and their values is defined by the Classifier of map resources installed for the given map.
To set the list of displayed layers and types of map objects, it is necessary to make active «Layers»
bookmark of «Map contents» dialogue window and to set/reset the backlighting of lines in the list of
layers and in the list of types of objects.
For the choice of objects kinds, it is necessary to choose the «Objects» bookmark of «Map
contents» dialogue window and to set/reset the backlighting of lines in the list of objects of the map.
For the choice of structure for displayed nomenclature sheets, it is necessary to make active
«Sheets» bookmark of «Map contents» dialogue window and to set/reset the backlighting of lines in the
list of map sheets of works region.
For installation of the range of numbers of displayed objects (IDs) it is necessary to choose «IDs»
bookmark of «Map contents» dialogue, to include «IDs (numbers) Range» button and to enter the
minimal and maximal values of numbers for the map objects.
To install criteria for selection of the map objects depending on their semantic characteristics, make
active «Semantics» bookmark of «Map contents» dialogue and include «Selected semantics» button.
For example, if you want to display objects that have absolute elevation > 100 m, you need to build
the expression like this
the absolute elevation > 100.
In order to form such expressions, it is used a table of characteristics for objects, bookmark
«Semantics», consisting of three columns: «Semantics name», «Condition» and «Value».
For addition semantic name to the table, it is necessary to use «Append (Add)» button or twice to
press the mouse in «Semantics name» column. In the answer, the dialog box «Semantics choice» will
open, where choice of the semantic characteristic name is doing. On double click of the mouse or pressing
«Choice» button highlighted string of the semantics list is placed into
«Semantics name» pillar of «Semantics» bookmark. Thus, into a «Condition» column is brought a
sign «=», into a column «Value» – the first value of the classifier of values, if classifiers of values are
installed for the chosen characteristic.
For editing the value of the semantic characteristic, it is necessary to do double mouse click in
«Value» column. If for chosen semantics there are no values classifiers of the semantic characteristic the
demanded value is entered directly in 3 column of the table. The end of editing is pressing of «Enter» key.
Otherwise value is selected from the list of possible values for the classifier.
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For editing the condition of selection, it is necessary to do double mouse click in «Condition»
column of the table for characteristics of «Semantics» bookmark, and then to choose demanded
conditions from the list of possible conditions. Signs in the conditions list signify (see in the table 8).
Table 8 Indicate
=
!=
*
х
<
>
<=
>=

Conditions of selection by semantics
Description
value of the semantic characteristic is equally to the specified
value of the semantic characteristic is not equally to the specified
any value of the given characteristic is admissible
the given characteristic is absent (any value is forbidden for given characteristic)
value of the semantic characteristic is less of the specified one
value of the semantic characteristic is more of the specified one
value of the semantic characteristic is no more of the specified one
value of the semantic characteristic is not less of the specified one

To set the parameters of selection for the map objects by their spatial measurements you need make
active «Measurements» bookmark of «Map contents» dialogue and include «Selected measurements»
button. Into the table of measurements it is necessary to enter a kind of measurement (length, perimeter,
square), its value and operation of the relation (condition), for example length (m) > 150.
It can be set both a unique value of measurement of object, and a range of values within the limits
of which there is the specified spatial characteristic of map objects:
1000 <= square (sq. m) <= 5000.
In the last case for record of a double inequality the two lines of the table of measurements are used:
the first line corresponds to the left part of the inequality, the second - to the right.
The given criteria are considered at selection only of linear and polygon objects.
Storing of the executed installations is carried out on pressing «OK» (to show) button of «Map
contents» window.
In «Map contents» window there is available means of creation for several models (variants) of the
objects selection. To use it, it is necessary to execute installation of criteria for the objects selection by the
way described above, to make active «Models» bookmark, to press the «Create» button and enter the
name of model. The created model is put into the list of models of displaying the given works region.
Choosing from the list this or that model, it is possible to install a view of map displaying, corresponding
to it. The list of models of displaying cannot contain more than 256 models.
Upon termination of the session of «Panorama» system the parameters of the objects selection for
displaying are saved and restored at the next start.
4.4.2 Changing view of displayed data
The vector map can be displayed on the screen in several modes:
- in a normal mode;
- in a draft mode;
- in a printer raster mode;
- in a printer vector mode.
In a normal mode all objects of the map are displayed by the conventional symbols described in the
digital classifier.
In a draft mode the objects are displayed in the form of outline lines and the simplified symbols. It
allows to estimate (to value) quality of the metric description, to open the fragments of a raster located
under polygon objects, to accelerate drawing on the screen.
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In a printer raster mode the map is displayed in that view which will be received at raster type of a
print of a graphic copy of a map on the raster external device. The given type of a print allows to display
(to show) the vector objects of the map, raster and matrix data in full.
In a printer vector mode the map is displayed in that view which will be received at vector type of a
print of a graphic copy of a map on the vector or raster external device. The given type of a print allows to
display only vector objects of the map.
4.4.3 Changing parameters of displaying raster data
In this mode it is possible to change structure of the files list of the raster image, and also
parameters of the current raster in the files list of raster images.
For viewing parameters of the raster image, selected in the list of files the «Parameters» bookmark
is used, and for viewing the raster image – «Preview» bookmark.
Access to means on change of parameters of the raster image is carried out by pressing of the right
mouse button or the «Properties» button.
The user has an opportunity to change following properties of the raster image:
- conditions of displaying a raster (visibility);
- palette (switching-off and replacement of raster's color);
- position of the raster image concerning the digital (electronic) map;
- current position of the raster concerning a window of viewing, scale;
- resolution;
- optimization (compression of data);
- downturn of chromaticity of the raster image (separate colors);
- fixed rotation of the raster.
At addition into the list of files rasters in formats: BMP, PCX, TIFF the corresponding converter
into RSW format becomes active. Also the opportunity of a plural choice of files for formats RSW (RST),
BMP, PCX, TIFF during addition is realized.
To optimize the speed of the display raster map, it is used the mechanism for substitution of the
raster image for its miniature copy.
4.4.4 Changing parameters of displaying matrix data
At display of the matrix map, the sites of districts differing by height are represented by different
colors. The image of a matrix map can be color or grayscale.
For receiving the color image (Matrix image – color) different colors in a range from dark-green
(sites of district with the least height) up to dark-brown (sites of district with the greatest height) are used.
For receiving the grayscale image (Matrix image – grayscale) shades of grey color in a range from
black (sites of district with the least height) up to white (sites of district with the greatest height) are used.
«List of matrixes» command changes the parameters of the matrix selected in the files list of the
matrix image, and also structure of the files list of the matrix image. The user also has an opportunity to
switch-off displaying the matrix and to change its palette.
For viewing parameters of the matrix image, selected in the list of files the «Parameters» button is
used, and for viewing the matrix image – «Image» button.
Access to means on change of parameters of the matrix image is carried out by pressing of the right
mouse button or the «Properties» button.
The user has the opportunity to change following properties of the matrix image:
- conditions of displaying a matrix (visibility);
- view of a matrix (color or grayscale);
- the current position of the matrix concerning a window of viewing.
At addition into the files list of the matrix image, a nonexistent matrix file, it is called «Matrix
builder» («Creation matrix») dialog.
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4.4.5 Changing parameters of displaying user maps
Opening and closing of the user maps, and also change of parameters of displaying is carried out
through the «User maps list» (List of vector maps) dialogue called through item of the «View» menu.
Access to parameters of the user map is carried out by pressing of the right mouse button or the
«Properties» button. The user has the opportunity to switch-off displaying the user map and to change
structure of displayed layers and objects.
4.4.6 List of models
It is intended for work with TIN-models and MTD-models which are a part of digital (electronic)
map (document).
Here it is possible to add model into the document, to delete it from the document (to not confuse
with «Delete file»), to see parameters of model, and also to operate displaying the model in structure of
the document.
All settings executed by means of «Model» bookmark are saved for the subsequent sessions of
«Panorama».
All manipulations in «Model» bookmark are made with current model which file is selected in the
list. Into the left window of the bookmark the image of current model or its characteristic depending on
the status of radio-buttons: «Preview and Parameters» is deduced.
«Add» button serves for addition of the TIN-model (*.TIN) or MTD-model (*.MTD.) into the
document.
The group choice of added files is realized. At the specifying the name of the nonexistent file the
dialogue of creating the corresponding model is loaded («TIN-model builder» dialog or «Load of MTDmodel from a textual file» dialog).
«Close» button serves for deleting the current model from the document. (It is duplicated by Delete
button).
«Properties» button makes active a pop-up menu by means of which the modes of displaying the
current model are set.
The menu becomes active also by pressing the right mouse button when the cursor is on «Model»
bookmark.
For changing of the common modes of displaying the models group, make active a pop-up menu by
pressing of the right mouse button, having marked in the right window the node of TIN-model or the node
of MTD-model node.
4.4.7 Shutter for raster
This mode is intended for movement of the border image of the chosen raster in rate of movement
by mouse on the screen. To move any border of the chosen raster fragment, it is necessary to press the left
mouse button and to move it. That border of the image will move together with mouse, which is closer to
the cursor and corresponds to movement direction (vertically or horizontally). It facilitates the visual
analysis of set of the overlapping images. The choice of raster is carried out in corresponding dialog at
start of the mode or through the menu on the right button.
Start of the mode is carried out through the main menu «View / Raster» shutter.
4.4.8 Grid on a map
The program is intended to prepare the formation of the map grid.
The step of the grid is selected from the offered list or can be entered.
Parameters of a grid – thickness and the size of a cross – are set in the corresponding lists, and the
user establishes any value from offered.
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4.4.9 Use of maps inset
OLE-objects and insets can be displayed over of the map of district, the user maps, rasters and
matrixes (works region).
The inset is intended for displaying (view) a map, a raster or a matrix in the form of the illustration
over of the open works region. It means that the data in the inset can have the scale, projection, system of
coordinates, classifier, not connected with the open works region.
Placing of inset in works region, the size and color of border, color of background, scale, mode of
binding, border of visibility (scale range) and other properties are selected by user in «Embedded objects
list» (List of documents) dialog, «Inset» bookmark. Dialog is started through the menu «View/Embedded
Objects List» (List of documents).
In a window of the inset the data can be displayed entirely or in the form of the specified fragment.
Choice of the center of a fragment is carried out in the right part of dialog by means of rulers of scrolling
of the image.
At displaying of data in the form of the fragment it is possible to specify scale of the image. At
displaying of data entirely the scale is defined dynamically with calculation of placing of all data in the
specified border. For moving inset along works region it is necessary to press the left mouse button above
the inset. Admissible actions are prompted by the form of the cursor. Moving and change of the sizes of
the inset is carried out at the pressed left mouse button.
Properties of inset can be changed without dialog if to press above inset the right mouse button and
to choose corresponding item of the pop-up menu.
The description of inset is saved in INI-file of works region.
The description of inset is stored in INI-file of works region in [INSET] section. INI-file is stored
together with the passport of works region (MAP, SIT, RSW or MTW) and has such
name, as passport, with addition of «.INI» extension.
[INSET] section contains the following key fields:
COUNT
PATHi
NAMEi
PLACEi
SCALEi
TOPi
BOTTOMi
VIEWi
FPXi
FPYi
SPXi
SPYi
FFXi
FFYi

- amount of insets;
- path to data (MAP, SIT, RSW or MTW), i – number of a inset from 1 up to
COUNT;
- conditional name of a inset (up to 31 symbols);
- mode of binding (0 – to display entirely, 1 – to display fragment);
- scale of data displaying;
- the top border of visibility (scale range) (for example, 100 000);
- the bottom border of visibility (for example, 25 000);
- an attribute of displaying (view) (0 – to hide, 1 – to display) ;
- X coordinate of the top side of a border;
- Y coordinate of the left side of a border;
- X coordinate of the bottom side of a border;
- X coordinate of the right side of a border;
- X coordinate of the center of a inset in coordinate system of displayed data;
- Y coordinate of the center of a inset in coordinate system of displayed data.

Example:
[INSET]
COUNT = 1
PATHi
= C:\DATA\area/sit
NAMEi = Plan of road junction
PLACEi = 0
TOPi
= 1
BOTTOMi = 40 000 000
VIEWi
= 1
FPXi
= 6169345
FPYi
= 7424641
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SPXi
SPYi

= 6166220
= 7429829

Scale and the center of the fragment can be not set for displaying all data in the border.
4.4.9.1 Embedded objects list (OLE-objects)
«Embedded objects list» dialog is intended for displaying the list of OLE-objects which are the part
of the map document, and also for control of their properties.

Figure 25 - List of data
In the left part of dialog the names of OLE-objects in the form of branches of a tree are presented,
in the right part – in a special window the current object is displayed.
«Normal» and «Scale» radio-buttons of the «Image» group influence a view of current object in the
window of dialog.
Access to properties of OLE-objects is carried out by means of a pop-up menu, which becomes
active by click of the right mouse button on the tree of OLE-objects, or by the «Properties» button.
The combinations, at which, those or other OLE-objects are displayed, can be saved in schemes of
demonstration. «Save as ...» button is intended for saving the scheme of demonstration, and «Delete»
button – accordingly for deleting the scheme.
«Add» button is intended for creation of the new OLE-object on the map document by a method of
introduction or linking.
«Delete» button is intended for deleting the current OLE-object from the map document.
If there were changes of properties (visibility, color of the background, mode of placing and
displaying), addition or deleting of OLE-object then at closing the map's document the question about
saving the changes in the document will be asked to the user. In case of the negative answer, the change,
concerning OLE-object, will not be saved.
Properties of OLE – object can be changed without dialog, if to click on OLE – object by the right
mouse button and to choose corresponding item of pop-up menu.
4.5 Search menu commands
The functions of Elements for the given menu – to find the map object satisfying to some search
options. The assignment of commands is listed in table 9.
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Table 9 -

Search menu commands

Menu command
Search and mark
Search by query
Search by area
Search by name
Search by address in
semantics
Search by address in the
database
Search by model
Continue the search
Search of region point
Search of map sheet
Manual marking
Allocation by type
Mark by frame
Mark parameters
Lists of objects
Unverted marking
Undo marking

Assignment
It executes searching of a vector map's object with a preliminary query
of the search options.
It executes searching the object by query.
It executes searching by given area.
It executes searching by name.
It searches for objects by address (street name, house number, buildings,
housing), and finding intersections.
It performs searching and displaying the map coordinates corresponding
to the address entered by the user.
It is searched by earlier created model.
It continues the search for conditions specified of the previous object.
It searches the preset point of area.
It searches a sheet of map.
It marks the arbitrary map object.
It allocates objects by type.
Mark the objects inside given frame.
It installs criteria of objects marking by frame.
It forms and processes the lists of objects for marking.
It is inversion of marking.
It cancels marking.

4.5.1 Search of map objects
«Map objects search» dialogue window is used in «Panorama» system for installation of parameters
of search of map objects. To them concern:
- map layers and objects types;
- objects kinds;
- nomenclature sheets list;
- range of objects IDs;
- semantic characteristics of objects;
- measuring characteristics.
The full structure of layers of the map, types of objects, kinds of objects, semantic characteristics
and their values are defined by the «Classifier of map resources» installed for the given map.
To set the list of layers and types of map objects for search, it is necessary to make active «Layers»
bookmark of «Map objects search» dialogue window and to set/reset the backlighting of lines in the list of
layers and in the list of types of objects.
For a choice of objects kinds, it is necessary to choose the «Objects» bookmark of «Map objects
search» dialogue window and to set/reset the backlighting of lines in the list of objects of the map.
For a choice of nomenclature sheets it is necessary to make active «Sheets» bookmark of «Map
objects search» dialogue window and to set/reset the backlighting of lines in the list of map sheets of
works region.
For installation of a range of numbers of objects (IDs), where search must be done, it is necessary to
choose «IDs» (Numbers) bookmark of «Map objects search» dialogue, to include «IDs (numbers) range»
button and to enter the minimal and maximal values of numbers of map objects.
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To install criteria of search for map objects depending on their semantic characteristics, make active
«Semantics» bookmark of «Map objects search» dialogue and include «Selected semantics» button.
For example if it is necessary to find objects that have absolute elevation > 100 m, it needs to build
the expression like this
absolute elevation > 100.
For the formation of such expressions, it is used a table of characteristics for objects of the
bookmark «Semantics» that consists of three columns: «Semantics name», «Condition» and «Value».
For addition semantic name to the table you must use «Append» (Add) button or twice to press the
mouse in «Semantics name» column. In the answer the dialog box «Semantics choice» will open, where
choice of the semantic characteristic name is doing. On double click of the mouse or pressing «Choice»
button highlighted string of the semantics list is placed into «Semantics name» pillar of «Semantics»
bookmark. Thus, into «Condition» column is brought a sign «=», into a column «Value» - the first value
of the classifier of values, if classifiers of values are installed for the chosen characteristic.
For editing the value of the semantic characteristic it is necessary to do double mouse click in
«Value» column. If for chosen semantics there are no values classifiers of a semantic characteristic the
demanded value is entered directly in 3 column of the table. The end of editing - is pressing «Enter» key.
Otherwise value is selected from the list of possible values of the classifier.
For editing the condition of selection, it is necessary to do double mouse click in «Condition»
column of the table of characteristics of «Semantics» bookmark, and then to choose demanded conditions
from the list of possible conditions. Signs in the conditions list signify (see in the table 10).
Table 10 - Conditions of selection by semantics
Indicate
=
!=
*
х
<
>
<=
>=

Description
value of the semantic characteristic equally to the specified
value of the semantic characteristic is not equally to the specified
any value of the given characteristic is admissible
the given characteristic is absent (any value is forbidden for given characteristic)
value of the semantic characteristic is less of the specified one
value of the semantic characteristic is more of the specified one
value of the semantic characteristic is no more of the specified one
value of the semantic characteristic is not less of the specified one

To set the parameters of search of map objects by their spatial measurements you need make active
«Measurements» bookmark of «Map objects search» dialogue and include «Selected measurements»
button. Into the table of measurements it is necessary to enter a kind of measurement (length, perimeter,
square), its value and operation of the relation (condition), for example length (m) > 150.
It can be set both a unique value of measurement of object, and a range of values within the limits
of which there is the specified spatial characteristic of map objects:
1000 <= square (sq. m) <= 5000.
In the last case for record of a double inequality the two lines of the table of measurements are used:
the first line corresponds to the left part of the inequality, the second – to the right.
The given criteria are considered at search of only of linear and polygon objects.
Storing of the executed installations is carried out on pressing «Find» button of «Map objects
search» window.
In «Map objects search» window there is available means of creation of several models (variants) of
objects search. To use it, it is necessary to execute installation of criteria of objects search by the way
described above, to make active «Models» bookmark, to press the «Create» button and enter the name of
model. The created model is put into the list of models of displaying the given works region. Choosing
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from the list this or that model, it is possible to install the view of map search, corresponding to it. The list
of displaying models cannot contain more than 256 models.
Upon termination of the session «Panorama» system the parameters of selection of objects for
displaying are saved and restored at the next start.
4.5.2 Search of objects by query
At search of objects by query, it is necessary to set following criteria of map objects selection:
- map layers;
- objects types;
- objects kinds;
- nomenclature sheets list;
- range of objects IDs;
- semantic characteristics of objects.
The full structure of layers of the map, types of objects, kinds of objects, semantic characteristics
and their values is defined by the «Classifier of map resources» installed for the given map.
To set the list of displayed layers of the map, it is necessary to make active «Layer» window of
«Search by query» dialog window and to set/reset the backlighting of a line in the list of layers.
To set the list of displayed types of objects of the map, it is necessary to make active «Local»
(types) window of Search by query dialog window and to set/reset the backlighting of a line in the list of
objects types.
For a choice of objects kinds it is necessary to choose the «Object» window of «Search by query»
dialog window and to set/reset the backlighting of line in the list of map objects.
For a choice of structure of displayed nomenclature sheets it is necessary to make active «Sheet»
window of «Search by query» dialog window and to set/reset the backlighting of line in the list of map
sheets of works region.
For installation of a range of numbers of displayed objects it is necessary to choose «IDs»
(numbers) window of «Search by query» dialog window, to include «IDs range» button and to enter the
minimal and maximal values of numbers of objects of the map.
To install criteria of selection of map objects depending on their semantic characteristics, make
active windows of «Semantics» group: «Name», «Condition», «Value» of «Search by query» dialog.
If it is required to display, for example, objects at which value of absolute height is more than 100
m, it is necessary to generate expression like this:
absolute height > 100.
For addition of the semantics name, it is necessary to press twice by mouse in «Name» window. In
the answer the «Semantics choice» dialog box will open, where choice of the semantic characteristic
name is doing. By double click of the mouse or pressing «Choice» button the highlighted line of the
semantics list is placed into the «Name» window of «Semantics» group.
Thus, into the «Condition» window is placed a sign =, into «Value» window - the first value for the
classifier of values, if classifiers of values are installed for the chosen characteristic.
For editing the value of the semantic characteristic, it is necessary to do double mouse click in
«Value» window. If for chosen semantics the classifier of values of the semantic characteristic is not
installed, demanded value is entered directly in «Value» window. The end of editing is the pressing of
«Enter» key. Otherwise value is selected from the list of possible values of the classifier.
For editing a condition of selection it is necessary to do double mouse click in «Condition» window
of «Semantics» group, and then to choose demanded conditions from the list of possible conditions. Signs
in the conditions list signify (see in the table 10).
Memorizing of the executed installations is carried out by pressing «Find» (Mark) button of
«Search by query» window.
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Upon termination of the session of «Panorama» system the parameters of objects selection for
search by query are not saved.
4.5.3 Search of map objects by selected area
To search the map's objects by selected area, it is necessary to select area and set parameters of
selection of map's objects.
The search area may be set by map object or its fragment. To set the search area, it is necessary to
make a choice of object or a fragment of the map in the usual action. The completion of the select
operation is simultaneous pressing of the left – right mouse button.
Then the parameters choice of objects selection is made for search by area:
- borders of search inside of/from the outside area;
- distance of search (it is used by search outside of area);
- filter of objects (selection by layer, by localizations, by types of objects, by numbers, by
semantics, by measurements, by visibility).
4.5.4 Search of objects by name
«Search by name» dialog window is used in «Panorama» system for search of objects by value of
the characteristic for concretely specified semantics.
To set a name of semantics by which the search will be carried out, it is necessary to press «Setting»
button. By default search is made by 9-th characteristic («own name (text of the title)»). For specifying
other semantics it is necessary to choose concrete value from the offered list of symbolical type of
semantics and to press «Choice» button or twice to click by mouse on chosen semantics.
The choice of semantics can be made or by name (then in the edited field it is necessary to set the
concrete name of semantics, for example, «Road number» or «Number *»), or by number (code) of
semantics (in this case in the edited field it is necessary to specify concrete number of semantics).
To set concrete value of chosen semantics by which search of object will be carried out, it is
necessary to make active «Name» window of «Search by name» dialog and to enter in the edited line the
concrete value (for example, «Moscow») or to choose demanded value from already filled list.
In edited fields («Name» and «Searching semantic») it is possible to enter a line not completely. A
symbol «?» designates, that on this place any letter is admissible. The symbol «*» designates that further
any combination of letters and figures can follow. For example:
- instead of the name «Moscow» it is possible to enter «mos*» or «*cow»;
- instead of value «160» it is possible to enter «16*» or «1?0»;
- instead of the name «Berezovka» it is possible to enter «Berez*» or «B?rez*».
Upon termination of the session «Panorama» system, the entered values of semantic characteristics
are not saved.
4.5.5 Moving to the preset point of region
By means of elements of «Go to region point» dialog, it is possible to set new coordinates of the
current point by one of three ways:
1) In «By coordinate» dialog's bookmark the values for coordinates of a new current point are
entered into «New point» windows. These values should be in borders of the region, displayed
in windows: «Left bottom angle» and «Right top angle».
2) In «By azimuth» dialog bookmark it is possible to enter new value of a true azimuth (angle
measured between northern direction of a true meridian and a direction on a new point) or to
change distance between initial current point and specified point.
3) In «By additional» dialog's bookmark the position of a new point can be set by change of the
difference of coordinates for the initial point and the specified point.
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Editing of data in any window in one of bookmarks leads to synchronous recalculation of
components values for other bookmarks.
Change of coordinate system in the dialog in «Units» window entails change of coordinate system
for digital map only at inclusion of the «Change view format» button.
The marker for a new point is placed in the center of the screen.
4.5.6 Manual marking of object
By means of the given mode, it is possible to make the list of objects (to mark objects, consistently
choosing them on the map). It will be possible to make operations of group processing (delete, code
conversion, moving, copying on other map, etc.) with them.
The combination of «Ctrl» key and the left mouse button is applied to acceleration of the object
choice.
4.5.7 Marking objects by frame
For marking objects of the map by frame, it is necessary to choose a site of a map by two single
mouse clicks. Thus, objects of the map inside of the designated site (frame) will be selected according to
parameters of objects marking.
Change of parameters for objects marking (layer, types, characteristics, objects, maps, etc.) is
carried out through «Parameters of mark» item of the pop-up menu or through «Search/Mark parameters»
item of the main menu.
To cancel marking of objects on the map it is possible through item of the main menu
«Search/Undo marking» or «Undo marking» button of the main panel.
The installed parameters of marking for objects can be used for searching objects inside of the
specified frame. For this purpose it is necessary to execute «Search/Search again» item of the main menu
or to press the «Search again» button of the main panel.
4.5.8 Consecutive allocation of objects
By means of this mode it is possible to make the list of objects (to allocate objects, consistently
choosing them on the map). It will be possible to make operations of group processing (removal, code
conversion, movement, copying on other map, etc.) with them.
4.5.9 Allocation of objects by type
By means of this mode it is possible to allocate objects of the certain type (the type is meant as an
internal code of the object), with which then, it will be possible to make operations of group processing
(removal, code conversion, movement, copying on other card, etc.). For this purpose it is necessary to
choose one object on the map. Automatically there will be the allocation of all objects of this type. At the
repeated choice of the same object type, there will be the cancellation of all allocated objects of this type.
At the choice of polytypic objects, the list of the allocated objects is collected.
4.5.10 Lists of objects
Lists of objects (Object samples) are intended for saving criteria of marking objects of the
map. Criteria are set by the filter or any set of objects for all map sheets of the document.
Lists of objects are saved in a file with OBS expansion. The name of the file is formed by
name the file of the basic document and is located in LOG subdirectory.
Data of lists file can be used for an execution of operations above sets of objects: selection,
union, crossing, search and others.
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4.5.10.1 Creating and editing lists of objects
Creating and editing lists of objects is performed on the tab (bookmark) «Edit» dialogue window
«Lists of objects» that is accessed via the main menu item «Search/Listings».
File listings are created automatically when you first access the list of objects for this document.
The contents of the file displayed in the tree view where the nodes of the zero level - list names of
objects. The name of the list object is set by the user.
Each list object consists of one or more named units: one unit on the map sheet of this document.
The block name is automatically named (nomenclature) of the map sheet. The unit is a filter object or a
set of units for a single map sheet.
The contents of the selected block are displayed in the «Installed list».
During edition of a list of objects several operations are used:
1) Creation the list of objects.
To mark objects on the map.
To press «Add» button. In the opened window «List of objects creation» to specify the name of
the list, to press «Create» button. Into a tree of lists the node with the specified name will be
added.
2) Deleting of the objects list.
To mark a tree node of names of objects lists.
To press «Delete» button. The marked list of objects will be deleted from the tree and from the
file.
3) Change of the objects list.
To mark a tree node of names of objects lists.
To press «Update» button. Objects of the map are marked according to the chosen list of
objects.
To change (if necessary) structure of the marked objects by any of modes «Panorama» system,
to restore a window «Lists of objects» and to release «Update» button. The chosen list of
objects will be refilled.
4) Saving file of objects lists.
By pressing «Save» button the executed changes for lists of objects are saved in the file.
5) Marking objects of the map by the list of objects.
To mark the tree node of names of objects lists.
To press «Mark» button.
Objects of the map are marked according to the chosen list of objects.
6) Undo all actions.
By pressing «Undo» button, it is restored the initial condition of the file for objects lists.
4.5.10.2 Dialog «Creation the list of objects»
Dialog «Creation the list of objects» specifies the name of the object list.
In edit line «Name of list» it is necessary to enter a list name with a maximum of 32 characters.
4.5.10.3 Searching by list of objects
On «Search» bookmark of «Lists of objects» dialog window, the search of objects from the «Set 2»
by the «Set 1» is carried out.
Table 11 - Types of search
№
1
2

Mode

Description of modes
Search of crossed objects.
Search of the objects which are being on the preset distance.
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№
3

Mode

4

Description of modes
Search of objects of the «Set 2» which are beginning in objects of the «Set 1». Only
linear and polygon objects are selected from the «Set 1».
Search of objects of the «Set 2» which are terminating in objects of the «Set 1». Only
linear and polygon objects are selected from the «Set 1».

It is necessary to choose the mode of search 1-4, to press «Find» button for search or «Select» for
selection of the found objects.
Before the execution of search for crossed objects (item 1), it is necessary to choose type of
crossing:
1) Crossing – presence of crossing for the objects metrics of lists.
2) Inside – presence of crossing or an arrangement for objects inside of contours (only for the
closed objects).
3) Whole Inside – presence of the objects entirely located inside of contours (only for the closed
objects).
For the search execution of lists objects by distance (item 2), it is necessary to set in corresponding
elements of management the value of distance, unit of its measurement and a condition of selection («>»,
«<», «=», «>=», «<=», «!=»).
4.5.10.4 Building by lists of objects
It is carried out on the «Building» bookmark of «Lists of objects» dialog.
Table 12 - Build types
№
1

Mode

Description of modes
Building of the zone around the objects of the chosen set.

2
Building of union and crossing of the metrics for objects from sets.

It is necessary to choose the mode 1 or 2, to choose the name of the set and to press «Ok» (Execute)
button.
4.6 Menu Commands «Tools»
This menu contains the call of some the software providing specific processing of figures.
The assignment of commands is listed in table 13.
Table 13 - «Tools» (Task) menu commands
Menu command
Map Editor
Map Computer
Map Sorting
View Passport
Map Navigator
Navigator 3D

Assignment
It executes editing of a vector map.
It executes calculations on a vector map.
It executes sorting (compression) of the data.
It executes review and editing of the passport for active map.
It facilitates orientation on a digital map.
Building a three-dimensional map.
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Menu command
Map Legend
Classifier Editor
Geodesy Editor
GPS\GLONASS monitor
The graph of roads
Coordinate system
Raster editor
Preparation to print
Main panel
Custom Panels
Run Application

Assignment
It includes the information about map classifier, matrix of heights, matrix
of layers and matrix of qualities.
It executes editing of the classifier (general data, objects, layers,
semantics, fonts, graphic palette).
It is Toolkit for the data processing, received during land researches.
It is intended for operation to GPS\GLONASS receiver, connected to
computer.
It is for graph of roads building.
It allows to change: the map projection, projection parameters, ellipsoid
and datum parameters of the local coordinate system.
It executes editing of the raster.
It is Toolkit for preparation of data for print.
It Switches on \ Switches off the user's panels.
It customizes panels.
It allows to call the separate tasks of GIS Panorama.

4.6.1 Navigator 3D
Procedure of displaying of three-dimensional model is intended for a visual estimation of the relief
of the chosen site of district.
The program is created with use of standard Open GL library.
After the first activation of the task for the current active window-document of the map in the
«Navigator 3D» window the three-dimensional model of the rectangular site of the district corresponding
to the site of the two-dimensional map, visible in the window of the two-dimensional map is built.
The basic operating mode of «Navigator 3D» task is the synchronized work with the window of the
two-dimensional map. It means, that moving along both maps (two-dimensional and three-dimensional)
are carried simultaneously out, the three-dimensional model is rebuilt at change of data in the window
document of the two-dimensional map. But if it necessary, this operating mode it is possible to disconnect
in the menu item: «View /Maps Synchronization 2D and Synchronization 3D» – the shell display of
«Navigator 3D».
«Navigator 3D» also allows to work as with all region displayed on the two-dimensional map, as
with any its chosen fragment, and the choice of displayed area can be made at any moment directly during
work with «Navigator 3D».
The window of the task (tools) consists of working area in which displaying of model is made, and
also of controlling menu and controlling panel.
The composition of the control panel:
- basic components of displaying model;
- control by model's orientation;
- controlling menu;
- state (View);
- model;
- moving;
- lighting;
- adjustment of parameters of volumetric displaying of district objects;
- toolbar.
4.6.1.1 Basic components of displaying model
It is shown the real position coordinates of the object on the ground, in the message bar, when you
move the object on the model.
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The observer is located at a fixed distance from the object. The distance from the observer to the
object can be reduced by pressing the « >», zoom - by pressing «<».

1 - position of the observer, 2 - image of a surface, 3 - observed object, 4 - a projection of position of observed object to a
plane of a surface, 5 - a source of lighting.

Figure 26 - Control of 3D-model
Rotation of the model is performed relatively to the projection position of the observed object on a
plane surface.
4.6.1.2 Control of model orientation
Except the controlling keys shown in the picture, move of model can be operated with the help of
the wheel on the mouse (if that is present). Simple rotation of wheel is similar to pressing of keys moving
forward and backward, and rotation at pressed «Shift» key is similar to pressing of arrows ← and → on
the keyboard (rotation to the left and to the right).

Figure 27 - Controlling actions for the model
Lifting height of observer (mark), tilt angle of model and rotate angle of model can be changed by
means of control elements of type the «track bar», located in left and bottom part of the window
«Navigator 3D».
4.6.1.3 Controlling menu
Controlling menu contains items:
- View;
- Model;
- Moving;
- Lighting;
- Help.
4.6.1.3.1 State
In the «View» menu it is possible to choose a view of displaying of the surface relief (skeleton or
map image).
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Skeleton model is displaying the surface in the form of a grid.
The image of the map – onto a surface is suitably imposed the image of a two-dimensional map.
At displaying of model the objects image can be set in the normal state, skeleton state or to switchoff them. Thus, those objects will be displayed on model only which was presented during the moment of
a choice for the map part at its list of displaying and which three-dimensional images are set in the map
classifier.
In the sub-item of the menu «Relief», it is possible to scale the relief of the surface.
This item works at presence in model of the matrix of heights.
«Full visible range» sub-item of the menu at the chosen status gives visibility of all objects,
irrespective of their remoteness from the observer. Switching-off of this item reduces visibility range of
objects, but increases speed of display of 3D-model.
4.6.1.3.2 Model
By choice of the corresponding items of «Model» menu it is possible:
- to tilt model forward and backward;
- to increase, decrease scale of displaying model;
- it is possible to change position of the observer concerning model. The observer can be placed
in two positions concerning model;
- observer is outside when the observer is on the fixed distance from a reference point (the object
of observing);
- observer is in center when the observer itself moves along the model;
- it is possible to choose a type of viewing three-dimensional model of district in perspective (as
earlier) or in the orthogonal projection. The orthogonal projection gives conformity of the threedimensional kind of map objects to their real sizes;
- to change a step of the grid of model, at decrease of the grid step the degree of the detail of the
description for the real relief increases, but it in turn leads to delay of displaying.
4.6.1.3.3 Moving
In the menu «Maps Synchronization» item, the speed of movement on model is changed.
The sub-item of the given menu «Synchronization 2D and 3D display» allows to synchronize
moving on three-dimensional model with the window of the two-dimensional map and on the contrary. If
it is necessary, it is possible to switch-off such synchronization.
4.6.1.3.4 Lighting
Controlling by position of the lighting source concerning the model is carried out by operating
element «Day time» of type the «track bar», located in the bottom part of the «Navigator 3D» window.
Changing its positions, it is possible to receive real lighting of model at any time.
Constant lighting of model from the observer probably at the choice of «Searchlight» sub-item of
«Lighting» menu. At its inclusion natural lighting of model is switched off. Settings of the given mode
are saved in an ini-file for a following session.
By choice of the corresponding items of «Lighting» menu, it is possible to change the intensity of
lighting (light up, light down). These functions are duplicated by keys «Home», «End».
4.6.1.4 Volumetric display of district's objects
Volumetric displaying of objects on three-dimensional model is set in the map classifier for which
the three-dimensional model is built. Select of object in a window of three-dimensional map is carried out
by pressing the left mouse button on the three-dimensional image of object, or on the image of object on
the surface of relief. Thus «Select Object» window is opened which contains the information about object
of the map.
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By pressing in the window «Select Object» by the right key of the mouse a pop-up menu opens. At
the choice of item of the menu «Classifier editor» the editor of the classifier opens which allows changing
the three-dimensional view of objects. After saving changes the objects image of the three-dimensional
map is updated automatically.
4.6.1.5 Toolbar
Toolbar contains following groups of keys:
- Select area of displaying of three-dimensional model;
- Updating objects image;
- Change of scale;
- Saving – load of current parameters of model;
- Free flying;
- Movement along object;
- Video recording.
4.6.1.5.1 Select area of displaying of three-dimensional model
«Navigator 3D» allows to work as with all region displayed on the two-dimensional map, and with
any its chosen fragment, and the choice of displayed area can be made at any moment directly during
work with «Navigator 3D».
The choice of area is carried out by pressing of the button
(select area of representation on
map), thus the window of the task is closed, and the user can choose a rectangular site of district on the
two-dimensional map for which the three-dimensional model will be built.
It is possible to construct 3D-model by fragment of the two-dimensional map displayed in its
current window, having pressed the button

(to display by the size of map window).

Building three-dimensional model onto all region is carried out by pressing
all region).
4.6.1.5.2

button (represent

Saving to BMP-file

Saving the current three-dimensional image is carried out by pressing of the button
(saving to
BMP-file). Record of the file is carried out into the catalog of the open electronic map with automatic
forming the filename (by time of creation) in format YYMMDD-ccmmss (year, month, day - hour,
minute, second).
4.6.1.5.3

Change of scale

Buttons of this group
4.6.1.5.4

(scale up) and

(scale down) allow changing the scale of model.

Saving – load of current parameters of model

Buttons of this group
(to save current parameters of model) and
(to load saved
parameters of model) allow to save and to restore parameters and spatial position of model in the current
session.
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4.6.1.5.5

Free flying

The mode
(free flying) sets automatic movement of observed object by the trajectory of type
«eight». Thus, there is an opportunity to change all parameters of model, excepting change of type of
motion on model.
4.6.1.5.6

Video recording

Work with a mode
(recording on trajectory) begins from adjustment of parameters in «Motion
recording by 3D-model» dialog. Record of the video-file is carried out on the specified trajectory of
movement on the active model saved in the file with «TRA» extension. In the trajectory file also other
parameters of model are saved. There is an opportunity to choose any file of the trajectory for active data
or to create new one («New» (Create) button).
At creation of a new trajectory, the record of the position for observed object and parameters are
made for the current three-dimensional image (see «Basic components of displaying model»). It is
possible to stop creation of the new trajectory by pressing keys: «Escape» or «Enter». «Preview» button is
intended for preliminary viewing the movement on the chosen site of a trajectory in view of the chosen
speed of movement.
By means of «Speed» element it is possible to set the speed of movement on the trajectory
concerning to the initial speed (from 10 % up to 100 %). By means of «Track-bar» element it is possible
to see movement on a current trajectory of motion and to choose all or a part of a trajectory for videorecording. The beginning and the end of video-recording can be established by means of the pop-up menu
above «Track-bar» element.
After the choice it is possible to start directly the record. For this purpose we press the button of the
choice of AVI-file name (it is possible to use automatically generated name of the file). Then it is
necessary to choose the corresponding package of compression to video-recording (for example:
Microsoft Windows Media Video 9) and after that the record will be made. Record can be interrupted by
pressing of keys: «Escape», «Enter» or button
means of the built-in player

. The recorded down video-file can be reproduced by

.

4.6.2 Preparation to print
«Preparation to print» panel is intended for decisions of tasks on improvement of presentation of the
printed map in view of requirements on designing maps, preparations of schemes, atlases and forming the
dismembered images of the map for offset printing.
4.6.2.1 The panel contains following tasks
Filling marks allocation by lines.

Filling of polygon object by conventional signs.

Filling of map objects by conventional marks.
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Tasks of automatic drawing for conventional symbols are used for creation of conventional symbols
in the form of map objects with the opportunity of the subsequent editing (moving, deleting) with the
purpose of improvement of map obviousness. As an example of use it can be the task of drawing of
conventional symbols «SEPARATE TREES» lengthways of the road.
4.6.2.2 Processing of objects crossings
It is used for deleting (masking) of superfluous contours for objects of one type in places of
crossing and the contiguity. As the example of such using, can be the task of processing for
crossings of hydrographical objects.
4.6.2.3 Special sorting of map
It allows to change the order of displaying (print) the map objects, for example to display
polygon object of type «BUILDING» above linear object «RAILWAYS».
4.6.2.4 Stretch map along the object
It is used for forming the scheme of objects with change of scale along object of the big
length with the purpose of reduction for the image's dimensions. Example of use can be the
task of preparation for the scheme of bus stops along the route of movement of the bus.
4.6.2.5 Create map legend
This task is intended for drawing conventional signs of selected (marked) objects onto map.
Therefore before start it is desirable to mark the certain group of objects on the map. If necessary,
marking of objects can be made and after start of dialogue, but then in dialogue it will be necessary to
press «Update» button. In the list the objects selected only on one map of the document are displayed.
The objects selected at once on several maps it is necessary to process by turns, consistently choosing the
map from the list (Starting map).
To plot a legend, it is enough to set the user map, on which legend elements will be placed, to press
«Show» button and to choose on the map the coordinates of the left top corner for page of elements
arrangement. Objects may be plotted in two modes: by turns all pages (in the main dialog) and any page
onto a choice (in dialog of viewing). If drawing of objects is made in the main dialogue, the user should
set consistently coordinates of the left top corner of the current page until all elements will not be put on
the map. The main dialogue at this time will be minimized into the pictogram till end of process. Process
of drawing can be stopped, having restored dialog and having finished the task. Once the plotted page the
second time will not be re-plotted.
The classifier of the output user map can differ from the classifier of the starting map. In this case
some objects can be absent in the classifier of the output map, others can have distinct from initial the
image. Absent objects are marked by symbol «*», having other image - by symbol «?». At difference of
the initial and output data it is offered to create a new output map with the corresponding classifier. At
refusal of creation, onto the map, only the objects existing in the output classifier will be put.
Directly ahead of drawing («Show» button) is desirable to review the image of legend («View»
button) and if necessary to modify the image of elements, their names and arrangement. For this purpose
it is necessary to return into the main dialogue and to change parameters: the size of the element (includes
directly the image and its name), the size of page and offset from edge of page, presence of the contour,
the background (fill), the title. The name of a font for the title gets out of the list of the fonts established
in the complex of programs GIS Panorama which settings is carried out in «Fonts» sub-item of
«Parameters» item.
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The quantity of the pages, occupied by the legend one, is considered automatically and depends on
quantity of objects, the sizes of page, quantities of lines and columns. If the size of the element exceeds
the size of page (including offset) then the size of page will change automatically.
At desire it is possible to work only with the objects marked in the list. For this purpose it is
necessary to expose an attribute «Selected from list».
4.6.2.6 Save map legend
Tasks of creation and saving of map legend are intended for creation of additional objects
of designing in the form of the table of conventional symbols and allocation concerning the
map image.
4.6.2.7 Setting of standard breadboards of out-of-frame bordering
Procedure is intended for creation of standard (according to the established rules of
bordering of sheets frame of topographical maps of scales 1:25 000, 1:50 000, 1:100 000
and 1:200 000) and editing of a changing text part (depending on mapped works region) of
existing breadboards of out-of-frame bordering.
Breadboards of out-of-frame bordering are contained in files with *.FRM extension. In detail the
structure of files is described in the Guide by creation of out-of-frame bordering of electronic map's
sheets.
For creation or editing of breadboards of out-of-frame bordering it is necessary to execute the
following actions:
1) To specify the scale of drawing map (choose from list).
2) To press «New» button.
3) To edit a changing text part – fields:
- coordinates system;
- system of heights;
- territory;
- department;
- security classification of a map sheet;
- condition of district;
- cipher;
- initial materials.
In case any of the listed characteristics should not be formed at creation of out-of-frame bordering,
it is necessary to clear (to delete) the text in a corresponding line.
Then to set the list of created elements of forming and decoration («Composition» bookmark).
To add (if necessary) the references to templates of legends and to specify their arrangement
concerning a frame of the created sheet.
To press button «Save as…».
When saving a newly created layout design, elements of map sheet will be placed in it, according to
the list and the geometrical arrangement corresponding to the rules (for specified when creating the map
scale) according to the set list.
To edit the existing standard design layout, it is necessary to load the file being edited («Load»
button), to edit the text portion changing. If any of the characteristics need not be formed when creating
design, it should be cleared (delete text) in the corresponding line.
Two «~~» symbols should be inserted when editing fields to indicate a line break.
For example: the map drawn up by Sca ~~ le 1:100 000.
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Further it should edit a list of created design elements (tab «Composition» (Contents)), to edit the
list (if necessary) of templates for legends and their location, relative to the frame of made out sheet, to
press the button «Save» or «Save As...».
4.6.2.8 Border making
Tasks of forming out-of-frame bordering are intended for creation of additional objects of
designing in the form of frames of a map sheet, the scheme of allocation of the neighboring
sheets of the map and explanatory titles.
4.6.2.9 Map pages creation
It is used for automatic division of the map onto sheets of the atlas in the form of separate
maps with out-of-frame bordering of each sheet.
4.6.2.10 Split to CMYK
It is used for forming the dismembered images of the map for offset printing with use of
CMYK color model.
4.6.3 Setup of panels
Dialog of customizing panels serves for creation of the user panels (toolbars), and their customizing
according to needs of the user.
To call this dialog, it is necessary, in «Tools/Custom Panels» menu, to select command «Tune».

Figure 28 - Setting the user panels
There are applications that support the configuration interface in the «Tasks» list of GIS Panorama.
This list can be edited using the buttons «Add» and «Delete».
Lists «Available panel» and «Available buttons» contain lists of panels and buttons in these panels,
supported by the application selected in the list of «Tasks». The lists «User Panel» and «composition of
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the panel» lists the toolbar by the user. These lists can be configured using the buttons located on the right
side of the dialog.
Table 14 - Controls
Control
New
Delete
Rename
Save

Separater

Description
Creation of the new panel.
Deleting of the present panel.
To rename the present panel.
Saving current changes in a structure of the panel.
Addition selected button from the list «Available buttons» into user's panel
structure and deleting selected button from the user's panel structure.
To move the button in the user's panel structure upwards and downwards.
To insert a custom panel splitter.

4.6.3.1 The interface of panels setting
To the application of GIS Panorama is supported by the possibility to work with custom panels, it
must contain a certain set of connectivity features of streaming tasks in the custom panels.
4.6.3.2 Run applications
Description of work such programs as «Map Editor», «Map calculations», «Sorting», «Map
passport», «Database» are contained in Section 5 (Basic application tasks).
Performing of «Running applications» command (subparagraph «Running Applications» menu
«Tasks» or toolbar button) allows you to call individual tasks of GIS Panorama. The dialog window
consists of three parts:
- name of the task (the list);
- access path and the name of module with format DLL (string corresponding item in the list;
- control buttons.
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Figure 29 - Running Applications
Adding or removing tasks from the list by control buttons «Add», «Delete». By clicking «Add»
button, in the name task list, it appears blank line where you want to enter the title by first placing the
mouse pointer there. The module name is entered in the bottom line of dialogue, or selected from a list of
files using the button «...». Running tasks by the button «Run».
If the task is started, the next to the code name will be checked.
If the directory where the DLL module, there is a file with the same name, but the extension ICO,
next to the code name, the icon will appear corresponding to this task.
There are two types of applications:
- Tasks performed streamed online without operator (user) with the image of the digital map (for
example, converting, transforming, sorting, updating, and other types of data processing);
- Interactive tasks (such as editing, the decision of settlement problems, build reports, work with
databases etc).
Applications must be submitted in the form of 64-bit DLL format modules.
4.7 Scale menu commands
«Scale» menu contains commands providing scaling of figures (digital data).
Map fragment containing all selected objects is displayed in the window.
Besides, scaling of the map image is carried out by pressing the keys of the keyboard «>», «<»,
«Ctrl +», «Ctrl-», «Ctrl» and by movement of the mouse wheel, through the menu by the right button.
The assignment of commands is listed in table 15.
Table 15 - Scale (Zoom) menu commands
Menu command
Zoom in
Zoom out

Assignment
It activates increasing mode of image scale for an active vector map. At the
left mouse button click, the scale of the map is incremented.
It activates the decreases mode of image scale for an active vector map. At
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Menu command
To place a map on the
window height
To place a map on the
width of the window
The entire map is in the
window
All object in window
All marked objects in
window
Original scale

Assignment
the left mouse button click, the scale of the map is decreased.
It places the map at the height of the window.
It places the map on the width of the window.
It changes the scale, so the entire map fits in the window.
It changes the scale so that all selected object was placed in the window.
It changes the scale so that all marked objects were placed in the window.
It sets the active vector map scale corresponding to the scale of the source
material.

For cancellation of scaling modes it is necessary to release the appropriate button on the toolbar.
To change the image scale it is possible by two ways:
- from the keyboard, having hit the key «<» or « >»;
- having pressed right mouse button in the necessary point of the map and having selected the
required operation after that.
4.8 Options menu commands
«Option» menu contains commands which provide setting of the current session GIS Panorama.
Settings of the current session are saved at quit of GIS Panorama. The assignment of commands is listed
in table 16.
Table 16 - Options menu commands
Menu command
Coordinate system
The local coordinate
system
Coordinates are near the
cursor
The current projection
parameters
To specify area and
length
Colors adjustment
Screen Options

The type of cursor
Showing hints
The size of the buttons
Scaling objects
The number of the
object
Selecting objects
Allocation to discharge

Assignment
It sets of a coordinate system for the digital map.
It allows to change the parameters of the local coordinate system for the
source map to display and to edit application settings.
It sets the coordinate system of the digital map.
It allows to combine the image vector data and raster or matrix with different
projection parameters.
To obtain the updated values of lengths, distances and areas to minimize
distortion.
It manages: service palette, palette maps, raster and matrix.
It allows to enter the diagonal screen size in inches (approximately 1.5
inches lower than the certified value) and the magnification ratio of the
image in percent. The screen setting makes the map more vivid.
It allows to change the cursor (small crosshairs, large crosshairs, arrow).
It allows to set or to disable the display of the tooltip with the name of the
object located under the cursor.
It allows to set the size of buttons in percentage of the base size.
It allows to set the type of scaling objects (mapping, drawing).
It allows to set the number format of the object (XXXXX / XXXXX or
XXXXXXXXXX).
It allows to set the type object selection (color or shimmer).
It allows to accelerate operation with large volumes of data and to maintain
the visibility of the map.
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Menu command
The choice of priority
for the map objects
The right button
Mouse wheel
Data placement
Editor options
Setting the license type
Language
Synchronization of
maps windows
Transaction log
The offline work with
maps
The update period

Assignment
It sets the priority of the map objects - the signature last.
It allows to set the way of using the right button (popup menu, or completion
operations).
It allows to set the way of using the mouse wheel (panning and zooming, just
zoom).
It allows to configure the paths to the directory classifiers and the catalog
maps.
It allows to set editor maps.
It is intended to indicate the type of the used license (fixed or floating).
It allows to set the used language.
It allows to set the display mode, in which the movement of the map in the
window. it will cause the images moving in other windows, if they are in the
general area.
It allows to set or to cancel the transaction logging.
It allows to speed up editing operations, performed on a large number of map
objects, through exclusive access to the map and application operations of
the write buffering.
It allows to set the frequency of updates.

4.8.1 Calculation of lengths, distances and areas
Use of GIS for calculation of distances, lengths, areas and angular sizes allows to receive the most
exact results which should be identical in any projections for the same geodetic coordinates of processed
points.
Topographic maps have the least distortions of linear and angular sizes in the territory limited on a
longitude. Topographical maps have Gauss-Kruger projection, which mathematically are described by the
same formulas, as projection of Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). Formulas of projections are given
in GOST Р 51794.
To determine the length and azimuth of the segment having the known geodetic coordinates of
extreme points, it is necessary the first perform coordinate transformations into the plane rectangular
coordinates on the topographical map. Accuracy of calculations is influenced essentially position of the
central meridian chosen for conversion. At points removal from central meridian the error of calculations
will increase. At a distance up to three degrees from the central meridian the error will be about 1:1500 1:2000.
To minimize the distortion of the position for central meridian, it is chosen in the center of the
segment, and the scale on the central meridian (Scale Factor) equals 1. Thus, the length of each segment
is defined in its own projection. If the segment has length of several degrees on a longitude, expediently
division of the segment into some parts on a line of the orthodrome – a geodetic line of the shortest
distance on a surface of rotation.
Thus, calculations of lengths, distances and azimuths can be done. The direction angle has its own
value in each projection, as it is calculated concerning a vertical line of the rectangular grid of coordinates
in the specified projection.
Calculating the area of the object, having on a longitude the extent within 6 degrees, is carried out
by recalculation of coordinates to the topographical map with the axial meridian in the center of
dimensions of object.
To obtain corrected values of lengths, distances and areas, it is necessary in the Options menu to
choose the item Specify area and length. After that the results of calculations in tasks Map Computer,
Map Editor, dialog Select Object and others – will give more exact values. If this item is not set,
calculations are carried out by available coordinates of objects without additional transformations.
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It is necessary to consider, that displayed flat rectangular and geodetic coordinates of objects
depend on current parameters of the projection and the chosen system of displaying coordinates, and
calculations of lengths and the areas without specification of values are carried by objects coordinates,
keeping according map passport parameters.
4.8.2 Management (operating) of the palette
Dialogue «Management (operating) of the palette» is intended for control of the palette of the
document, its brightness and contrast for optimum visualization of cartographical information.
Creation of optimum settings is reached by change of the following components:
- service palette;
- map palette;
- matrix palette;
- raster palette.
4.8.2.1 Operating of the service palette
Operating of the service palette allows to change:
- background color of the map;
- color of the chosen object;
- color of noted objects;
- line thickness of allocation for the chosen or noted (marked) object.
Color changing is carried out by pressing of the mouse left button on the rectangular area
corresponding to the necessary mode (a background color of the map, color of the chosen object, color of
noted objects). After pressing the above described rectangular area, standard dialogue of the colors choice
is activated (in which it is necessary to specify new color).
The line thickness of the chosen or noted object changes after allocation of the line containing the
necessary figure. The change range for thickness of the line is from 1 to 6.
The «Reset» button is on a bookmark «Operating of the service palette» in the initial condition:
- the background color of the map;
- color of the chosen object;
- color of noted objects;
- the line thickness of allocation for the chosen or noted object;
- values of brightness and contrast for the palette of the map;
- map palette;
- values of brightness and contrast for the palette of the matrix;
- matrix palette;
- values of brightness and contrast for the palette of raster;
- raster palette.
After confirmation of the performed tunings by button pressing «Yes» all changes remain. In the
subsequent sessions GIS Panorama is loaded with the kept settings and the changed palettes of the map,
matrix and rasters.
4.8.2.2 Operating of the map palette
Before setting the palette, select the name of the edited map, because the map document can be
added to custom maps. The name of the edited map is selected from the drop-down list of maps when you
click on the «Name of the map».
Palette of the selected map is displayed in the left part of the dialog. Replacing of colors by pressing
the left mouse button on the corresponding element of the palette. After clicking on item in the palette is
activated standard dialog box to select colors in which you want to specify a new color.
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Line brightness and contrast are used to change the intensity of the displaying for the selected map.
Movement of the slider, left or right, is to increase or decrease brightness and contrast.
Clicking the left mouse button on the color rectangle in the composition of the palette, you can
change the original color to the desired one. A new color is selected through the use of the standard dialog
«Select color».
The «Reset» button in the tab «Operating of the map palette» restores to its original state:
- the values of brightness and contrast of the map palette;
- palette of the map.
4.8.2.3 Operating (control) of the matrix palette
The matrix palette is displayed in the left part of the dialog. Replacing colors is activated by
pressing the left mouse button on the corresponding element of the palette. After clicking on item in the
palette, it is activated a standard dialog box to select colors in which you want to specify a new color.
The line of brightness and contrast are used to change the intensity display of the matrix palette. By
moving the slider left or right, it is possible to increase or to decrease brightness and contrast.
It is possible the display matrix transition from color to black and white and vice versa, and also
with displaying matrix with shadows.
The dialog for control palette of the matrix provides the ability to set the range of displayed
elevations and configuration tools two-interval palette.
The «Reset» button in the tab «Operating (control) of the matrix palette» restores to its original
state:
- the values of brightness and contrast palette of the matrix;
- the number of colors;
- the range of displayed elevations;
- palette of the matrix.
4.8.2.4 Operating of the raster palette
Before setting the palette, select the name of the edited raster as the document can be added several
raster maps. The name of the edited raster is selected from the drop-down list of rasters by clicking on the
«Name of the raster».
The palette of the selected raster is displayed in the left part of the dialog. Replacing colors is done
by pressing the left mouse button on the corresponding element of the palette. After clicking on item in
the palette, it is activated a standard dialog box to select colours in which you want to specify a new
colour.
After confirming the changed colours (by pressing «Yes» button of the dialogue «Operating
(control) the palette»), the raster palette remains in the memory. And when «Panorama» system shut
down, the modified palette is saved to official file. In subsequent sessions «Panorama» is loaded with the
saved settings and changed the raster palette. To return the raster palette to its original state, click the
«Reset» button.
Line of brightness and contrast are used to change the intensity of the displaying the selected raster.
By moving of the slider, to left or to right, it is possible to increase or to decrease brightness and contrast.
The button «Reset» in tab (bookmark) in the «Operating (control) of the raster palette» restores to
its original state:
- the values of brightness and contrast of the raster palette;
- the raster palette (the palette is loaded from the raster file, but not from service file).
4.8.3 Setting the image dimensions and scale
The digital map can be displayed in different scales. The current image scale is displayed at the
bottom of the window.
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However, the apparent size of objects, the distance between them, height of letters, etc. can not
correspond to the paper map image. During map display on different monitors, this discrepancy will be
changed.
It happens because in Windows system, there is no means of determining the physical pixel size of
the display, and for printing devices such possibility is present. Therefore, the system provides a dialog
«Screen settings», where you can enter the diagonal screen size in inches (approximately 1.5 inches lower
than the certified value) and the magnification ratio of the image in percent. Zoom makes the map more
intuitive and allows to compensate the low resolution, but it distorts the visible scale.
Setting image size and zoom does not affect the correctness for the determination of coordinates,
calculating lengths, areas and distances.
4.8.4 The synchronization of map windows
Different types of terrain data (vector, matrix and raster) on the same territory can be opened in one
window or in different windows.
The data opened in one window are automatically displayed together in accordance with their
coordinates and the output order, specified by the user.
Displaying data, opened in different windows, can be synchronized, if the data refer to overlapping
areas. To do it, choose the menu item «Options/Synchronization map windows». Then moving any map,
in the window, will cause the images in other windows, if they are in the general area.
The center of the active window is indicated in the other windows, in the crosshair. The picture is
redrawn, if the crosshair is closer to the edge of the window to 1/3 of its size.
4.8.5 Update period
Data of the digital map can be edited simultaneously by multiple users over a network. Some data
of the map can be placed in the computer's memory to speed with the map. To ensure that all users can
see edits on their screens, it is periodically updated the map image. The original value of the update
period is 30 seconds. The user can increase or decrease this value.
Update period does not affect the integrity of the data on a magnetic medium. The data in the files
are updated directly after completion of editing by any user and they are updated on their screen. So the
refresh period is necessary to force image refresh for those users who do not edit the map.
The update occurs only there are differences in the status of the data in the file and on the computer
screen.
4.9 «Window» menu commands
«Window» menu contains commands intended for control of the opened windows on the screen.
With its help it is possible to arrange windows and to pass from one window into another. The assignment
of commands is listed in table 17.
Table 17 - «Window» menu commands
Menu command
Cascade
Mosaic
Arrange icons
Full screen

Open atlas

Assignment
It allocates the opened documents so that the header string of each document
remained visible.
It allocates opened documents alongside so that it was possible to see them
all.
It allocates all icons of documents into strings.
Enables the mode of "Interactive whiteboard" designed for applying graphic
objects to the map in the process of reports and presentations by means of
touch panels or with the mouse.
It opens the atlas.
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Menu command
Close atlas
Go to
Automatic switch
Close window
Close all

Assignment
It closes the atlas.
It goes to a map.
Designed to simplify the transition between overlapping maps of different
scale.
It closes window.
It closes all opened documents.

4.10 Maps atlas
For simplification of transition between the overlapped maps having different scale, the Atlas of
maps is intended.
The name of the created or opened atlas is chosen in dialog «Atlas maps». Then into it names of
works region by means of «Add» button are placed. Added works region should support geodetic
coordinates in any projection. Region of works in local system of coordinates or maps having the type «is
not installed, they should not be added into the atlas. «Delete» button is applied to removal of region from
the atlas. «Save» button allows the results of editing to remember for the atlas and makes its active.
The atlas is the user map in Mercator projection, containing frames of sheets for works regions with
service semantics.
At work with the map, it is possible to execute transition to other map having larger or smaller scale
and getting onto the same site of district.
For transition to other map it is possible to use items of menu: «Window\Go to a map» - of the
«More small-sized scale», «Smallest-sized scale», «Larger scale», «The largest», «Select from the list».
Transition is carried out by geodetic coordinates of the center of the active window. Thus, other
window with the chosen map opens. The map (with worked before this) is not closed. For transition only
those maps are selected which have been placed into the atlas. During work with GIS Panorama, it is
possible to open different atlases of maps.
4.11 Help menu commands
«Help» menu contains items: «Information», «About (the program)», «Hot keys».
«Information» item calls the Help of GIS Panorama program.
Other calling mode of the Help: press F1 key.
«About» item calls the dialog having the following information about «Panorama»:
- program name;
- version of the program;
- serial number of an electronic protection key;
- mail address of the program developers;
- address of WEB – site with the current version of the program;
- E-mail address of the developers.
Choice of «Hot keys» item calls the dialog containing data about work with the keyboard.
4.12 Separate modes of the main panel of tools
4.12.1 Selecting from the list of Geo-portal
This mode allows you to add window in a map document, posted on the popular geoportals:
the Rosreestr, Kosmosnimki, OpenStreetMap, Yandex, Google etc.
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4.12.2 Editing semantics of objects list
This mode is used to change the semantics of the selected map objects or objects assigned
to a layer in the classifier.
After activation of a mode appears, the main part of which is a table. In the left part contains a list
of objects with unique numbers and names on the right – a list of all semantic characteristics which
belong to at least one object.
Edit the values of semantic characteristics is carried out by double-clicking the mouse.
The original semantics sorted in increasing code performance.
If the user clicks the right mouse button in the table header, the pop up will appear with a proposal
to sort of semantic features by name or by code.
Button «To Excel» is designed to upload information to an object in an MS Excel table.
4.12.3 Measuring distances
This mode allows to measure the distance between the map points.
If the map projection allows the conversion to geodetic coordinates, then the distance is calculated
along the line of geodesics, it is determined by the azimuth of the start and end point.
Orthodrome is a map image on a line connecting two points on the Earth's surface via the shortest
distance.
The coordinates of the points in the current coordinate system and the calculation results are shown
in the dialogue.
4.12.4 Filling the map position
This mode maintains the current position of the screen. Thus it remembers the current
coordinates of the visible portion and the scale display.
When memorizing the new position, the previous is lost.
4.12.5 Restoring the map position
This mode provides the return to the saved current position of the screen. It restores the
current coordinates of the visible portion and the scale display.
4.12.6 The mode «What is it?»
This mode allows you to activate all buttons of the main panel to access the display sections
in the help system GIS Panorama by clicking on the selected button.
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5

BASIC APPLIED TASKS

5.1 Editor of vector map
Editor of a vector map is the integral part of GIS Panorama and it is designed to create and to edit
vector data.
To activate the editor vector map, it is necessary to select the «Map Editor» in the menu «Tools»
(Tasks).
The vector map editor is controlled using the optional control panel, it is placed at the start, in the
left of the main window for this system.
The control panel of the editor vector map is a set of keys that correspond to the editing modes or
groups of modes.
Calling of edition function is performed by pressing the appropriate key.
The key assignment is commented in message line when the cursor is located above the
corresponding selection key.
If the operator began the process of object editing and did not complete it, the transition from one
function to another is blocked.
After completion of the operation (finished object) it is saved the data entered in the corresponding
file.
In the process of creating and editing, all the image controls are available. Colour, scale, objects,
backgrounds, maps, etc. They can be changed at any time for ease of handling of the object.
The vector map editor is a set of panels with the modes of creating and editing map objects (see
table 18).
In tables 19 - 35 summarizes the features Editor of vector maps. A more detailed description is
given in the document «Editor of vector map. User's Guide» (Map Editor.doc).
Table 18 - Groups of modes of the vector map editor
Creation

The basic modes of creating, copying and multiplying objects
(table 19)

Autofigure

Additional modes of creating objects with complex contours:
mounds, trestles, stairs, quarters, bergshtrihi (table 20)

Object's graphic

Additional modes of creating objects in the form of simple
lines, polygons and titles (table 21)

Paste & Cut

Modes of uniting and cutting of linear and area objects
(table 22)

Topology

Modes for reconciling areas of neighboring objects and their
individual points (table 23)
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Deletion

Modes of deletion of objects and their additional contours
(table 24)

Vertex

Modes of creating, moving, deleting points, changing direction,
smoothing and filtering object contours (table 25)

Edit the part

Continuation of the contour of the object, editing and parallel
transfer of the contour section, creation of parallel contours
(table 26)

Measure

Measuring the length and area of applied contours, estimating
the distances between the objects of the map (table 27)

Semantic

Modes for adding, copying and deleting the semantics of
selected objects (table 28)

Elevation

Modes of adding and removing coordinates H (heights) in the
semantics and metric of objects (table 29)

Title

Modes of text editing of simple and compound inscriptions,
insertion of labels in the line (table 30)

Mark

Modes of processing selected objects: search for intersections,
change of visibility limits, cross-linking and dissection of
objects, creation and removal of subobjects (table 31)

Object alignment

The alignment modes of the selected objects: vertically,
horizontally, simple offset to the line and offset to the line with
rotation (table 32)

Set

Modes for creating, dividing and selecting sets of objects
(table 33)

Model set

Sets (panels) of templates for the objects to be created (table 34)
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Main panel

The main panel contains buttons of individual panels (groups of
modes) and additional modes of the map editor (table 35)

Table 19 - Group modes «Creation»
Create object

Creation of map object

Create by sample

Creation of new object with type of the chosen object

Create sub-object

Creation of the internal contour of object

Objects crossing

Creation of the object, being crossing of two initial objects

Create copy of object

Creation of the map object copy

Create mirror copy of Creation of a mirror copy of map object
object
Duplication of object

Creation of plural object copies

Create the title of line on Creation of the title for the line by the text from semantics of
semantics
object
Create the title on Creation of the title for object by the text from semantics of
semantics (free contour)
object
Create the title
semantics (spline1)

on Creation of the title for object by the text from semantics of
object with the specifying place of location of title by points of
the smoothing spline

Copy onto other map

Copy of object onto other (user) map

Create by reference

Creation of object by the contour of conditional object
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Creation under the
scenario

Creation of a set of objects by the chosen file of scenario

The combined mode

Combined mode of drawing of the line (poly-line or a
smoothing spline)

Table 20 - Autofigure group modes
Embankment/excavation
(proportionally)

Creation of the embankment with apportionment of strokes.

Embankment
(perpendicularly)

Creation of embankment with normal (by a right angle)
distribution of strokes

Platform

Creation of object of PLATFORM type

Designing of stairs

Designing object of STAIRS type

Create stairs

Creation of object of STAIRS type

Zigzag

Creation of zigzag object

Make Building

Making blocks in settlements

Create zone by object

Creation of the object similar to the chosen, with the changed
size of a contour

Berg-strich in a point

Creation of a berg-strich in the specified point

Double berg-striches

Creation of pair berg-striches on the closed contour line

Table 21 - Object's graphic group of modes
Drawing line

Drawing a line onto the user map
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Drawing polygon

Drawing a raster sign on the user map

Drawing a raster symbol Drawing a raster symbol (point object) onto the user map
(point)
Drawing label

Drawing the label onto the user map

Select object's graphic by Selection of graphic objects by image
image
Change image of object's Change of view of graphic object or group of the selected
graphic
graphic objects
Copy Graphic

Copying elements of the graphic description of one object of
the user map to another object

Table 22 - Cutting and stitching (Paste & Cut) group of modes
Merge objects

Merge of objects of the same type

Create sub-object by
copying

Creation of a sub-object (of an internal contour) by copying the
existing object

Cut the linear object

Cut the linear object in the specified point

Cut by vertex

Cut the linear object in a real vertex

Cut polygon object by Cut the polygon object by object of a map
object
Section of object by a Section of object by the preset line
line
Cut

Cutting the polygon objects with use of the reference and edited
list of objects

Common border

Creation common exernal border
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Table 23 - Topology group of modes
Copy part

Copy the part of object

Intersection with selected
objects

Creation of points for intersection of the chosen objects

Snap of two vertex

Coordination of two vertices for two objects

Snap several vertex

Coordination of several vertices for several objects

Join of objects

Coordination of the ends (join) for linear objects

Edge matching

Matching of linear objects by sheets borders with the control of
semantics

Make node

Moving the edited point onto object-source with creation on it
of the reciprocal vertex

Join objects

Coordination of the chosen objects (formation of nodes)

Snap short vertex

Combining of nearby vertices for the chosen objects

Adjustment of lists

Combining of nearby vertices with use for the reference and
edited list of objects

Common vertex

Viewing common vertices of two adjacent objects for a visual
estimation of their metric coordination

Table 24 - Delete objects on map (Removal) group of modes
Delete object

Deleting of selected object

Delete sub-object

Removal of one sub-object (an internal contour)

Delete all sub-objects

Removal of all sub-objects (internal contours)
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Cut out a piece inside of
contour

Cutting out a piece of the map – deleting of all objects and
pieces of objects inside of the contour

Cut out a piece outside of Cutting out a piece of the map – deleting of all objects and
contour
pieces of the objects which are being outside of the contour
Delete selected

Deleting of selected objects of the map

Restore deleted objects

Restoration of earlier deleted objects

Table 25 - Vertex group of modes
Move vertex

Editing a vertex of object

Edit common vertex

Editing common vertices of osculating objects

Delete vertex

Removal of a vertex of object

Add vertex

Creation of a vertex on object

Close line

Coincidence of initial and final points of linear or polygon
object

Revert

Change of a direction of object digitizing

Rotation of object

Rotation of object around of the chosen center of rotation

Spline smoothing

Giving the smooth form to the contour of object

Interpolation of marked Smoothing of the marked objects for giving to objects of the
objects
smooth form
Filtering

Deleting of object vertices located along the straight line
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Filtering and Adjusting

Filtration of vertices of the object metrics without infringement
of its topological coordination with the next objects

Rotation of vector object

Rotation of vector object around of its first vertex

Angle of an inclination Change of angle of the inclination of vector object concerning
of vector object
the horizontal axis
Orthogonalization

Reduction of object to a rectangular kind

Estabilish the first point
of metrics

Change the order of point’s metrics for objects

Table 26 - Land area (Part) group of modes
Expanding

Prolong digitizing of linear object

Edit the part

Updating a part of the linear or polygon object, set by three
vertices

Move part

Moving a part of the object, set by three vertices

Interpolation of isolines

Construction of a set from four basic isolines (contour lines)
between two thickened contour lines in places where the image
of the basic contour lines is absent

Interpolation of lines

Construction of a set from any quantity of isolines between two
contour lines in places where the image of isolines is absent

Table 27 - Measure group of modes
Length, distance

Measurement of lengths of ad arbitrium entered lines and
distances between the specified vertices

Perimeter, the area

Measurement of perimeters and the areas of ad arbitrium
entered polygons

Measurement (mm)

After activation of the given mode the cursor turns into the
measuring grid, scale factor of which is 0.1 mm. in initial scale
of the map. Measurements are made by applying measuring
grid to measured object
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Measurement (m)

After activation of the given mode the cursor turns into the
measuring grid, scale factor of which are 10 m. on district.
Measurements are made by applying measuring grid to
measured object

Table 28 - Semantics group of modes
Append semantics

Addition of specified semantics to all selected objects of the
map

Delete semantics

Deleting the specified semantics at all selected objects of the
map

Change semantics

Change of value for specified semantics at all selected objects
of the map

Change code of
semantics

Changing code of semantics with preservation of value for the
characteristic

Duplication

Duplication of values for objects semantics

Semantics list

Editing semantics of the objects list

Append height into
semantics

Addition of absolute height into semantics from the first vertex
of the metrics for objects having the height

Append height into
metrics

Addition of absolute height into the metrics from semantics of
objects

Semantics calculations

Calculations of values for semantic characteristics of selected
objects by the preset formulas

Calculations for
character semantics

Receiving character string with arbitrary content as the
semantics value and assignment for selected objects

Copy semantics

Copying all semantic characteristics for one object of the map
into another object

View semantic

Viewing value of semantics for the specified object

View semantics

Viewing values of specified semantics for all objects
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Table 29 - Elevation group of modes
Copy elevation

Copy of value for absolute elevation

Consequent copy

Copy of one value for absolute elevation into some objects

Elevation along profile

Addition of elevation into semantics of the objects crossed by
the profile – the line between two objects with absolute
elevation

Height delete

Deleting elevation from the metrics of objects

Addition of elevation

Addition of elevation into the metrics of marked objects from
models of the relief (matrix of heights, TIN-model, MTDmodel)

Table 30 - Label (Text) group of modes
Edit label

Editing the text of the label (title)

Poly-label

Creation of the compound label from several objects-titles

Move poly-label

Moving a vertex of the compound label

Create the title of line on
semantics

Creation of the title of a line by the text from semantics of
object

Create the title on
semantics (free contour)

Creation of the title oriented by free contour, with the text from
semantics of object

Create the title on
semantics (spline1)

Creation of the title oriented by the smoothing spline, with the
text from semantics of object

Insert of the title in a line

Combining the title of linear object of the map with a signed
line with break of signed object by dimensions of the title

Cut off of linear object Cutting off of the linear object on dimensions of the title. The
by title
metrics of the specified linear object is cut out according to
dimensions of the specified title
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Editing of title

Editing the text of the selected titles allows to replace, add,
delete symbols, and also to align the text of the title.

Alignment of title

Alignment of the selected titles by the list by one of the offered
modes of alignment across or by a vertical

Append the title text
metrics from semantics

Addition of the title text from the metrics into semantics OWN
NAME

Set the register

Installation of the register for the text of selected titles

Table 31 - Allocated (Mark) group of modes
Intersection with marked Creation of intersection points for the marked objects with the
objects
purpose of ensuring the information topology
Copy of marked objects

Copy onto the user map of the marked objects united by the
common properties

Setup of scale range

Installation for the marked objects of visibility borders (scale
range) which are distinct from the corresponding values in the
classifier

Delete all subjects

Deleting of all sub-objects of the marked objects

Create sub-objects

Creation of sub-objects for the chosen object by the marked
objects

Cut of linear objects

Section of linear objects for the specified type by group of the
closed marked objects

Save in a textual file

Saving into a textual file for points coordinates of the metrics
for marked objects

Union of the marked
square objects

Union of the polygon and closed linear objects located on one
sheet of the map

Union of marked linear

Union of the not closed linear objects located on one sheet of
the map

Rotation of the marked
objects

Placing of the marked objects by two points with rotation
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Display metrics as a
spline

Sets the method of display object’s metrics as a dynamic spline
(a polyline or an envelope spline)

Selecting group of
objects

Selection group of objects for shading objects on a map with
specified degree of brightness and transparency

Table 32 - Set of objects group of modes
Append object to the set

Addition of object into the set (set of logically connected
objects belonging to one map sheet)

Delete from the set

Deleting of object from the set

Destroy the set

Destruction of the set of objects – destruction of connections
between the objects entering into the set of objects

Selected objects to the
set

Placing of the selected objects into the set

Select the set

Selection of objects set

Select all set

Selection of all set as a whole (with subgroups)

Table 33 - Alignment of selected objects group of modes
Alignment to the left

Objects are displaced in horizontal direction to the left extreme
object so, that the left borders of dimensions of all objects
coincide

Alignment in vertical
direction

Objects are displaced in horizontal direction so, that the centers
of dimensions of each object lay on one vertical line which is
passing through the middle of the common dimensions of all
objects
Objects are displaced in horizontal direction to the right
extreme object so, that the right borders of dimensions of all
objects coincide

Alignment to the right

Alignment to the top

Edge Objects are displaced in the vertical direction to the
extreme top object so, that the top borders of dimensions of all
objects coincide

Alignment in horizontal
direction

Objects are displaced in vertical direction so, that the centers of
dimensions of each object lay on one horizontal line which is
passing through the middle of the common dimensions of all
objects
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Alignment to the bottom
edge

Objects are displaced in vertical direction to extreme bottom
object so, that the bottom borders of dimensions of all objects
coincide

Equal allocation in
horizontal direction

Objects are displaced in horizontal direction so that distances
between dimensions of the neighboring objects were equal

Equal allocation in
vertical direction

Objects are displaced in vertical direction so that distances
between dimensions of the neighboring objects were equal

Displacement to the line

Line is specified on a map by two points. Objects are displaced
to the specified line so, that they touch this line or its
continuation

Displacement to a line
with turning

Line is specified on a map by two points. Objects are displaced
to the specified line and are turning so, that they touch this line
or its continuation by two neighboring points, nearest to it

Table 34 - Models of created objects (Layout) group of modes
Sets (toolbars) of models

Models of objects
(elements of map
legend)

Setup of models for
created objects
Setup of the mode for
object creation

Sets of models (sets of legend elements) are presented in the second at the
left group of the panel (buttons with numbers). It is possible to use about 10
sets of models for most often used objects. Each set of models has a name,
defined by the user, and can contain up to 24 models of objects. For
addition of the next set of models it is necessary to press «Property» button
(in a right-wing group of the panel, with the badge of the black triangle)
Models of objects are presented in the left group of the panel. For addition
of the next in turn model of object it is necessary to press onto the empty
(marked by a cross) button. The choice of the earlier added model of object
is equivalent to the search and a choice of the sample of created object from
library of conventional symbols (the digital (electronic) classifier). Data on
the object, and also on the mode of its creation are stored in the model of
object (poly-line, rectangle, circle, etc.)
For setting models it is necessary to press the «Property» button (in a rightwing group of the panel, with the badge of the black triangle)
For setting the mode of object creation it is necessary to choose the
model of object and to press the button «Mode of creation» in a right-wing
group of the panel

Table 35 - Additional modes of the panel «Map Editor»
Map Editor Options

Parameters of the editor: Common, Tracing, Autofigure, Main
panel, Hot keys

Move of object

Change of scheduled position of selected object

Scale and rotate objects

Scaling and rotation of objects by means of a dimensional
frame in which the chosen object is placed or all marked, or a
set of objects (if in the Common parameters the mode «Editing
object group» is switched on)
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5.1.1

View error

Analysis of results for the control of a digital map after
execution of one from the control procedures

Change the object type

Change of type of map object

Last operation revert

Cancelling by means of the list of transactions of one or several
operations executed by one or all users

Restore editing object

Consecutive restoration of the previous conditions of the edited
object (after procedure of sorting data the restoring is
impossible)

Undo

Cancelling of last executed operation

Quick editing

Editing description of metric’s objects for digital map

The editable object of a map

5.1.1.1 Selection the edited object of a map
Object selection is performed by clicking the left mouse button or press «Enter» when the cursor is
over the image of the map. Information about the selected object is displayed in «Object Selection». If in
the dialog to click «Yes» button, the selected object will be recorded and highlighted in red on the map.
If in the dialog, «Go» (Forward) button is active, this means that there are some objects at this
point. The first object will be located above the others. By pressing the button «Forward» (or «Ago»
(Back)), it is possible to produce a serial search of located at the specified point objects.
Then the object can be edited. Calculation operations and operations with the external database can
be performed for it
In the case that by the time of object selection activated by any mode of the basic panel or
additional tasks panels, the dialogue «Select object» does not appear, and the first object was found, at the
specified point, begins to flash. The map title appears in a brief background information about this object.
To go to the next item in the same spot, you must re-click the left mouse button or press «Enter».
To confirm the selection object, you must perform a double left mouse click or by pressing the left button
click and right button or by pressing the «Ctrl» key click the left mouse button or press «Enter». If
significant movement of the mouse or pressing the right button or press «Escape» - a blinking of object
(the selection process) will cease.
During blinking of the object (if it is necessary), you can apply to the dialogue «Object Selection»,
if you press the spacebar.
To quickly select the object, press «Ctrl» on the keyboard and then left mouse button. The object
will be allocated without calling of dialogue.
5.1.1.2 Deselecting of the map object
Cancel (reset) of the object selection is made by the following method:
- choice of a new object;
- by clicking on « Cancel « button in the dialogue «Object Selection»;
- by pressing «Ctrl» key and the right mouse button;
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-

selecting the item pop-up menu, it is called by pressing the right mouse button.

5.1.1.3 Site selection of the map object
The selection of a site (area) object is done by specifying two (for the linear non-closed object) or
three points of the metrics (for the closed object) with the cursor by clicking the left mouse button. The
selection of a site object can be performed for editing or executing calculated operations when in a line of
messages it is specified: Select area of the object.
5.1.1.4 Completion operations
Completion operations are provided by pressing the keyboard keys «Ctrl» and «Enter»,
combinations «Ctrl» key and the left mouse button, it combines the left and right mouse buttons and
double-clicking the left mouse button. Some operations can be completed during selection in the dialogue
box, click button «Yes».
In the case that the main menu system for setting «Right-click», it enabled «Completion
operations», to press the right button during execution of any mode, also it leads to the end of the
operation.
In the case that the main menu system, «Transaction Log Entry» mode is enabled, the completed
operation can be canceled by running the command «Step back» or «Undo (cancel) last operation».
5.1.2 Creation of the map object
Using function of «Editor of vector maps», it is possible to place a new object, which description is
in the library of conventional symbols (The electronic classifier), or arbitrarily described (graphic) object.
You have several ways to create a new object on the map:
1) The main method. To click the button «Create» of panel «Editor» to choose from library the
corresponding object, and put it on the map.
2) To choose the object from a pre-created table layout and apply it to the map (see «The Layouts
of the types of created objects»).
3) If the objects of this type has already existed on the map, it is possible to create a new object,
«borrowed» the type of object had already been applied previously.
4) To create a complete copy of the existing object on the map (or group of objects) with its
positioning at the new location.
5) To move object from a user map in single or batch mode (see «The transfer (moving) to another
map.).
6) Using tasks (tools) «Performing calculations» to create around the map object (or user map) the
predetermined zone width and to keep it as a map object.
7) To create the object by stitching of two map objects (see «Merging objects»).
8) To create the object – as the intersection of two polygons.
9) To create a mirror copy of the map object.
10) To clone (to reproduce) object in the specified directions.
11) To sign the object with the text derived from its semantics.
12) To create a group of objects on the script.
13) To create objects by interpolation of existing contours.
5.1.3 Editing the point of the map object
Editing the individual points of the object (change its position) is performed by moving the pointer
while holding down the left mouse button.
The direction and the step of changing for the position of the object corresponds to a movement of
the pointer, starting from the moment when pressed left mouse button. The pointer moves when you
release the button, it does not change the position of the point.
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It is recommended by rough positioning point on the object to execute with a mouse, and accurate
with the arrow keys on the keyboard while pressing the mouse button.
Saving of the object, it is made at the time of the operation completion.
It is recommended, in the main menu, to switch the map view mode «Normal nodes».
At the moment of activation mode, an additional panel (if you have enabled the option «Auxiliary
panel» in the properties of the map editor), which it is in the form of pictograms, auxiliary modes are
duplicated which can be activated in the process of editing the object and selecting the appropriate menu
item, pop-up by pressing the right mouse button or by pressing the appropriate «hot» keys on the
keyboard.
5.1.4 Moving a portion of the map object
This mode should be used when there is a need to move the whole parallel portion (several
consecutive points) of the object. To perform editing operations you need to select the site object to edit
line or polygon object and select the 3-point edited site.
Thereafter, it is necessary to move the selected portion and complete the operation. Changing the
planned position of the selected portion, it is performed by moving the pointer on the workspace by
holding down the left mouse button. Direction and pitch change of the object area position matches the
movement of the mouse, from the moment when the left mouse button was pressed. Moving the pointer
when the button is released does not change the object position area. It is recommended to carry out rough
positioning with the mouse, to be exact – with the arrow keys on the keyboard while pressing the mouse
button.
The ends of editing – Completion of the operation. Return to the previous state of the object can be
edited with the mode «Step back» or «Restoring edited object».
In addition, using this mode, it is possible to filter and smooth out the selected area (select the
appropriate menu item, the pop-up by pressing the right mouse button after selecting the object).
5.1.5 Moving of the map object
Change of scheduled position of selected object is executed by moving the pointer in the working
area with the pressed left mouse button. The direction and the step of changing the position for the object
corresponds to a movement of the mouse pointer starting from the moment when pressed left mouse
button.
The pointer movement when you released the button does not change the position of the object.
It is recommended that coarse positioning of the object to perform using the mouse, a precise with
arrows on the keyboard while pressing the mouse button.
If at the moment of activation mode on editable map was a dedicated group of objects, the operator
is offered to move all group or to select a specific object on the map.
To move the object (or group of selected objects), it is possible with the mouse and specifying a
displacement vector (auxiliary mode K). This should intensify the process of selection for the vector and
to select the first and second existing points on the map. After specify the second point, it happens the
entry (record) of objects moved on a new place.
Fixing corrections shall be made at the time of completion the operation.
5.1.6 Editing the semantics of the map object
This mode is used to change the semantics of a particular map object. After activation mode and
select the object being edited, a dialog with a list of all semantic characteristics that can be assigned to
this object maps or list of characteristics belong to the object.
Sort of semantics is made by name and code.
Semantics is considered to be assigned to the current object, if the semantic characteristic is set.
Otherwise, the semantics of the object is not formed.
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For repeated semantics has a corresponding button «Repeat» which appears when you press another
semantic characteristic.
Semantic characteristics and their values can be copied to the clipboard and extract from there for
another assignment maps objects.
To copy the need to provide the necessary semantics by holding «Shift» key or «Ctrl» and
simultaneously pressing the mouse button in the line containing the necessary semantics. Therwill reset or
column is selected with the code of the semantics. When removing the semantics of the buffer will need
to take care of repeated semantics, if any, (insert the button «Add» or «Reload»).
The buttons «Next» and «Back» allow you to move in a limited area from one object to another.
5.1.7 Cancellation of the last operation
This mode cancels the last operation made on the map to create, edit or delete. Cancel operation is
performed sequentially from the last (penultimate operation can not be canceled without canceling the last
one). Information produced by the map editing operations is stored in the transaction log, so the
cancellation of the latest operation is possible and after, and restart the system. Cancel operations possible
to sort the sheet. The process of editing the map, which resulted in the change multiple objects (summary,
cross-linking operations on selected objects), is a single operation. Therefore, all of the objects have been
subjected to editing in the course of performance of this operation will be restored as a result of its repeal.
5.2 Sorting (compression) of data
After an execution of any procedures changing the metric or semantic description of objects of
electronic map (editing, updating, control, loading data, and also editing of resources if the order of
objects displaying in a digital map is changed) – it is recommended to start procedure of data sorting.
Procedure of sorting regulates the placing of objects description in files of the metrics and
semantics that accelerates their further processing and provides correct sequence of objects display.
Besides, created files do not contain the description of the metrics and semantics of the deleted objects
and the copy of the edited objects. Thus the data compression is carried out.
Sorting of map objects can change precision of data storage.
For a correct execution on the map of various topological and overlay operations (construction of a
network, zones, crossings and units, etc.), it is recommended to create maps with the maximal precision
of coordinates. The user maps always have the increased precision of coordinates.
For correct formation of land-management documentation, calculation of lengths, squares, the list
of coordinates, etc, it is recommended to set in addition the precision of storage in millimeters or
centimeters. It will provide uniformity of results for calculation in all tasks (Geodetic editor, Map Editor,
Map Computer, etc.) without additional setting up parameters.
If at sorting the precision of coordinates is set in millimeters or centimeters the number of version
of map data format varies (at the user maps – does not vary). Such maps can be opened only by versions
of programs 9.15.3 and newer.
For return to the previous version of map format, it is enough repeatedly to sort the map, having
exposed precision of coordinates – microns (maximum). SXF format is the common format for all
versions of maps format.
If Sorting updated sheets only mode is switched on then sorting will be carried out only for those
sheets on which objects were edited. It reduces time of sorting.
If Delete copy edited objects mode is switched on then after sorting, it is impossible to restore the
objects deleted or edited earlier. Thus the data volume decreases on a disk.
If Maximum coordinates precision mode is switched on, coordinates of all objects will be
transformed to the format of double precision and all new objects will be in this format. It is necessary,
for example, for cadastral maps with increased requirements to precision of calculation of the areas,
overlay operations, etc. Thus the volume of the file of coordinates will be twice more of usual one. The
user maps are created only in the format of double precision irrespective of the sorting mode.
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If Normal coordinates precision mode is switched on, all coordinates will be led to one format. It is
important for a correct execution of overlay operations and editing of common points. Format of
coordinates can become a miscellaneous after execution of operations of moving of objects from other
maps, update from SXF, cuttings of group of objects, etc. Thus precision of storage of coordinates for
maps of scale 1:200 000 will not be worse than several decimeters (value in dialog is overestimated), and
precision of source data for creation of such maps is not better than 10 meters.
5.3 Map calculations
«Map calculations» (Tools menu) task is a component of GIS Panorama system and it gives means
of an execution of the calculations based on use of the metric and semantic information of objects of the
vector map, means of calculation of distances and recalculation of coordinates, building zones around of
objects, and also means of work with models of surfaces and work with a net.
5.3.1

Examples

5.3.1.1 Calculation of the total length of roads in Moscow region
Order of decision:
1) To mark all roads of the Moscow region:
- To open dialogue Search by area (the main menu - Search - Search by area).
- To choose area on a map (Area – Frame).
- To choose separate objects by type (Filter setup).
- In the Layers bookmark to include the ROAD NETWORK layer and localization (Types) –
LINE.
- In the Objects bookmark to include objects of an automobile high system (MAIN ROAD,
HIGHWAY, etc.).
- To press buttons Set and Mark.
2) In the Map Computer panel to press the button Statistics of selected objects (group Work with
selected objects). Dialog contains the list of all marked objects, statistics on objects, number and
the total length of all selected roads (in the bottom part of dialog).
5.3.1.2 Determination of the number of settlements in the Serpukhov district with a population of
less than 10,000
Order of decision:
1) To mark settlements of the Serpukhov area with quantity of the population less than 10 000.
- To open Search by area dialog (the main menu - Search - Search by area).
- To choose on a map an area by object Serpukhov area (Area – Object).
- To choose separate objects by type (Filter setup).
- In the Layers bookmark to include SETTLEMENTS layer.
- In the Semantics bookmark to choose the separate semantics POPULATION, to set a condition
LESS (<), value – 10 (thousand).
- To press buttons Set and Mark.
2) In the Map Computer panel to press the button Statistics of selected objects (group Work with
selected objects). Dialog contains the list of all marked objects, statistics on objects, number and
a total square of all selected settlements (in the bottom part of dialog).
5.3.1.3 Determination of the number of settlements that crosses the Federal highway Moscow Saint Petersburg?
Order of decision (variant A):
1) To open a map legend (the main menu - Tools - Map Legend).
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2) To choose in the list the SETTLEMENTS layer and to press Mark for image button. The ruler
of the status contains the information on quantity of the found objects.
The note:
If it is required to find settlements near to a highway up to 1 km, it would be possible to use
variant B.
Order of decision (variant B):
1) To open dialog Search by area (the main menu - Search - Search by area).
2) To choose on a map the area by object Federal highway Moscow - Saint Petersburg (Area Object), by distance - 1 km.
3) To choose separate objects by type (Filter setup).
4) In the Layers bookmark to include SETTLEMENTS layer.
5) To press buttons Set and Mark. The ruler of the status contains the information on quantity of
the found objects.
5.3.2 Brief description of the modes
For activation of Map Computer task, it is necessary to choose Map Computer item in the Tools
menu.
Controlling by process of calculations is carried out by means of the additional panel, located in the
right part of the screen.
The control panel represents a set of the keys (icons) corresponding to a certain mode of
calculations or to group of modes.
Assignment of keys is commented in a line of messages at a finding of the cursor above a
corresponding key.
During an execution of calculations all controls by the image are accessible. Color, scale, structure
of the objects, a current fragment of the image, a background of a map and other parameters can be
changed at any moment as required.
In tables 36 - 43 the brief description of functions of the Map Computer task is given. More detailed
description is given in the document: Calculations on a vector map. User's guide (MAPCOMP.DOC).
Table 36 - Group of modes: Work with selected objects and Crossing of objects
Lists of objects (Object Execution of operations above the sets of objects specified in
samples)
the list: marking, union, crossing, search and others
Work with list’s objects

Creation of
emptiness

Work with objects from a file of lists, creation objects as a type
«Intersection» and «Union of intersections»

objects- Creation of objects of the preset type showing blank areas of a
map. The created objects specify sites of territory of the chosen
polygon, not covered by any of the marked objects

Statistics of the marked Formation of the list of objects with the information on length,
objects
area, characteristics of semantics for each object, quantity of
objects of different types, their total length and square
Semantics statistics

Formation of statistics (count of objects, maximal, minimal,
middle value and a middle-square error) of the specified
semantic characteristic or H coordinate pointed for threedimensional objects. Classification (partition into groupsclasses) of the marked objects by values of semantics or height
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Calculate
value
characteristic

of Calculation of value of numerical semantics in the specified
point

Record
of
selected Formarion of record for selectes objects which have semantics
objects in report
«Private name»
Marcing objects
private name
Construction
diagram

for Marcing objects on the map for value of semantics «Private
name»

Voronov Construction Voronov diagram which can consist of linear or
polygon objects specified view

Table 37 - Length and distance group of modes
Object length

Definition of length of linear and polygon objects

Line length

Definition of length of the broken line constructed by the
operator

Cut length

Definition of length of a part of the metrics of the object,
specified by three points

Distance up to object

Definition of distance from the specified point up to the chosen
object

Distance from object to Definition of the shortest distance between two objects
the object
Seek point by object

Search of the point on a contour of linear or polygon object by
remoteness from the beginning

Line length in view of a Definition of length of a profile by a line constructed with use
relief
of model of the relief
Search on point, azimuth
and distance

Determination point on a map for coordinates of
point, azimuth and distance

Search azimuth of the
points

Determination azimuth of specified point on a map

selected

Table 38 - Group of modes: Calculation and building by matrix of heights
Absolute height

Choice of absolute height in the specified point from model of
the relief. At absence of model of the relief the calculation of
height is doing by data of the vector map
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Building
line

profile

Building
object

profile

along Building a profile of the surface with use of model of the relief
by the specified line (a broken line)

along Building a profile of the surface with use of model of the relief
by the specified line (a broken line), set by the contour of
object. At absence of model of the relief the profile is created
by H coordinate of the metrics of object
Building profile along Building a profile of the surface with use of model of the relief
side of object
by the specified line (a broken line), set by the site of object's
contour. At absence of model of the relief the profile is created
by H coordinate of the metrics of object
Building profile by height Building a profile of the surface with use of model of the relief
and relative heights of objects by a line, set by two points
Visibility area

Building a visibility area in the specified sector with use of
model of the relief. Results of building are saved in RSW-file

Visibility range (keyboard Construction of a visibility area with use of model of the relief
entry)
according to data, specified in a window of dialog. Results of
construction are saved in RSW-file
3D matrix of heights

Three-dimensional image of the specified site of district with
use of the matrix of heights

Length on surface

Definition of length of linear or polygon object in view of the
relief presented by model of the relief or H coordinate of the
metrics of object

Area on surface

Calculation of the area of the specified area (all matrixes, the
closed object, rectangular area, of any polygon) according to
model of the relief

Building zone of flood

Building a zone of flooding with use of model of the relief by
the specified levels of rising water. Results of construction are
saved in matrix or in the user map

Building zone of drain

Building a zone of drainage for the chosen object by a preset
value of a level of water downturn with use of model of a
relief. Within the limits of the chosen object the level of
downturn is subtracted from height of a level of the surface.
Results of construction are saved in the matrix of qualities
MTQ

Table 39 - Group of modes: Work with matrix of heights
The report of matrixes

Matrix compare

Rev.

Adjustment of matrixes in the verification mode or in the mode
of editing (smoothing of heights of matrixes in the field of
overlapping). Results of the control are kept in the preset file
of the protocol
Building matrix of heights differences of two matrixes of the
same type. Into an element of the target matrix is placed the
difference of heights of the second and first matrix (H2 - H1)
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Sum matrixes

Union of matrixes into a file with the specified parameters.
Union is carried out within the limits of region or the chosen
area

Matrix cutting

Receiving of separate files of the matrix map from one or
several initial matrixes. Cutting of matrixes is carried out by
the specified frame or by the selected objects

Table 40 - Matrix of layers group of modes
Profile along line

Building a profile of district with using the matrix of layers or
matrixes of qualities by the specified contour (by a broken
line)

Profile along object

Building a profile of district with using the matrix of layers or
matrixes of qualities by a line (by a broken line), specified by
the contour of object

Profile along side of object Building a profile of district with using the matrix of layers or
matrixes of qualities by a line (a broken line), specified by a
part of the contour of object. The part is set by two points for
linear or by three points for polygon object
3D matrix of layers
Three-dimensional image of the specified site for the matrix
of layers
Building dynamic profile

Graph of powers

Building a profile for several matrixes of layers by the
specified contour. Alternate displaying for the bottom level of
the first layer of the open matrixes with the specified
frequency
Building the graph of powers for two and more matrixes. A
vertical axis – the value of power for the first layer in meters,
horizontal – the number of the matrix in a chain.

Power in a point

Building the histogram of values for layers powers or values
of quality in the specified point. At movement of the cursor in
a window of the map the histogram is automatically rebuilt

Create zones of
correspondence by
conditions

Building zones of correspondence for matrix data of various
type (matrix of heights, layers, qualities) to the specified
conditions and saving the received results in the form of the
raster or matrixes of qualities
Execution of arithmetic or logic operations with matrix data
for various types (matrix of heights, layers, qualities) and
saving the received results in the form of the raster or matrixes
of qualities
Calculation of volume for the body limited by the surface and
the horizontal zero plane. The surface can be presented by
matrix data of various types (matrix of heights, layers,
qualities)
Creation the matrix of layers onto the specified area according
data of the vector map, of the table for the database or the text
file

Create zones of
correspondence by
calculations
Calculate volume

Create matrix of layers
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Table 41 - Operations with surfaces group of modes
Surface of remoteness

Surface of cost

Surface of incline

Building raster of slopes

Surface of density

Create surface on isolines

Building a surface of distance for the selected objects in the
form of the matrix for qualities. Into the element of the matrix
is placed the distance from the element up to the nearest
selected object
Creation of cost surface for polygon objects in the form of the
matrix of qualities. Into the element of the matrix is brought
the value of chosen semantics of polygon object
Construction of incline surface in the form for the matrix of
qualities with using the matrix of heights. Into the element of
the matrix of qualities is placed the average or maximal value
of the incline in degrees between the next cells of the matrix
of heights
Construction of a raster of the qualities reflecting orientation
of slopes for the relief of land with using threshold value of a
slope. The element of the created raster can correspond to
southern, northern, western, east slope or absence of the slope
Construction of the surface of density for selected objects in
the form for the matrix of qualities. Into the element of the
matrix is placed the value, calculated by the specified type of
calculation onto unit of the square (count of objects, square,
length, value of semantics)
Building a matrix of heights or matrixes of qualities onto the
chosen area by linear objects with the specified semantic
characteristic

Building of isolines by Building isolines by the chosen matrix of heights or a matrix
surface
of qualities. The constructed isolines are saved on the user
map
Statistics of a surface

Calculation of cost

Create matrix of qualities

Calculation of statistical characteristics for the matrix of
qualities or matrixes of heights (absolute sum, sum of positive
and negative values, middle, minimal and maximal value).
Building the histogram of the surface where on the vertical
axis the quantity of diapasons equal to number of colors in the
palette of the matrix is marked, and on horizontal – number of
values in the given diapason
Calculation of lengths of the chosen linear objects in terms of
cost with use of the information from a matrix of cost (see
Surface of cost). Result is the list of objects with the
information on cost, the name and a code of each object
Building a matrix of qualities for the specified modeled
parameter according data of the map objects or according data
from the table of the database

Table 42 - Work with net group of modes
Building minimum of path Definition of the shortest distance between two knots of the
between two points
net with the opportunity of saving the constructed path in the
form of the map object
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Building
graph

of

remoteness Definition of a set of the objects which are being in certain
limits from the specified knot of the net. As a result of such
mode work, the edges of the map will be marked, located
from the specified knot on distance less of the specified
Building minimum of path Definition of the minimal path between the points, indicated
between indicated points
on the map, provided that it is necessary to go each point only
once and to return back to the first point. The constructed path
is kept in the form of the map object
Building minimum of path Definition of the minimal path between the points set in a text
between points (choice of file. The file should contain the list of values for the semantic
points from a file)
characteristic Own name (for example, the list can consist of
settlements names). At the choice of points from the text file
the objects-knots of a net should have the Own name semantic
characteristic which is entered on the stage of a net's creation
Net creating
Creation of a geometrical and logic net of edges and knots. It
is carried out at presence of the linear objects selected on the
map. Selected point objects at creation will be added into the
network as objects-knots of the net.
For creation of the network the classifier service.rsc is used
which contains objects: knot of a net, an edge of a net, and
also semantics necessary for the further work with a net.
Filling of necessary semantic characteristics is carried out at
setting parameters of the net's building (Set parameters
dialog).
As a result of construction, the user map is created containing
objects of types: knot of a net and an edge of a net. During
creation the file of the report is formed
Table 43 - Separate modes of Map Computer panel
Buffer zone

Building a zone of the specified radius around of the selected
object. Result of construction is the polygon object.

Buffer zone for marked Building a zone of the specified radius around of the marked
objects
objects. Result of construction is the polygon object
Object area

For square (polygon) objects. The area of sub-objects is
subtracted from the area of the main object

Area info

Statistical information on polygon objects of the identical type

Area of a polygon

Definition of the polygon area constructed by the operator

Building
orthodrome Construction and calculation of length for orthodrome line –
(distance on geoid)
the smooth curve, connecting two point on the terrestrial
surface by the shortest distance. The map should support
recalculation into geodetic coordinates
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Construction and calculation of length of a loxodrome line –
the smooth curve crossing true meridians under one angle.
The map should support recalculation into geodetic
coordinates
Map calculator (Calculate Re-calculation of coordinates of the point specified on the
coordinates)
map or in the dialog window, into coordinates of other system
and projection. The map should support recalculation into
geodetic coordinates. Results of recalculation are displayed in
the dialog window
Calculate coordinates in Re-calculation of coordinates of the points presented in an
file text
initial text file, into coordinates of other system and
projection. The map should support recalculation into
geodetic coordinates. Results of recalculation are displayed in
the window dialog and can be saved in the output text file
Show result
Display the window with result of calculations. Calculations
by the result of sum by means of buttons on the panel or the
keyboard
Building loxodrome

5.4 Editor of raster map
Use Raster Editor item of Tools menu to activate raster map editor.
The Raster Editor is the constituent of «Panorama» system and is intended for editing the raster
image.
The Raster Editor is controlled by the sub-panel placed at the bottom of the main window at its
(Raster Editor) starting.
The control panel of the Raster Editor represents a set of keys, each of which corresponds to the
definite mode.
The key assignment is commented in a message line at finding the cursor above the appropriate key.
After completion of the operation the fulfilled changes are saved in the appropriate file *.rsw.
During editing the raster image all controls a raster and map are accessible (color, brightness and
visibility of the graphic palette, scale, permission, binding of a raster etc. – can be changed at any
moment).
One raster is edited always. For change of an edited raster it is necessary to use a mode Change of
an edited raster.
Rasters are inaccessible to editing:
- opened for reading;
- optimized with using algorithms of compression.
Table 44 - Modes of the Raster Editor panel
Select raster

The mode is intended for selection of a raster, which will
be subsequently edited.
One raster is always edited

Select next raster

Moves to the next raster editing in the chain.
One raster is always edited

Select previous raster

The transition to the editing of the previous raster in the
chain is in progress.
One raster is always edited
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Eraser

The mode is used to erase a bitmap image by the area
(point) of the selected size and color (the color of the
brush)

Pencil

The mode is intended for drawing on a raster of an
arbitrary line by area (point) of the chosen size and color

Filling of area

The mode is used to fill the raster area. For filling, you can
use the pen color, by clicking with the left mouse button, or
the color of the brush (background), by right-clicking

Filling of polygon

The mode is intended for filling the polygon with the color
of the brush (background). The polygon is constructed at
the specified points

Line

The mode is intended for construction on a raster of a
straight line color of a feather. The line is drawn at the two
specified points

Rectangle

The mode is intended for construction on a raster of a
rectangle by color of a feather of the chosen thickness. The
rectangle is drawn at the two specified points.
The points are selected sequentially, by clicking the left
mouse button
The mode is intended for building on a raster a rectangle
with a fill. The outline of the rectangle is applied with the
color of the pen of the chosen thickness, and the fill with
the color of the brush
The mode is designed to fill the rectangular area of the
raster with the color of the brush

Filled rectangle with contour

Filled rectangle

Circle

Filled circle with contour

Filled circle

Select pen and brush colors
from raster

Rev.

The mode is intended for construction on a raster of a
circle by color of a feather. The circle is drawn at two
specified points.
The points are selected sequentially, by clicking the left
mouse button. The first point indicates the center of the
circle, and the second point determines its radius
The mode is intended for construction on a raster of a
circle with zalivkoy. The contour of the circle is applied
with the color of the pen of the chosen thickness, and the
fill with the color of the brush
The mode is intended for filling the area of the raster,
limited by a circle, color of a brush
The mode is used to select the color of the pen or the color
of the brush from the ones available on the raster.
The color is selected when the mouse button is pressed in
the raster area: the left button selects the pen color, right
click the color of the brush
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Select pen and brush colors
from palette

The mode is used to select the color of the pen or the color
of the brush from the raster palette. The color of the pen
draws a pencil, as well as the contours of the figures. The
brush erases the eraser and casts the shapes

Thickness

The Thickness button indicates the current line size. The
range of variation of the line thickness from 1 to 10 raster
elements.
For the Eraser mode, the thickness of the line is increased
by 2 times
The mode is designed to increase the thickness of the
drawn line and the thickness of the contour being created.
The thickness change is fixed in the raster editor panel on
the «Thickness» button
The mode is designed to reduce the thickness of the drawn
line and the thickness of the contour being created. The
thickness change is fixed in the raster editor panel on the
«Thickness» button
The mode allows to restore the raster to the state in which
it was before the last operation associated with editing the
image

Increase thickness

Decrease thickness

Undo

Marker

The mode is designed to build a crosshair in the center of
the circle with the color of the pen. The circle is drawn at
two specified points.
The points are selected sequentially, by clicking the left
mouse button. The first point indicates the crosshair and
the center of the circle, and the second point determines its
radius

5.5 Database
The control system of the user's Database is the constituent of GIS Panorama system and it is
intended for operation with the data stored in the separate tables of databases on local or a net disk.
Operation is supported with Control System of Database (SUBD in Russian) dBase, MS SQL, MySQL,
PostgreSQL, Oracle. The external database can contain the attributive information about map objects in
addition to its semantic characteristics.
The database allows you to structure, store and process data of various types through the creation of
custom projects.
Database project (Project of DB) is an aggregate of the separate data tables, ways of their displaying
and editing. The content of the Project of DB is saved in file: < project file name >.dbx.
For specific digital map, it can be created several database projects. With a particular map at a time,
it can be processed in only one project database. The basis of the project database is a user generated list
of database tables. The user himself defines (configures) the nature of the relationship tables this list
indicates the subordinate and controlling tables and fields, for which there is a connection.
To view and edit the content of database tables there are two possibilities:
- with usage of the Standard Form (SF), which one displays the table data as the standard grid
with possibility of their editing and execution of search functions;
- with usage of the User Form (UF). UF allows personally for each table to define the order of
displaying and information processing using a set of visual components.
To activate the task of control by the Database it is necessary to choose Data Base item in the Base
menu. The Database is controlled by panel which is placed after its activation in the bottom part of the
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main window of system and has the name – Main panel of the Database. For termination of work for the
Database task, it is necessary to switch off the attribute of activation in the Base menu.
Table 45 - Modes Database panel
New project

Creating a new Project of DB

Open project

To open Project of DB

Close project

To close Project of DB

Save project

To save current Project of DB

Open table

To open table of Project of DB

Base Administrator

Show or hide the administrator form of Project of DB

Standard form

Show or hide the standard form for editing database tables

View objects form

To show the data for the map object from the database

The main panel of the DB can resize and can be displaced into any place. Its main assignment is
access to the Administrator of the DB.
5.6 Map navigator
Map navigator is a service window used to easy orientation over the map. There is the image of the
whole map in given scale (independent from a current electronic map scale) in navigator window. Map
image scale in navigator window can be changed by pressing of appropriate buttons. By wish it is
possible to resize navigator window, and also remove or highlight additional information bar with the
value of map image scale in navigator and panel with functional buttons.
Navigator works in two modes (depending on the map image scale in it).
If scale is smaller than initial map scale – Navigator mode will be actuated. In the given mode in the
window of the navigator on a background of the map is displayed the rectangle symbolizing layout and
the sizes of the window displaying the map concerning all map. Thus, it is possible to move any point of a
map, having moved in the corresponding point rectangle in the navigator window.
If a scale is larger than initial map scale – Magnifying Glass mode will be actuated. In the given
mode in the navigator window on the background of a moving map the cross is displayed symbolizing a
current cursor position in the corresponding digital map.
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It is possible to create and use a scenario in Navigator mode. The scenario is series set of map
positions on the screen. It is possible to store up to 100 points in the scenario. It is possible to enter
commentaries into a line of marked points. The scenario can be saved on the disk as a file with *.nsc. The
navigating under the script is carried out by series sequential fingering of beforehand fixed points.
The functional buttons of Navigator control panel have following assignment (sequentially from left
to right):
- assignment of a view map contents in navigator window;
- decrease (zoom out) of the image scale in 2 times;
- increase (zoom in) of the image scale in 2 times;
- fixing a screen position (addition of point into the scenario);
- activation of the first scenario point (active point in the window of the navigator is marked by
violet color);
- activation of the previous scenario point;
- activation of the following scenario point;
- activation of the last scenario point;
- map transition to a current scenario point;
- opening of the scenario file;
- saving of the scenario file;
- deleting from the scenario of the current point;
- deleting from the scenario of all points (clearing of the scenario);
- help system activation.
5.7 Editor of the classifier
Digital classifier – it is a description aggregate of layers for the vector map, of objects types and
their conventional symbols, of kinds for semantic characteristics and values, received by them,
represented in a digital view.
The map classifier in digital view is stored in the RSC file. The RSC file is located in one directory
with the vector map or in the common directory of classifiers or in a directory of the application.
The path to the common directory of classifiers is installed in the INI – file of the system in
[DATAPATH] section in line «Rsc =». In this case several maps from different directories can apply one
classifier. Any change in the classifier is displayed on all maps.
Editor of the classifier can be called from the list of applied tasks, and also through pop-up menu
(by the right button) in the task Map Legend or in the dialog «Select object».
Creation process of the digital classifier starts from preparatory works, during execution of which it
is possible to define view, base scale and assignment of digital map, for which classifier is created, list of
created conventional symbols, their style, list of the characteristics, division onto layers, way of coding
and so on.
There are standard classifiers of the topographic information: for maps and plans of scale 1:500 1:10 000 and for maps of scale 1:25 000 - 1:1 000 000. These classifiers can be used as a base at
definition of objects structure, image of conventional symbols appropriate to them, way of objects coding
and their characteristics. At creating of digital maps and plans special-purpose (navigation ones, geologic
ones, design ones, tourist ones etc.) for identification of species of conventional symbols, it is
recommended to use appropriate paper maps.
As a result of carrying out a preparatory work the following data have to be collected:
1) for description of map layers (segments):
- layer name (up to 32 characters), any unique value;
- key (16 characters), any unique value;
- unique number of layer (from 1 up to 256);
- order (priority) at displaying on the screen, plotter etc. (from 0 up to 255 – first layer will be
covered by subsequent layers);
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
-

for description of map objects:
object name (up to 32 characters);
key (up to 32 characters), any unique value;
classification code of the object (11 signs);
type of localization (line, polygon, point, title, vector, mixed);
layer number;
digitizing direction;
scalable (dependence of the object's image from a scale);
visibility boundaries of object (in a scale range);
list of the mandatory semantic characteristics;
list of the optional semantic characteristics;
list of the characteristics, value of which one influences onto style of the object at its displaying,
and ranges of values giving one style;
samples of conventional symbols, appropriated to the object.
for description of semantic characteristics:
semantics name (up to 32 characters);
key (up to 16 characters);
classification code of the characteristic (from 1 up to 65535);
type of the value (character, numeric, code from classifier of values and so on);
unit of measurement (7 characters);
minimum, maximum and default values of the characteristic – common for all objects;
sign of characteristic's repetition (if characteristic can have some values for one object).
for description of the classifier of semantic characteristics values:
classification code of the characteristic (from 1 up to 65535);
classification code of the characteristic's value (from 1 up to 65535);
value of characteristic (up to 32 characters).
for the description of palette:
color;
palettes name.
for description of used fonts:
fonts name;
code pages.

5.8 Analysis of multispectral images
The complex analysis of multispectral images is implemented as a dynamic link library tiffprof.dll.
Starting multispectral imagery analysis tasks are performed from the menu «Tasks \ Run
Application \ Transform and processing raster \ Analysis of multispectral images».
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Figure 30 - Run the task «Analysis of multispectral images»
After starting the task, pane will open (see table 46).
Table 46 - Modes «Analysis of multispectral images»
The channels multispectral
image
It controls the display of the
histogram for all raster
It controls the display
histogram of raster area
Spectral properties of a
picture
Histogram of brightness
through the channels

The mode allows you to customize the display of
multispectral raster images
The mode of adjusting the contrast and brightness of the
image (according to the histogram of the whole raster)
The mode of adjusting the contrast and brightness of the
image (according to the histogram of the raster area)
The mode of displaying statistics on the picture channels in
the form of a graph
The mode for constructing the brightness histogram for each
channel with the control of the discreteness of the result

In GIS Panorama multispectral images are downloaded from the TIFF file in a standard open dialog
raster maps. Normally TIFF bitmaps when loading a bitmap converted into an internal format RSW.
However, TIFF loading of multispectral rasters are handled differently. During selection a TIFF file is
automatically determined that it is a multispectral raster, and on the mode for opening «Do not copy the
original image file RSW». As a result. RSW file is created, but it does not contain the image, and it refers
to the original TIFF-file. During the next opening, it is necessary to select created file RSW. It makes the
auto loading of the image from TIFF.
If multispectral image is orthophotos (it drives to a given map coordinates), it contains information
about the coordinate system and relation to the Earth's surface. This subset of TIFF called GEOTIFF. At
the correct filling, information about the coordinate system in the supplier file GEOTIFF images in GIS
Panorama can share the display of bitmaps with any maps (vector, raster, matrix) created in a different
coordinate system.
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Figure 31 - Import multispectral image from GeoTIFF

Figure 32 - The result of the import the multispectral image from GeoTIFF format
The mode «Spectral properties of a picture» is used to display statistics for the channel picture.
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Figure 33 - Dialog «Spectral properties of the picture»
The result is displayed as a graph, where the X-axis channel number, the Y - axis is the amount of
intensity or average intensity. To calculate the statistics, it is possible by clicking on the button «Run».
The mode carries out saving of the graph and statistics in Excel when you run the button «To
Excel».
To calculate statistics on the object to the raster, a vector map with area or linear closed object must
be added. The «Save» button for saving image files BMP, WMF, EMF with the specified name.
In the «Histogram brightness channels» displays statistic multispectral image channels, and a
histogram of brightness for each channel control the discreteness of the result. X-axis displays the
intensity of the color (brightness of pixel), the Y-axis is the number of the corresponding values of the
intensities.
Field intensity Range is designed for the user to enter a number that determines the number of
groups (classes) to count the number of values. The minimum and maximum intensity value for all
channels is displayed in the corresponding windows.
In a table with the list of channels, it is possible to control the visibility and color of each channel.
To disable the display on the histogram of any channel, it is necessary to disable the «tick» opposite the
channel number. Color channels are specified arbitrarily. To change the color of the channel you need to
call the standard color selection dialog by double-clicking on the box with the color channel.
To plot the histogram, it is possible by pressing the «Run» (Execute) button.
After the range changing, turning off the display of the channel or changing the color, it is
necessary to click on the «Execute» button.
The mode carries out saving of histograms and statistics in Excel, when you run button «To Excel».
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Figure 34 - Dialog «Histogram of brightness»
To calculate statistics on the object to the raster, it must be added a vector map with area or linear
closed object.
The button «Save as» is for saving image files BMP, WMF, EMF with the specified name.

Figure 35 - Dialog «Customize channels»
Mode «Channels of the multispectral snapshot» allows to display a multispectral raster images.
There are two ways of display:
- RGB mode;
- vegetation index.
In RGB mode it is necessary to specify the numbers of channels which corresponding to blue, green
and red color. Channel numbers are specified by the camera manufacturer. It is sometimes useful to
choose a different combination of channels to highlight the characteristics in the pictures. It is possible to
disable one of the channels by selecting «No» in the list of available channels.
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Vegetation index NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) is the normalized relative index
of vegetation. It is a measure of the amount the photosynthetic active biomass for solving problems using
quantitative assessment of vegetation.
Vegetation index NDVI is an indicator calculated by the brightness values in different spectral
ranges characterizing the state of vegetation. It is usually used for estimation of vegetation, it is used red
and infrared channels, because of the characteristics for reflection of light by the chlorophyll in these
ranges.
The calculated index is displayed by color from the palette. You can use the predefined grey or
color palette, or you can download it from the RSW file or file MTQ.
The calculated value of the vegetation index calculated in the index palette, the linear interpolation
of valid values of the vegetation index to range from 0 to 255 (255 – number of colors are predefined and
gray color palette, loaded the palette the number of colors may differ). For example, for NDVI a zerocolor palette corresponds to the vegetation index of -1, and color 255 – vegetation index 1. RVI is used
only for non-linear transformation: RVI from 0 to 1 corresponds to the range of colors in the palette from
0 to 127, RVI from 1 to 255 corresponds to the range in the range from 127 to 255.
The image with the current settings can be saved in another file. In RGB mode the image is stored
in the RSW file with a color depth of 24 bit (8 bits per 3 channels).
The vegetation index is stored in a matrix of qualities MTQ in which to store the actual value of the
vegetation index without adjustment to the range of the palette. If the vegetation index should be stored in
RSW, then you can do this when saving a raster file RSW (menu «File\Save as...») after closing the
dialog settings of displayed channels.
All the settings immediately after the changes are applied to display. So when you click «Close»
just closes the dialogue. When you click Cancel, the dialog closes and you return to the settings at the
time of the start of the dialogue.
If several multispectral images, it is possible to display together (default) or select the desired
picture from the list «Multispectral image».
In addition to assessment of vegetation, it is displayed the vegetation index with a preset palette. It
allows you to improve decryption properties of the multispectral image. To customize the palette of
display, it is used the fact that different types of surfaces have different values of vegetation index.

Figure 36 - The image in RGB mode
Values of vegetation index NDVI for different types of objects are given in table 47.
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Table 47 - Values of the vegetation index
Object type

Value of the NDVI

Dense vegetation

0,7

Low vegetation

0,5

Open soil

0,025

Clouds

0

Snow and ice

-0,05

Water

-0,25

Artificial materials (concrete, asphalt)

-0,5

Standard color palette of the control dialog is configured to display index NDVI such way that to
distinguish the objects of four types – vegetation, soil, snow, water. To perform the study of certain
materials and types of the underlying surface, you can change the palette display index. In this case it is
possible to detect in the picture the objects invisible in RGB or combined display mode.
Images in RGB and NDVI regimes shows that the mapping of NDVI index with a customized color
palette allows you to more confidently identify the area of vegetation, hydro-graphy, rural land and
buildings.

Figure 37 - Image in mode NDVI
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6

MESSAGES TO THE OPERATOR

In the course of program execution, it could be sent messages to the operator about errors of
execution. The message header contains the string «Error Handler». In the text, there are messages which
contain the error description and the name of the processed file. Description of the errors is given in
table 48.
Table 48 - Types of messages
Message
Error opening file
File not found
Error reading file
Error file structure

The file creation error

Error writing file

No disk space for file

Cause
Not found the specified file in
the specified directory.
Not found the specified file in
the specified directory.
An error occurred when
reading the specified file.
The structure of the specified
file is not in keeping with the
decision in the program.
Perhaps it is incorrectly
specified file.

Solution
Specify correct path and file name; to set
permissions on the file to the current user.
Specify correct path and file name; to set
permissions on the file to the current user.
Contact your system administrator (It is
possible to check the data storage).
Choose the correct file.
If the error persists, contact your system
administrator (you may need to check the
filesystem for errors and viruses); in the
absence of file system errors or viruses,
contact the manufacturer.
Attempt file creation failed.
Close the file in another program, or to
Maybe a file with that name provide a record for the target directory.
already exists and is open in
another program, either the
target directory is not
writable.
An error occurred while Check the free space in the target directory
recording the file.
data storage.
If the amount of free space is sufficient,
please contact your system administrator
(you may need to provide a record for the
destination directory and validate the data
storage).
In the target directory no free Check the free space in the target directory
space in the required amount. data storage. In the absence of the volume
of space required for the program to work,
choose a different target directory (on a
different logical disk), or contact your
system administrator (you may need to
«clean» disk).

When receiving a message, the operator should correct the cause of the error (to allocate space on
the disk, specify the correct file name, to check the efficiency of data storage) and to repeat the tasks.
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THE LIST OF SYMBOLS, TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
3D

-

CMYK

-

CS
DB
DBMS

-

DTM
EPSG

-

GIS
GML
ICAO
ISO
NDVI

-

NWS
OGC

-

OS
RGB

-

RSE
SQL

-

Attribute
Attribute data

-

Basic features

-

Border
Coordinate data
Database

-

Data model

-

Dataset
Feature

-

3-dimensional – three-dimensional dimension (space, the metric object), a
three-dimensional model (of surface, object, area)
Color representation in substractive color model (cyan, Magenta, yellow,
black). CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, blacK) is used when preparing
images for offset printing
Coordinate system
Database
The database management system (set of software and language tools General
and special purpose, providing management with the creation and use of
databases)
Digital topographic maps
Database European Petroleum Survey Group containing data about coordinate
systems and datum parameters. For example:
EPSG:3857 – code coordinate system WGS-84 / Pseudo-Mercator
Geographic Information System
Geography Markup Language
International Civil Aviation Organization
International Organization for Standardization
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(the normalized relative vegetation index). It is calculated by the following
formula:
NDVI = (NIR-VIS) / (NIR+VIS) where,
NearIR (NIR) reflection in the near infrared region of the spectrum
VIS – a reflection in the visible region of the spectrum
Nomenclature worksheet
Open Geospatial Consortium (a non-profit organization for geospatial
standards)
Operating system
The colour representation in the additive color model (red, green, blue). The
RGB model (Red, Green, Blue) used to display on the monitor
Remote sensing of the Earth
Structured Query Language – a programming language used to create, modify
and manage data in an arbitrary relational database managed by DBMS
The pair «name - value» contained in an element [ISO 19136:2007]
Qualitative or quantitative characteristics of a feature, expressed in
alphanumeric form
Digital data about the most used terrain objects, different stability of spatial
position in time and serve as the basis for positioning of other features
The set that contains constraints some entity [ISO 19136:2007]
Part of the data describing the information about spatial location of objects
A collection of data organized in accordance with certain rules and maintained
in computer memory describing the current status of some subject area and
used to meet the information needs of the user. The basis of database is the
data model
A fixed system of concepts and rules to represent the data structure, condition
and dynamics of the problem domain in the database
Identifiable collection of data [ISO 19115:2003]
Digital model of a material or abstract object real or virtual world identity,
character localization, positioning of the object and its attribute data
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Geoportal

-

Geoservice
GIS Server

-

GIS WebService

-

Identification

-

Internet
Metadata

-

Metrics of object

-

MS SQL Server
Oracle Spatial
PostgreSQL
Semantics of the
object
Spatial data

-

Unified electronic (digital)
cartographic
base

Posted in the Internet a means of access to distributed network resources
spatial data and geoservices
The user is granted a geoportal able to perform any actions on spatial data
The program provideы remote access to spatial data of users of programs GIS
Panorama, GIS Operator, GIS Map 2011 etc.
Web service to publish spatial data by protocols OGC WMS, OGC WMTS,
OGC WFS, OGC WFS-T, OGC WCS on Linux and Windows platforms
running the Apache web server, IIS, ngnix etc.
The process of assigning the attribute for object unique value that does not
coincide with any other value of this attribute for other objects
The world global computer network
Data about data [ISO 19115:2003], data describing the content, size, position
in space, quality and other characteristics of spatial data
Some of the information in the digital map, describing the location and
planned the outlines of the object
Object-relational DBMS Microsoft
Component object-relational Oracle DBMS
Free object-relational DBMS
Some of the information in the digital maps describing the attribute data of the
object
Digital terrain data and a geographic and man-made objects, including
information about their location, shape and properties represented in the
coordinate system temporary
Digital map image, which is the basis (substrate) to combine with the
representation of other spatial data or creating spatial data
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APPENDIX 1

DESCRIPTION OF DIR FILE STRUCTURE

DIR file is intended for uniting of sheets group of vector and raster maps into united works region.
Region filename, region name, filename of region resources, names of loaded
SXF, TXT, MAP files are indicated in this file.
DIR file has following structure:
DIR
NAME < region name >
< filename of region resources RSC >
< data filename >
.........
.........
.........
< data filename >
< Region name > - region name in character view up to 24 characters (can have blanks inside itself).
It is an optional field. If it misses, the name of region coincides with the sheet name of the first SXF file
of region.
< Filename of region resources > - classifier filename in RSC format. It is a mandatory field.
< data filename > - name of the file in SXF format (binary or text) or MAP format. It is a
mandatory field.
The first line of the file should contain DIR keyword (for a control). The second line should contain
filename of the classifier. For example: MAP103P.RSC. The following lines contain the list of files SXF,
TXT or MAP in a random order. One file is on the one line. If the names of files do not contain path
(names of the device and directories), they should be located in the same directory, as DIR files. If the
filename includes names of directories, but does not contain the device name, the file is located in
subdirectories of that directory, which contains the DIR file.
For example: The DIR file is arranged in the C:\DATA directory. The SXF filename looks like
\KALUGA\kaluga.sxf. So the full path will be C:\DATA\KALUGA\kaluga.sxf.
The filename can contain full path. For example: T:\Rostov\rostov.txt.
The different files can be located in various directories. The name of the classifier (RSC) is defined
by the same rules.
All data files should contain maps and projections of one type (topographical, geographical etc.).
If the works region of topographical maps is arranged in several zones, then in the list of SXF files
in the DIR file as the first file the SXF file which is arranged in the zone covering the greatest part of
works region should be indicated. At creation of works region SXF files, arranged in other zones, will be
transformed to a zone of the first file in the list of SXF files. Such approach provides the least errors of
coordinates on the average about whole region. The orthogonal coordinates for all maps sheets will be
displayed in a zone of the first SXF file.
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APPENDIX 2

DESCRIPTION RESGRAPE OF DIGITAL TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS

Nomenclature of topographic maps depends on the scale of the map. There are the following scales
of topographic maps:
- 1:1 000 000;
- 1:500 000;
- 1:200 000;
- 1:100 000;
- 1:50 000;
- 1:25 000;
- 1:10 000;
- 1:5 000.
The item number to 1:10 000 scale as follows:
9 . Z - 99 - 999 - 9 - 9 - 9 . Z
1 . 2 - 34 - 567 - 8 - 9 - 10 . 11
As separators are used, the symbols dot and dash.
The symbol 1 denotes the Northern or southern hemisphere and takes the value:
0 – North;
1 – South.
Symbol 2 denotes a belt resgrape of the Earth's ellipsoid (Latin letters from A to U).
3,4 the symbols denote the numbers of zones resgrape of the earth's ellipsoid, starting with the
Meridian 180°. Take values from 1 to 60, increasing towards the East.
Symbol 5,6,7 denotes the number of the map sheet of scale 1:100 000. If grid map sheet scale
1:1 000 000 accepted values from 1 to 144.
If the map sheet of scale 1:200 000, takes values from 1 to 36 (respectively 5.6 characters).
If the map sheet of scale 1:500 000, takes values from 1 to 4 (respectively 5 symbol).
Symbol 8 – location map sheet of scale 1:50 000. If grid map sheet of the 1:100 000 scale takes
values from 1 to 4.
Symbol 9 – location map sheet of scale 1:25 000. If grid map sheet of 1:50 000 scale takes values
from 1 to 4.
Symbol 10 – location map sheet of scale 1:10 000 with grid map sheet of 1:25 000 scale takes
values from 1 to 4.
The symbol 11 denotes the sheet layout (Latin letters from A to D).
Examples of items of topographic maps is given in table 49.
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Table 49 - Dimensions of the tiles DTM
The sizes of the
Number of
internal framework
Examples of
sheets
Scale
items
Note
between Betwee
№
Scale
the
meridia (nomenclatures)
1:1 000 000
parallels
ns
1 1:1 000 000
1
4°
6°
0.A-01
0 – the Northern hemisphere
1.U-60
1 – the Southern hemisphere
2
1:500 000
4
2°
3°
F-48-1
1 (А) – Northwest
F-48-2
2 (Б) – Northeast
F-48-3
3 (В) – Southwest
F-48-4
4 (Г) – Southeast
3
1:200 000
36
40'
1°
F-48-01
01 (I) – Northwest
F-48-06
06 (VI) – Northeast
F-48-31
31 (XXXI) – Southwest
F-48-36
36 (XXXVI) – Southeast
4
1:100 000
144
20'
30'
F-48-001
001 – Northwest
F-48-012
012 – Northeast
F-48-133
133 – Southwest
F-48-144
144 – Southeast
5
1:50 000
576
10'
15'
F-48-001-1
1 (А) – Northwest
F-48-001-2
2 (Б) – Northeast
F-48-001-3
3 (В) – Southwest
F-48-001-4
4 (Г) – Southeast
6
1:25 000
2304
5'
7'30"
F-48-001-1-1
1 (а) – Northwest
F-48-001-1-2
2 (б) – Northeast
F-48-001-1-3
3 (в) – Southwest
F-48-001-1-4
4 (г) – Southeast
7
1:10 000
9216
2'30"
3'45"
F-48-001-1-1-1 1 – Northwest
F-48-001-1-1-2 2 – Northeast
F-48-001-1-1-3 3 – Southwest
F-48-001-1-1-4 4 – Southeast
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